
October 30, 1950 

To: Department of State. 

From: 0. W. H.iegel. 

Subject: Heport on a Survey of Public Opinion Research and Train.."lne in 
West Germany, June-September, 195Q. 

My mission in Germany, accordi ng to the project description, wa:s 
to 11 survey Gerrnan educational and other institutions to ascertair1 where and 
in what marmer academic sponsorship of public opinion training and public 
opinion research can best be established. 11 

It became at once apparent that I could not report adequately on 
the topic sucgested wit.hout considering (a) the evolution of .all kinds of 
public opinion research in Germany, o.nd (b) the political, social, and 
educational climate of West Germany as it is now ai'fectine:; public o·pin.ion 
res,:arch and as it will probably affect it in the future. As a matter of 
fact, the number of educational institutions wh:Lch have shO\-m an active 
interest in this field is very limited. The central. problem, indeed, may 
be not so much the educational institutions themselves as the conditions 
and circumstances which influence the character and activities of those 
institutions, including any act:L vity in the field of public opinion 
research, a point w!iich I shall endeavor to develop later in this · r~port. 

Moreover, the mission of trying to "ascertain where academic sponsorship 
can best be established" has been made somewhat unrealistic by the :tact 
't.hat, to a . considerable degree, such sponsorship has been and is evolving 
without the benefit of my advice or even of that of the American authorities 
iri. Germany. 

It may appear from this introduction that I am about to perpetrate 
another tome on The German Problem. The temptation to do so is one which,, 
because of the shortness and many happy distractiqns of life, 1 find not 
at all difficult to resist. ' The bulkiness of this report derives chiefly 
from its appendices, and "ti"lis may be an appropriate place to indicate the 
general nature. of the report 1 s organization and contents: 

1. General observations'. ( Page 1). 

2. i~eco r mnendations--A brief, specific list of suggestions as 
to what. we shnuld do to assist the develop-
ment of public opinion research and training 
in \fo st . \ ~errnan y . (Page 32) • 
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3. Appendix A--A concise directory of all public opinion res.earch 
activities and ar;encies which I was able to discover 
in Germany, and which I considered worth mentioning, 
including a descriptive evaluation o.f each. (Page 35). 

4. Appendix B--A list of Earket Research agencies. (Pa13e 10]. 

5. Appendix C--A list of academic agencies for the study of 
communications media. (Paee 104). 

6. Appendix D--A ],ist of ,members of an organization for the 
advancement of empirical social science .in 
Germany . ( Pac,;e 106) • 

It is my hope that you will find in these appendices rnost of the 
basic data which my mission was supposed to provide. However, _.I asstirne that 
the engagement of a consultant at considerable expense to the Federal Govern-
ment is not justified by the more reportorial .aspects oi' this report;, w:it.h 
special reference to the appendices, much of r,he information in whiq,h Could 
be obtained by anyone with enough stamina and stomach for hard travel. ,T" 
assume that you were also en;;aging as much judgment an<.i co~ipetence in evalua""' 
tion as I ar:i capable of, and I am therefore passinG on to you in this section 
of the report those pers<;Jnal impressions and judgments which I have formed 
during a swlll';1er of attentive consideration of the public opinion problem 
in Germany, including conversations with several hundred· persons in hll walks 
of life, araoni:; them public opinion specialists, teachers, editors, politicians, 
labor leaders, and ordinary ci t,izens. 

It is quite possible that many persons who read this report, or 
who have it available to read, will disagree with many of my impressions anQ. 
conclusions. It is for this reason that I have sepa rated the more factual 
data in the form of appendices, and begun this ·section of the ~report by 
calling attention to its personal and subjective character. 

It goes without saying that this repdrt is too brief for complete 
discussions of the various topics and issues m~ntioned.. " I have sought mere],_y 
to call attention to the problems as they emerged in my own thinking. about 
public opinion research in Germany, in the hope that solutions vr.i.11 be 
provided by those who are charged with the responsibility of formulating 
policy and initiating programs of action. 
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Definitior:: Public Opimon Research 

For the purposes of this survey, I have limited the definition 

of public opinion research to those aspects of empirical social science 
which have to do with the systematic stud/ of attitudes, tastes, preferences, 
and opinions of relatively large nwnbers of. people, especially 1vi th the 
use of modern methods of sampling, interview:inr;, cod:i.ng, and statistical 

. inter'pretation, along with such auxiliary techniques a.s intensive interview ..... 
ing and guided discussion. I have included general social attitude and 
opinion polling, studies of reader-interest a.rid radio-listen.1.ng preferences, 
and such m.:.rket. or consumer research studies as are of special interest 
for their methodology. , I have not included studies of indi victuals such as 
occurs in intensive interviewing of the psychiatric variety, or social 
welfare case studies, or educational testing, or market and consumer 
research ·which is mainly concerned w:i.th the acquisition of statistical 
data or data regarding corrunodity preferences. 
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Value of Public Opinion ii.esearch: 'fhe 
Ideological Argument 

'fhe ideological argument for r,ubllc opiru.on polling as an 
expression of democratic life, or as a valuable aid in the development 
of democratic attitudes, ruoti vated the survey project which this report 
concerns. In th~ words of the project description, 11 Public opinion poll-
ing in Germany can be a. strong bulwark <igainst the return of totalitarian 
forms of government • People who grow accustomed to expressing their 
opinion anJ who grow interested in learning about tl1e opinions of others 
are likely to be more resistant to authoritarian dictates. , However, 
unless polling is established on a sound basis of objective methods and 
responsible utilization of results, the v-.1hole enterprise can be discredited 
as a variety of the 'informant' with which, unhappily, Germany is all too 
familiar. 11 

Another way of saying this is that the ordinary man being 
interviewed, J:ians !ichmidt, the German man-on-the-street, acquires a sense 
of dignity u.nd importance from the deferenc'e implicit in asldng for his 
opinions, as if what he thought counted. The experience will also ' fire 
him with a new curiosity to know how his opinions compare w"lth the opinions 
of other Germans-, from all walks of life. At the same time the experience 
has a wholesome affect upon the interviewer, who, by gaining insight into 
the attitudes and problems of others, their fears, hopes, frustrations, 
and wants, becomes more tolerant and understanding. By proper publicity 
and use, the polling experience, along with the impulses stirred in both 
interviewer and respondent, infuse and democratize the political life of 
the country and make it resistant to the imposition of ready-made opinions 
from above. 

" According to this argument, the relative success of objective 
public opinion polling in any country is in a sense an index to the 

, relative degree of democracy which that country enjoys. We point to the 
fact that public opinion polling is widely employed in the United States, 
for instance, while it is practically unknown in authoritarian states, 
such as the U:.:iSH 'and Spain. Whether public opinion polling follows the 
evolving of a democratic condition, or is itself a means of creating a 
democratic condition, may be as difficult to determ .. 1.ne as the answer to 
the question of which comes first, the chicken or the er;g. The passage 
quoted in the first paragraph abq~ implies l;hat public opinion polling may 

be a positive f,'orce in bringing ahout the democra t. ic condition of \v'hich 
it is itself a symptom. 

'fhe special problems which this ideoloc:ical a.ru;ument rai·se s in 
Germany vrlll be r·eferreci to again under 11 Cond:i_tion s i"or j.:.:.ffective i'o LLinc;" 
belo i,1 . 
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Value of Public Opinion Polling: The 
Utilitarian Argument 

At the same time, public op:un.on polling has functional uses 
which may or may not further the ideological cause described above. Poll-
ing in one form or another is used by governments, politicians, business, 
employers, radio stations, newspapers, and others, to acquire special 
information from which they hope to profit. Soaietimes the results of such 
polling ape made available to the public, 1· as a public service or for other 
reasons, but more often tile special value of such polls resides in their 
secrecy; that is, the fact ::.hat the client is in possession of information 
which other persons, including competitors or political rivals, do not have. 
This kind of polling is in a sense a form of private espionage. 1'.:ven in 
the democratic united 5L:1tes, the greatest amount of polLng, supplying 
the main financial support of the polling industry or science, is done on 

behalf of the private interests of clients ·rather than in the public inl~erest, 
so that the polling structure in the United Stales somewhat reseraoles an 
iceberg whose greatest bulk is hidden. 

Unfortunately, qUch polling if3 not only usup.lly a private rat.her 

than a public service, but also is sometimes used for ends which are the 
opposite of democratic. In this situation, we find the ma.cllinery of an 
essentially democratic technique bein.:::; exploited ·for non-democratic ends. 
This means that public opinion resu2rcr1 is not 'democratic per se, although 
it should be added that polling for private ends- is not likely to succeed 

except in ,a situation where 11 democratic 11 public service poll ing can and 

does successfully operate. The pertinence of this fact to the situation 

in We st Germany will be ref erred to lat er • 

. , 
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Value of Public Opinion Research: 
Heliabil.ity 

Volumes have been written, and will be ·written, on this subject. 

A comment is necess<1r;; here because there are many doubting Thomases arnons 
both Germans and Allied personnel in ;:.:ermany who have no confidence in the 

results of public opinion polling. Obviously pollin[ will never become 
firmly established as a democratic technique if there is strong and wide-

spread skepticism as to its reliability. 
-, 

It may be said that there is much groater skepticism regarding 
the reliability of public opinion polling in continental Europe than there 
is in the United States, and raore in Germany than in many other countries, 
in part because knowledge of polling is so recent. In Germany, for instance, 
it was widely believed (and .'still' is, by many) that Germans could not be 
interviewed at a],l, because oft heir fear of questionnaires (Fragebogen), 
that bad been used by the Nazis as an arm of police control. When it was 
found that Germans could be interviewed, it was than claimed th ,].t their 

Nazi experience and present polit,ical fears and anxieties rnade them, of 
necessity, covert a."ld dishonest in the.ix· <lnswers. There is also a deep 
suspicion of the adequacy of small samples for a population of the size 

and complexity of Germany's. 

Pollers, American and German, are of course fully aware of this 
skepticism anci are doing what they can to establish an aura of r(jliability 
around their work. They do this by constantly trying to refine and improve 
their scientific methods and by jtidic.ious publicity. 

The question of roliabilit;>' must be met head-on, because it is 
crucial. The German population today is for the most part 'poor and bard-
pressed, irlith many anxieties, and w:ith little leisure or resources for the 
luxury of playing with interesting or . amusing academic theories. Polling 
must appeal to the practical side of the Gerw.an character, which can be 
very practical indeed, espe~ially in such times as these. How reliable 
(and therefore, useful) are public opinion polls? The question must be 
given at least a tentative answer in ord :)r to throw light on the possible 
limits of development in present-da3r Germany. An answer is also necessary 
to make clear this_ writer's own attitude toward the field he is surveying. 

The 11 democratic" value of the process of inc1uiry into the 
attitudes of o'ther:;; (the tolerance argument) is conceded. There is also 
little question as to the reliability an~ usefulness of sarr~ling methods 
as applied in t.:he obtaining of informdion regarding factual, non-political 
situations, such as how rnany people smoke cigan;, read in bed, or prefer 
the color green. 
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The argument is over the reliability of research into the 

political, economic, and social attitudes of people, whether this 
research is done for democratic self-knowledge and insight, or for 
utilitarian ends. At one extreme are the public opinion research 

speciali.sts, with their elaborate apparatus for control experiments of 
increasing sophistication and refinemellt; <i.nd at the other extreme are 
the skeptics who either object to. all polling techniques in principle, or 
to polling of 'specific topics with specific people in specific situations. 

The a.rguI!lent will p rob~ply continue as long as polling. Neverthe-
less, as a necessary frame of refer~nce for the c onsideration of the public 
opinion research problem in Germany, the writer feels compelled to set down 

the following propositions: 

1. Polling of at,tiludes toward complicated political and 

social problems gives no final answers. To cite the German example, 
practically everyone wants to know what Germ.ans are thinking. If there in 

fact existed confidence in the .ability of any polling agency to report German 

thinking accurately and finally, we could save the hundreds of thousands or 

millions of dollars now being spent on a host of intelligence specialists, 
monitors, scrutinizers, analysts, and journalists, an<i the problem of policy-
making would be enormously simplified. Actually, of course , the many vari-
ables of public opinion research, such as t.l1e ili1pact of new events, latent 

personality traits, psycholo,;ical blocks, and the mobility of modern society 

in general, prevent any such uto1;ian result. Unfortunately, some polling 

results i n Germany are beins published with the implication that they are 

conclusive, and this practice, in my opinion, is a great disservice to the 
cause of polling. 

2. On the other hand, public opinion polling has proved itself 
a usefUl tool, a.rnong other tools, for gaining knowledge and insight. It is 
an instrument against which other instruments of observation may be 
measured. It has established its utility for this function so well in 
Germany that agencies dealing . with the tensions and ci.s1;irat.ions of large 
heterogeneous populations, such as the Ob'Ite of the American High Com-
missioner, dare not risk abandoning its use. 
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Conditions for Effective Polling 

Certain conditions are essential for effective,valid public 
opinion and attitude polling, and the degree to which these conditions 
are present con~titutes the basic problem of public opinion research in 
Germany. Among these conditions are: . 

I 
.!f 

l. A "public opinion. 11 This means the e::dstence of a population 
which has, first, opinions on significant public questions; and, second, 
the ability to project or communicate those· opinions so that they have a 
degree of-influence upon co~unal life. 

'l'he Germans obviously have a "public opinion" in this sense. At 
·the same time, there is reason for saying, I think, that this public opinion 
is only imperfectly developed, and that there are many factors which have 
retarded and which now retard the development of a healthy public opinion. 
One of these factors is the authoritarian form of government under which 
Germans lived for nearly twenty years, and which for a whole generation 
accustomed Germans to the discouragement of indi vidua.l opinions or any 
.effort to project such opinions into the political life of the nat;ion. 
Another retard.ine factor is ignorance, which derives in part from the 
systematic effort of the Nazis to deny .to the population access to certain 
kinds of information a.nd ideas, accomplished .by the methods of suppression, 
insulation, and propaganda. 'fhis experience has left curious blind spots, 
such. as an almost complete lack of knowledge of political developments in 
the rest of tbe world, and even, for that matter, of the true significance 
of political events in Germany during the Nazi period,, or German history 
before 1933. In spite .of the opening up of free inquiry in western Germany, 
~ny of these blind spots remain,, and will relnai.n f'or a long time. There 
are simply not enough informed teachers and writers to fill fn the gaps. 
One ex.ample of this is the parochialism of the German prees, with its 

·preoccupation with the immediate local problems of Germany and its notable 
lack o! ~ 3uro:µean or world or hist.orical perspective. Much of this 
parochialism may result i'rom the simple Uf!.familia.rity of journalists with 
the rest of the world or their O\in German past. The same difficulty exists 
in connection with efforts to introduce political education into German 
uni varsities and schools; there a.re not enotigh informed and competent 
German political scientists to fill university chairs eveµ if lJ.l9re were 
established. · · ····· ·· 

Equally discouraging is the slowness of Germans to try to make 
their individual opir.d.ons a force in German life. This behavior can't be 
blamed entirel;y; on the · Nazis, as the ha.bit of discipline is deeply ingrained 
in the German character, and Ge:rrila.n sooiety has long been structured in 
rigid groups under authoritarian leadership, as- in the case of political 
parties, religious groups, and labor unions. Valiant efforts have been 
made recently, especially :by American-sponsored organizations, to encourage 
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truly public discussion and uebate at1d a sense of participation :Ln 
political life by the individual German man and woman, but as long as 
the German government remains 11 they11 to the individual German, and as 
long as private opinions are over-ridden by the a.uthoritarianism, for 
instance, of party and union discipline, a healthy climate for the develop-

ment of "public opinion" does not e::.cLst. 

2. A corps of public opinion research workers who a r·e devoted 

to the development of objective, scientific research tools, and who make 
use of the late.st and best research techniques, from whatever source. 

'l'he necessity for competent scientific workers is self-evident. 
Nothing could rrore quickly discredit public opinion research, and destroy 
it, than incompetence and irresponsibility. , The problems are how to find 
and train competent workers, how to provide them with adequate resources 
and tools, and how to 'assure them careers that will be rewarding both to 

themselves and to German society. 

These problems will be dealt with below in the treatment of the 
general problem of sponsorship. 

3. Public respect for }>Ublic opinion research. Prestige is 

essential to ob~ain public cooperation, as well as to obtain the specific 
support of clients, sponsors, a.nu patrons. Prectige derives from a 
variety of sources. It arises, for instance, from respect for the integrity, 
objectivity, and competence of the research .:;roup as a whole. It a.rises 
frora the dedication of a significant part of the results of opinion research 
to the public, in the public interest. It arises from appreciation of the 

general relevance of opinion research to the real needs and e.xperi.ences of 
:people. 

Prestige is injured by the misuse of public opinion research for 
narrow partisan or selfishly personal ends. It is injured by identification 
with alien or hostile forces. 

The problern of prestige will also' be dealt with below in connection 
with the discussion of past polling in Germany and the problem of sponsor-
ship. 

4. A political climate which encourages t he free expression of 
opim.on. Stated the other way a.round, t.his means that pollint, will not be 
successful if, it threatens individuals with punishment, even if quite remoLe 
or indirect, for the harboring or utterance of unorthodox or unpopular 
opinions. I .t makes 11 t tle difference whether the threat is to physical 
security, livelihood, or to general esteem or respect within the corrummity. 

It is this threat which, alon.:; with other factors, would have 
drastically reduced the validity of pollinr; in the Third Reich and which 
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makes polling practically impossible in such authoritarian states as the 
USSR and Spain today. Valid polling results cannot be obtained in an 
atmosphere of fear and suspicion. Even in the supposedl;y- confidential 
relationship of ·interviewer and respondent, real attitudes will remain 
hidden, or will be shaded and modified to make them more socially or 
politically acceptable than they really are. 

Reference is uia.de below, in the section on historical background, 
to arnbivalent attitudes toward military goverrunent interviewers during the 
first months of American occupation. The early fears and suspicions of 
Germans were doubtless greatly reduced as they became accustomed to American 
polling and gained confidence in the disinterestedness and integrity df 
interviewers. 

,) 

One of the objectives of American polling in Germany, indeed, has 
been to show Germans the value of forthright opinions freely expressed, 
without the inhibiting fear of punishment, as one of the essential conditions 
of American-style freedom and democracy. In this 'sense it has been an 
integral part of the reorientation program, along w-lth efforts to establish 
freedom of the press, freedom of religion, and other basic freedoms. American 
polling has been a kind of showcase of democratic procedure. 

It is undoubtedly true, as stated above, tha.t confidence in the 
benign motives of American-sponsored polling greatly increased after the 
first pollJng under military auspices. To test the ii:.fluence of Ar.1ericail 
sponsorship, especially in respect to inhibitary influences; Reactions 
Analysis (HI COG) has conducted control experiments in which the same 
questions are asked on behalf of the Amedcan polling agency, lleact.ions 
Analysis, and another (fictitious) agency posing as entirely German. 'l'he 
results show to the satisfaction of the American poll~rs, not surprisingly, 
that there is little difference in answers in the two cases except in 
respect to certain questions directly relating to American behavior and 
interests. 

Assuming that the respondents did not suspect that the 11 German11 

polling agency rn:i.ght not be something else i'n disguise, which is a fairly 
large assumption, the question still remains as to ho'I'( inhibited Germans 
are in their responses to questions asked by any; polling agency, German 
or foreign, in the present political climate. Recently pollers in Germany 
have rE;ported a marked increase in 11 No Fl.esponse" answers to questions. In 
the absence of definite proof, pollers are reluctant to assign a specific 
reason for this phenomenon. However, the recent intensification of conflict 
and pressure in the so-called "cold war" cannot be overlooked as a. possible 
inhibiting influence. -

The stepping up of anti-Communist psychological warfare by the 
Allies has beer1 accomi-;anied in :r:estern Germany by the suspension of Communist 
newspapers, police action against Co1mnuni st gatherings, and a general 
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tightening of controls at_;ainst pro-Communist and dissident poll tic al 
elements. Moreover, Germ.a.ns are well aware of such developments in the 
United States as the disloyalty and un-American cases and various efforts, 
official and unofficial, to stamp out political unorthodoxy, some of which 
may not seem to harmonize entirely wiLh the doctrines of freedom of speech 
and conscience advocated by !unerica.n representatives in Germany as pn.rt of 
the reorientation program. 

At. the same time, pressure is exerted by the opposition in the 
cold war, by threats of punishment and reprisals emanating from the Conununi st-

. domine.ted East zone. These threats, alonG wit.h the thought in the back of 
the m:Lnd of most Germans th<it the Russians may march at any time and that 
Allied occupation might become 11ussian occupation overnight, unuoubtedly 
produces a certain degree of cauHon, and a desire on the J:>o.rt of many 
Germans not to stick their necks out farther than expedienc,y requires. 

At any rate, these pressures from ~iest and East, plus a resulting 
intensification of various inter- and intra-e;roup conflicts in Western 
Germany, do not help to establish a climate conducive to the free, un-
inhibited expression of opiriion, especiaJ.ly in those political areas that 
are of the most vital interest. On the contrary, the climate is already 
becoming unfavorable to der:t0cratic ,_iublic opinion polling , and there is 

indicu.tion that inhibiting influences will increase rc .• ther than 
sh in strength in the predictable future. 
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l'ublic Opinion Hesearch in Germany: 
A Brief Background Sununa.ry 

Few public opinion studies were rnad e i n Germ.a.n;y- pr i or to 1945. 
Some beginni nc s in attitude research had been n;ade in the \foiraer iiepublic, 
as, for example, the stud.ie.s of attitudes of workers ma.de by the Institute · 

of Social Science at Lhe University of Frankfurt., but the . authoritarian 

sta.te of Adolf Hitler uut an end t o any objective polli rlg of public opi'.nion 
and exiled or suppressed the men in Germany who might have been fitted by 

temperament and talent to develop the new science. In a state dominated 
by the Fuehrer Prinzip , any research which sour;ht to elicit personal and 
particularized opinion necessarily had an aura of subversion. 

The Allied armies in 1945 therefore entered a Germany that had no 

experience w:i.th, and little kno1vledge of, the tradit ions and methods· of 
public opi nion re s earch whiqh had developed with such rapidity in the 
western na tions , nnd particul:;,rly :i. n t he United St ntes, during t he years 
of Hitler's Third Reich. Each of the three western occupation powers b egan 

polling operat i ons i n their respective zones. A polling unit accor:ipanied 

the American army into Germ:my and was ulti ;ndely established as the 
Opinion Surveys Branch of 1-li.litary Goverruuent, . under the direction of 
Frederick 'dillians. Polling i n Lhe r:ritisl i zone was directed by James 

Stevenson Whi t e, and in t he French zone by Bernard Lahy . 

This is not t he place t o discuss t he history and r roblems of 
Allied polling agencies in Germany except to point out that their effect 
upon the development of Gcrmari public opinion res0arch has been very great. 
They were li vin1( exhibits of the new foreign polling techniques, and the 
basis of all-important first impressions, although t hese first impressions 
were modi f ied/ of ccmrse, by later develo pments. Leaders in German society, 
such as politicians, journalists, and uducators, formed their first .judg-
ments on the cha1·ac Ler arni utility of polling by observation of the Allied 
agencies. Allied p olli r~t~ was also tile first major determinant of attitudes 
o.f t he general public toward the new technique, insofar as the pubUc came 
into contact with interviewers, or heard about polling by word of mouth, 
or read about polling i n newspapers. 

'i'he Allied pollint: agencies directly stimulated and influenced 
German JiUblic opinion research eff orts in a variety of ways. They awakened 
many Germans to the possibility of adaptiflf, the techniques to Germany for 
scientific or comrnercial purposes. The few Germans who already knew some-
thing about pollin,g , and be8an polling operations an soon as possible after 
the occupat ion, were provided with examples o f u p-to-date met hodology and 
':1- rneasuri nc rod b;y whi ch to /test t heir o~m effo r t s. horeover, by hiring 
Cerman employees, the forei 8n <ir:encies have been trainj_ng a corps of research 
workers in their traditions and methodolo i:;y , and brought into existence a 
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and subsequently detached from the Information Services Division of the 
Office of Public Affairs (HICOG) and attached directly to the office of 
the director of the Office of :Public Affairs, as part of the staff for 
policy and plannine, where· at the moment it appears to be enjoyine 
considerable favor. 

The vicissitudes and controversies over the official American 
polling operation are important to this survey for two main reasons; first, 
for their influeince upon German att:Ltudes toward polline; and, second, for 
the manner in which they call attention to the difficult~es of any polling 
operation by an occupation power. 

One aspect of contr-oversy revolves around the question as to 
whether such a polling agency can carry on an intelligence function and 
at the same time serve as an example of dernoc!"atic procedure as part of the 
reorientation program • . The cold war has emphasized this problem, as it is 
questionable whether there would now be any official· American polling in 
Germany if the issues of the cold wa.r had been resolved. Stated somewhat 
crudely, the question is this: Does the dominant polling operation in 
Germ.any impress the Germans as an object lesson in denocratic procedure, 
or does it impress them primarily as an ~(?ject lesson in how governments 
can use scientific methodology for intelligence in support of political 
objectives? 

I can only pose the question; I can't answer it. I think I can 
guess, however; what would be the reaction in the United ;)tates to polling 
on political questions by the Federal Government., to provide intelligence 
for the administration. I think an even more unfavorable reac.:tion could be 

expected if the government wore a foreign one. Public reaction would ni.i.turally 

depend somewhat upon what use was made of the findings. 

This leads to a second and nnre serious aspect of the problem, 
which is the use ma.de of official American polling results in Germany. The 
.main use is informn.tional, to throw light on German opinions and attitudes, 
for ttie benefit of anyone interested in the problem of ~rmany. A rr.ore 
specialized use of results, for the more or less confidential information 
of occupation personnel, is to show the strength or wealmess of .American 
activities and policies, such as the popularity of puhli.cations or radio 
progrruns, attitudes toward occupation troops, etc •• · Thi~ is an aspect of 

the ~ntelligence function, and is preswna.bl.r useful for im.provln,s American 
services and policies, or to justify requests for appropriations. A 
third use of results, and the most controversial one, is the publicizing 
of .findings for their political usefulness. 

During the summer a numl;er of articles ap.peared in various 
periodicals publ:i,,shed in Germany which revealed that, according to .,the 

, American polLne agency, Germans show this or that attitude coruenia.l to 
! American policy, or this or that attitude hostile to a.nti-fweri;·an policy. 
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I am, of course, pleased with these findings. 
useful this kind of polling and publicity may 
psychologicia.l warfare, I wonder whether it is 
of scientific public opinion research. 

At the same time, however 
be from the standpoint of 
not a disservice to the cause 

This is not written in any criticism of the American pollers 
in Germany, who are well aware of the problem and of the dangers of 
exploiting polling results for political purposes. · The problera is one for 
top policy consideration, a.s the use of polling results is determ.i.ned at 
h .. lgh leyel and the polling staff is merely following its directives. 

In ot,her terms, the American dilemma arises from the anomaly of 
trying, on the one hand, to further the cause of scientific, objective, 
disinterested public opinion research, and, on the othe1~ hand, using poll-
ing for political objectives. It is difficult to ride two horses at the . 
same time. The dilemma is confou.rided by the fact that. the intelligence 
and, political functions of American polling seem, at the moment, to provide 
the main justification of the expenditures upon it; were these functions 
to be abandoned, support would probably be withdralrffi, and the operation 
expire. 

It seems to me important, out of respect for the principle of 
responsibility in the use of polling re~ults, , and for the sake of the 
future of public opinion polling in Germa.ny,'"that the American polling 
agency ride one horse or the other, but not both. One option would be 
to become strictly an intellit'.::ence agency, and covert as far as findings 
are concerned. Another option would be to publish all findings regularly 
and impu.rtially, regardless of their cone;eniality in terms of American 
policy, making certain with appropriate publicity that Germans realize that 
.fil findings are being so published .in the interests of spreading knowledge 
and providing an example of demo.cratic procedure. 

Other .solutions of · this problem may recommend thernsel ves to the 
policy makers of the State Department. The present split personality of 
Ileactions Analysis may easily, it seems to me;' lead to a11 increase in 
Ge·rrnan cynicism regarding public opinion research, not to mention possible 
effects upon the German members of the staff of Reactions Analysis, who 
might come to regard public opinion research as a. matter of politics as 
much as of science. 

This criticism of politic al exploitation does not apply so far 
to any of the other public opinion research projects in Germany sponsored 
or subsidized by HICOG, at least not to my knowledge. 

As I have said above, the staff of iteactions Analysis is devoted 
to the principle of scientific objectivity; indeed, it has always had a 
strong sense of mission in this regard, if only Ly setting an example to 
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Public Opinion Research in Germany: 
The Present Situation 

Appendix A contains a brief description a.no evaluation o.f public 
oz1im.on research agencies in Western Germany. The Index at the end of this 

·report indicates type of sponsorship of each agency, such as academic and 

non-academic, as well as the der;ree of Amedcan support. ln brief, the 
ma.in facts regardinc the present situation ma;y be swtL.arized as fQllows: 

Excluding the official American agency , ileact:i.ons Analysis, there 
are four active general polling and market research a[:'.encies in Gerwany, 
Demoskopie, Er.i.NID, DISHA, and Unsere l·1einuni:. , of which the most successful 
seems to be Demoskopie. All are operated for private profit. 1'r,ese 
agencies have had onlJ casual contacts with American polling experts in 
Germany, or, as in the case of Demoskopie, practically none at all. None 
has a research training program of its own or in connection w·lth any 
academic institution, other than tlie training of members of its own staff. 
An exception to this statement is a program for student interns, during 
their vacations, recently inaugu!"ated by Demoskopie in cooperation with 
two or three universities. 

The two major social survey projects which employ public opinion 
res ,;arch techniques are the Office of Social Hesearch in Dortmund and 
the Darmstadt Conununity Survey. Both have nominal academic sponsorshir, 
although the latter is entirely subsidized by American funds, and the 
former receives considerable .American support for its attitude studies. 
Both projects have American advisers. Neither has a systematic program 
for research traininc;, aside from the training of meriiliers of its own staff, 
althoui:.;h both hope to inaugurate such a program. 

Research training in universities aud other academic institutions 
is practically nonexistent, although there a1·e many plans and projects. The 
most promising and ambitious program for research train~ne is being developed 
by the Institute for Social He search at t.he University of Frankfurt. This 
Institute has some private endowment funds, is,·' recei vine; Ainerican financial 
aid, and has prospects of a large grant from Ulfr.:SCO. It is the only 
academic institution in Germany today which has a staff of sufficient size, 
competence, and experience to undertake a substantial anci. sourid training 
program. This staff is composed majnly of emigres ·~~ho have worked in the 
United States for many years and who retain their American citizenship. 

- . 
This sunm;ary does not include all agencies ( See Appendix A), but 

it mentions the largest and mobt influential. A notable fact about all 
public opinion res.earch and training activity in Germany, wlt h the exception 
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of the Ge:rman private polline a~:encies, is its beav;y dependence upon 
American firw.ncial sup1,-0rt and /:1111erican advisers. Jeth may be considered 
ephemeral, or at least non-indigenous. It is significant, l t~d.nk, that I 
found no naturalized AP."',erican of :;erman origin now workinc in the ;;ublic 
opinion .field in German;y who has .any intention of surrendering his American 
citizenship and settlin3 t-iermanently in Germany. 

The opinion qf A.uer1.can experts or, Gerinu.n co;~1petence in the r;ublic 
opinion research field' rang;es from lukewarm to r1iehly derogatory. The 
general feeling is thaL if American advisers were withdrawn, whatever 
scientific cor:ipetence has been built up so far 1-.JOuld succumb· sooner or later 
to academic dogmatism or German prejudice and opportunis1;1. ;; ihLLe tber.e is 
some respect for certain of the private pollers, the .~ eneral attitude is 
that the best of them are relatively inexperienced and t:.nscientific as 
compared with their Arnerican opposite numbers, and that tiie conditions 
under wM.ch the,y work make it in,possiblo for tber;-, to carry out experimental 
programs of sufficient scope and merit to assure healthy progress ln 
research m~thodology. 

To what extent such judgments are accurate estimates of ability 

or indications of a patronizint, superiorit,y complex is difficult to say. 
In the case of the private German pollin.s ai_;encies, some suggestive 
evidence on the subject might be o'otained, ii' it is really desired, by 
commissionine: the a gencies to do identical studies with Ileactions Analysis, 
preferably sor;;e kind of predictive survey which would be followed by 
corroborative action, such as voting, or the publication of census fi gures. 
At a cost no grcrc.ter than th&.t of sending a German specialist to the United 
States under the exchange program, i~eactions Analysis could check the 
results of: the various polling agencies a.gainst each other, a gainst the 
results of Reactions Analysis, and against actual public behavior. Several 

studies of this tyy;e might not be conc l usive in their totality, but they 
might provide some useful tentat-i ve answers to the question of scientific 
know-how and reliabili t.y. 

Another notable feature of the present situation is the lack of 
resources in Germany for noncommercial rescar,eh and training. With a 
deficit economy, with so many demands for money for reconstruction and the 
minimum physical needs of life, where is Germany to find the rnoney for 
l.raining and experimentation in public opinion re search? Or stated in 
other words, with so many pressine problems sucn as housin[, unemplo;yment., 
and now, possibly, rearmament, what legislative body or {:'.OVernment official 
will appropriate frtoney for an expansion of research in this new field? As 
one German professor said rer arding a foreign appropriation for poll.i.ng 
refugee opinions, "Think ')f the number of houses that could be built with 
tht1t money to give refugees decent shelter • 11 

The last but not the least not, <: ble feature of the present 
situation in Germany is t,he lack of career opportunities for pu'olic op:;uuon 
research specialists. \~'hat is the use of public opinion resi::arch training 
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if it leads only to personal frustration'? Because of the rigor of life for 
most Ge1~mans, anc..l the difficulty of young people to obtain a foothold in 
economic life, the mood of students, in general, is to obtain, as quickly 
as possible, an education that will be most likely to obtain jobs for "them. 

Jobs for public opinion researc;h experts simply do not exist now except in 
the limited number required for the agencies lit.-ted in this report, and 
many of those agencies have little hope of permanence. The jobs do not , 
exist in the universities, or in government, or in business. The whole-
some educational and democratizing value of public opinion research train-
ing is granted, but lUlder present conditions it is a hQ-ury which youne; 
Germans can ill afford. 

From tbe foregoing pages it will be seen that in my opinion t.he 
basic problems of public opinion research and training in Germany are the 
problem of sponsorship, which involves the related problems of prestige 
and public acceptance, and the problem of financial support, to which is 
related the problem of finding positions for public opinion research 
scientists in German society so that the:/ can usefully exercise their 
skills with adequate personal'rewards. 

In the followin8 section I will list some of the leading 
institutions of German economic, political, and social life, with a brief 
comment on the suitability of ez.c:--, for the sponsorship and support of 
pu ~, lic opinion research. 
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German Institutions Considered as fo5sible 
Spons·ors or Supporters of 
Public Opinion .Research 

1. Universities 

The . prospects for academic sponsorship_ of public opinion research 
and training a,re gloo~ in the extreme. So mai:iy reports.have been written 
on the conservatism .and general backwardness of German universities that 
only ~ t~e rilain facts need to be summarized here. · No substantial reform has 

· been 1*de iri the German university system in the western zones. The general 
tone of uni ve:r$ities ra.nge.e from conservative to reactionary. They a re 
state support'ed and controlled, and professors are government employees. 
Currents of' nationalism and authoritarianism are still running strong. 
Prol&s.~ors are strongly entrenched; jealous of their prestige and privileges, 
ahd bav~ ~omplete poWet' to make or break their assistants,· so that new 
professors tend to ;resemble their patroJ1s. Predominant faculties are law, 
because it lead:$;. to jobs in' the government bureaucracy; economics and 
b~iness a:nd ad:millistra.tion, because they lead to jobs in business and 

industry; ·and philosophy, because it leads to jobs in the state educational 
system. · · 

. The socia.J.. sc:i.ences are poorly developed. Sociology has been 
~ominated by theory and dogma. Political science: Virtually disappeared 
in the Third: Reich except as a for1Jl ()f indoctrixiation. Efforts are being 
ma.de to te\live it, but few ·competent teachers are available, an(i it is st'ill 
Viewed with suspicion as a kind of propaganda. vehicle instead of a 11 pureh 
science. There is !ear that teachers Will creep into the universities 
who are praetioal men ~d not "scholars." Political science is a subject 
_for advanced specialization and research onlj at the University of Cologne. 
Soeial psychology is taught only in a few places. buch courses as those 
offered in American universities on pressure groups and propaganda techniques 
are practically unknown,. 

.Empirical social science r .esearch of the type utilized in public 
opinion studies runs into special diffic ulties. In the first place, 
profeaoore are afraid ot losing caste by too close a contact with "real 
life11 :processes, such as occurs in empirical research. An actual , interview 
by ~ professor ';f'i.th an anorrymous man-on-the-street is practically in-
-conceivable. DP the other hand, German acaden:!)..cs seemed to have accepted 
one kind of empirical research, th, .. t represented by the kind of deep probe 
employed by Freud and the psyebiatrists. What is necessary, apparently, 
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to legitimatize public opim .. on research is the formulation of some kind of 
philosophical rat.ionale of ninducti ve reasoning, 11 or some other acadernically 
a.c.ceptable catch-phrase, promulgated by someone of professorial rank with 

fulsome.academic prestige. 

. This opposition has another result of ma.king it extremely difficult 
to obta.in fi.mds from legislative bodies, which., on the whole, are satisfied 
With the university system as it is, and have no zeal to ant.agonize the 
. I 

old-line departments. As a. consequence, training in empirical social 
science is rare, and training in public opinion re search even raret. The 
University of Frankfurt is an exception, for special reasons described 
elsewhere. The Office of Social Research of the University of Muenster 
receives no financial support from the university, is located in ,another 
city, and is unpopular with other faculties, which are domin•,,ted by the 
ecclesiastical authoritarianism which exists in so many of the universities. 
Some progress has been made a.t Colocne, as previously mentioned, and at 
Hamburg, which is "advanced," although the efforts there are still largely 

in the planning stage. 

HI COG has tried to meet the situation by sponsoring the Hochschule 
for Politik at Berlin and Munich, with their ernphasis upon empirical social 
science, as a kind of "Third Force 11 in<iependent of the opposition and 
lethargy of the university system. Unfortunately, these institutions have 

not yet found permanent German nongovernmental source·s of support. 

One solution of the problem might be in Uie support of academic 
institutes by private wealth, which mit;ht gi v0 empirical research activities 
a degree of autonOill,y and independence of action. Unfortwiately, there is 
no tradition of private giving for such purposes in Gerwany, and no 
indication that the new wealthy class of Gennany is considering any revo-
lutionary experiments along this line. · 

There is one important German organization for the financial 
assistance of research, the so-called Notgemeinschaft der Deutschen 
Wissenschaft, with offices at Buecherstrasse 55, Bad Godesberg. However, 
the last annual report (March, 1949, to March, 1950) reveals that of 560 
research projects given financial help t.otali.-:g 1,3 million UN, only two 
were in t .he empi'rical social science field. !Jr. K. Zierold, the executive 
vice-president of the Gemeinschaft; explained that anong the reasons for 
this state of affairs were the lack of German experts in the public opinion 
field, the absence of a German biblio1,raphy that would demonstrate that 
pUblic opinion research is indeed a science, the slightly leftish aura 
of studies in this field,, and the endless arguments as to which university 
~aculty should .?ave jurisd:tction. 

I am not neglecting consideration of possible development of 
public opinion researcn ia such ins Li tutions a.s the labor academies at 
Frankfurt, Dortmund, and Hamburg, <:.nd some of the pedagogical institutes, 
which are relatively progreflsi ve. These institutions are also poor, llo1.,,rever, 
and without competent staffs for · re so arc~: in the field. 
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2. Business and Industry 

I a.in inclined to believe that any permanent developments in 
any genuinely 11 German" public opinion research and training must depend 
largely upon the direct sponsorship and support of German business and 
industry. The emerging dominant force in the West German state, in terms 
of ultimate ' political power, appears to be a hierarchy of industrial and 
conunertial interest's, which exercise their control through the political 
parties, as well as through employment, and the control of credit. folitical 
power per se, represented by the political parties, aµpears to play a second-
acy role, which is a reversal of the relative positions of political and 
economic power in tlie Nazi regime after the middle 1930' s. How loni:; the 
present power relationships will continue is difficult to predict, but it 
would' be safe to say,, I think, that the present situation is not particularly 
stable. 

From many points of view, the e1nergencc of a. strong and wealthy 

commercial and industri'al group in western Germany is a favorable circum-
stance for puqlic opinion research. German business has always been 
"progre~eive" in the sense that it has been aggressive and competitive, , 
·and hence receptive to any new ideas or techniques which might serve its 
i,nterests. It is only r~atural, therefore, that it would make use of the 
modern sampling techniques of public opinion and market research. 

Up to this time, the only substantial German financial support 
of public opinion research has come from German bi..:.:::::.~1ess and industry for 
studies by three of the private German polling agencies, plus some support 
given to the Office of Social Research at Dortmund by the Ruhr mining 
inP,ustry. A good iilustration of patronage of public opinion research by 
11 progressive" German business int:.arests is the case of the Wirtschafts-
politiscben Gesellschaft von 1947 described under 11 Demoskopie11 in 
Appendix A. Other clients of German polling agencies a1~e listed under 
polling agency titles in the appendix. 

On the unfavorable side is the fact that the number of concerns 
can afford full-scale surveying at the present time is limited. Also, 

German business is notably disinterested in any kind of riublic service, or 
in science, except insofar as it advances the pri va,te interests of business 
leaders and increases profits. Both !:Jusiness men and heads of polling 
agencies have pointed out to me that -industries and commercial concerns 

· are reluctant to spend any money on attitude polling until they are in 
trouble, as when they are faced with labor tmrest or excessively stiff 
competition. 

The critical problems of management-labor relations in Aestern 
Germany have provoked much interest in the fields referred to L·1 Lhe United 
States as public relations or industrial relations. hore and nore leaders 
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of business and industry appear to be a.wa.kenine; to the "fact that their 
success depends upon long-term programs and policies which win public 
consent and approval, or at least prevent active public hostility or 
upheavals ·in the labor force. The German business group referred to 

· a.bOve, for instance, is deeply concel'ned with problems of public and 
· industrial relati,ons, and sends out a regular bulletin to members with 
information about new·method,s and practices in thie field. It should also 
be. me,ntioned that nw.ny of the universities have relatively advanced and 
ecientifie courses and institutes in the area of business management. 

Increase of interest in pubHc, industrial, and consumer relations 
will undoubt-edly be reflec.ted in increased use of the facilities and know-
hew of the Ger.man polling agencies. Therefore, it is of the greatest 
iJ;IpOrtane.e to the i'uture of public opinion polling in Germany, . in my 
opinion, that 1':he grovtl;.h of such interest be encouraged in any feasible way. 

· A gratifying dftvelOpment:, noted this summer, was a considerable increase 
in t.he number of business men and plant managers who "isited German polling 
agencies to fin<}. out what the new attitude polling techniques were all 

·. about and how they c0uld s.erve their special needs. Many of these visits 
may result in future contracts for surveys. 

While this source of sponsorship and financial support is 
i~d.ispe.n'sable to German public opinion research at the present time, it 
will oot be adequate to advance the larger cause of experimental, scientific 
progress in empirical social research if it serves only private ends. As 
point.ed out earlier, public esteem and prestige demands that some part of 
research be dedicated to the public, or that the public interest in the 
sci~ce be clearly demonstrated. The best way to do this, it seems to me, 
would be for German business and .industry to support an educational train-
ing agency dedicated to objective, experimental, scientific, public opinion 
rese~h. . This would only be enlightened ffeli'-interest. 

The main obsta~le to such a move on the part of German commercial 
interests appears to be the lack of any tradition for the support of 
independent eduoational agencies by the endowment of private funds. All 

· schools look to the atat.e for support. I don 1 t know how the old habits 
can be changed,, or how German business can be convinced that such a 
departure a.s that suggested a.pove is advisable in its own interests, but 
I believe tha.t. t.he effort should be made to win much greater commercial 
and indu~rial support. (See decorarnendati1m 1.) 
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3. Government 

How much sponsorship and support should be given to public 
opuuon research by government is a thorny problem. In view of Lhe tendertcies 
in Germany toward centralization and authoritarianism, ~ oi.'11r1 .judgment is 
that government intervention in this field would not· be, on the whole, a 
healthy development. Gove1~nment at the state level already has too much. 
control over research through the budgetary appropriations to educational 
institutions by the i\ultus Ninisteriums • . 

A few politicians have made use of German private polling agencies 
to obtain information, mainly for personal political or party purposes. 
There is always great danger that government will use polling for control, 
reprisal, or propaganda, thereby discrediting it both as a science and as 
a useful democratic tool. 

Government profitably could, however, stop hir:i.nt: so many lawyers. 
and employ a few young men trained in public opinion research. There are 
many positions in government f'or which such training would be extraordiaarily 
useful, if only for the insight such specialists might have into the real 
problems and attitudes of people. Such experts could also do nruch to 

encourage attitude research by academic and private agencies, for instance 
by makin,s intelligent use of their results. 

Government should, I believe, order more surveys from the polling 
agencies, academic and private, but for public, and not partisan, purposes. 
It should also appropriate more mone:v to academic public opinion research 
institutes. 

..r-" 
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4. Labor Unions 

The labor unions have shown a disappointing lack of interest, so 
far, in public opinion research, although there has been some peripheral 
support of research through the labor acadeud.es and the Office of fo.cial 
Research a.t Dortmund. American observers tend to attribute this apathy 
mainly to the authoritarian tinge of unionism in Corrilan.)' , with its in-
difference to the attitud~s of the rank and file, although there are 
doubtless other reasons. The current survey of German youth which the 
DGB is undertaking with the encouragement and support of HlCOG (See 
Deutscher Gewerkscbaft Bund, JugerdAbteilung, in Appendix A), may stimu-
late further activity in this field. 

The labor unions should defiiiitely sponsor and support some 
' kind of effective scientific re search into public opinion, either in one 

of their own educational institutions, or, even better, in an independent 
scientific institute, in cooperation with business and indut1try. 
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5. · Political Parties 

No political party in German;y has so far. undertaken public opinion 
polling, although individual politicians have had surveys made, and the 
Social Democratic Party once ordered a pre-election poll which could not lie 
completed because of a ,lack of funds (See Demoskopie, Appendix A). 

The obj~ctions to government polling cited under (3) above, apply 
with even greater force to the political parties. The reasons offered by 
the Social Democrats for not pol1ing apply to all political parties: (1) 
The expense; (2) 1'he greater objectivity of an outside polline: ae;ency; 
there would always be a suspicion that party-sponsored surveys were rigged, 
either intentionally or unintentionally; (3) The ease with which pollinf: could 
be perverted to intra-party policing, as was done by the Nazis for pla~ring 
in-party politics, denunciation, etc. 

Most political parties claim to have their own machinery for 

determining party, if not public, opinion. The Social Democrats, for instance, 
probably the most tiehtly organized pa.rt;-t ·after the Communists, claim 9,000 
local organizations at the grass-roots level; opinions are presuwably passed 
along in the form of resolutions or reports to di strict and then to national 
headquarters. 

Political parties should encourage the development of scientific 
polling in every possible way, as the techniques and results of polling are 
vital to them. But they do not seem to be themselves appropriate agencies 
for the sponsorship of polling • . 
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6. Mass· Hedia; 
Radio, Film, Press 

a. Radio 

R.ad.i.o has probably been the chief financial support of private 
German polling agencies so· far, after business ahd industry. H.adio 
constitutes one of the bright, spots in the public opinion research situation, 
as radio stations are relatively wealthy, compared -with the other mass media, 

and a constant check on set use and listener reactions is vital to their 
success. All German radio stations employ or have enployed some form of 
scientific polling of listener' preferences and attitudes with the exception 
of 1'~rankfurt, which appears to rely ma.inly upon the solicitation of fan mail. 

A continuing danger is that German radio will beco'1ne the victim of 
political manipulation and eventually succumb to the control of Land (state), 
and then Federal, government. German radio is now organized on a. Land (in 
the American zone) and zonal .basis (in the British and French zones), with 

control in the hands of state-chartered public service boards ma.de up of 
representatives of various social and cultural groups in German life. 
Independence is threatened by the desire of Land goverrunents to have more 
decisive authority in radio matters, and both independence and decentraliza-
tion are threatened by a. growing :i.nterest of the Post Office department 

and the Bonn government in controlling all West German stations. If Allied 
influence is completely withdra.vm, there is grave doubt that German radio 
will be able to resist the pressure for authoritarian control centralized in 
the Federal government. At the present time, Allied control is technically 

" limited mainly to 11 scrutiny" and "advice," althoueh sterner control measures 
are -available in emergencies, such as a provision of the charter of the High 
Commission for Germany permitting intervention to ensure the protection, 
prestige, security and immunities of the Allied forces of occupation. 

Any increase of centralization and authoritarian control would be 
have harmful effects upon the use of.-·Jistener-preference and public 
studies by the various Land radio systems. Stations should continue 

to promote listener research, if onlyt to assure closer rapport wltb regional 
audiences as a means of forestalling centralization. 

horeover, the concept of radio as a public service designed to 
satisfy the real .cultural needs and interests of ordinary people is not 

firmly established in Germany. German radio staffs sometimes show a lack 
of social consciousness which leads them to engage in more or less dogmatic 

. programming based more upon their own prejudices a.nd pre-conceptions than 
upon public interest and nee.d. Public opinion pollinr: can be extremely 
.helpful in overcoming this state of m;i.nd. 
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Radio should therefore be encouraged to sponsor and support as 
much public opinion research as possible. Not only should listener-
preference studies be continued, but· public radio corporations should 
al~o assist. in the sponsorship of educational agencies devoted to the 
experimental development of objective, scientific public opinion research 
and the training of expert·s in this field. Positions should also be 
established on radio station staffs for such experts. 
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b. Film 

Practically nothing has been done in Germany to study systematically 
audience reactions and public attitudes toward motion pictures, although 
there are almost limitless possibilities for research in tllis important 
field. DISMA occasionally pre-tests an Eagle-Lion (British) film witL a 
selected audience (see DISI'4A), and distributors frequently ask theater 
patrons to fill out cards. as they leave the theater indicat i .nt ~ their re-
action to the film they have just seen, but there have been no general 
studies of attitudes toward .1-aotion pictures, to rzy knowledz;e, nor a,ny 

studies of the psychological effects of particular films or types of 
films, with the exception of a current survey in Berlin (see lnstitut 
fuer Publizistik, Berlin). It would aprJear that even i:1eactions Analysis 
has done little in this field, althougi·. the effect upon German audiences 
of such films as "Nuernberg" and many other American documentaries and 
feature films should be of considerable interest and importance. 

The lack of interest of American filln companies in research is 
explained very simply. They are interested in profits, and the only kind of 
public opinion survey they appear to care about is represented by the number 
of Germans who will pay out their marks and pfennigs at the box office. 

The attitude of the Germ.an film producers is similar, although 
they have groat er ,justification, perhaps, beca.usc ·oft heir poverty. The , 
low state of the .film industry in West Germany is in considerable part the 
result of the manner of its financing. Producers have little money, so that 
moat of the financing of films is done by distributors, with the ass1 stance 
of banks and industry. · This kind of financinij demands a financially 11 safe" 
film that is cheap to produce and has a sure-fire appeal to a mass audience. 
The typical result is a light, cheap comedy. Meanwhile, I am informed, .Gast 
Zone Germans are producing a number of films tf considerable artistic interest 

merit. 

'I'liis is a deplorable sJ.i tuation, and the only corrunent I can think 
the obvious one that something should be done to fJlace the German film 

.industry on a. sounder financial basis. ':ihen this happens, the industry should 
become' a client of polling aeencies and join in the sponsorship and support 
of an institute of public opinion _research and training. Such sponsorship 
and support rrli ght not only stimulate studies of real interest and value to 
the industry, but might also have considerable presti o·e value in the 

• \.JI ' 

industry' s public relations. 
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c. Press 

The West German press has already given considerable support and 
encouragement to public opinion research agencies, both by contracting for 
reader-interest studies, and. by purchasing and publishin8 news releases based 
upon results of surveys made by polling agencies in Germany (specific data 
in Apr.:>endix A). They sh.Juld do much more. 

The attitude toward polling of most editors with whofri I talked 
consisted of a curious combination of cynicism and opportunism. Some of the 
skept;l..cism of editors undoubtedly derives from the feclin8 of ed.itors every-
where that they a.re themselves the greatest experts on the public pulse, 
and that the so-called 11 scientific" pollers are poaching on a private 

. domain. At the same time, the more progressive editors are careful to make 
use of rrodern research methods for reader-interest surveys. They also buy 
and publish articles baaed on the findings of polling age,~1cies, because of 
reader interest in such articles. 

This use of pollint:; results mainly for their attentbn value leads 
to abuses. Pollers complain that editors frequently edit releases so as to 
retain only the rr.ost sensational findings, so ~hat:. the true results of surveys 
a.re distorted. :Moreover, rnost editors find the methodolot:ical data on the 

poll, so often essential for proper interpretation of res<ilts, a waste of 
limited newspaper space, and cut it out. This means that readers have no 
opportunity to appreciate the prudence and care of the polLng agency wit[! 
the result that the prestige of polling as a science is not enhanced. 

The main reason advanced by editors for. not giving more effective 
support to polling operations is the familiar one of lack of money. The 
financial strain upon German newspapers is indeed serious, and few of them 

·are in a posi Lion to indulge in luxuries. The field of both newspaper and 
magazine publishing is highly competitive, with relc.t.ively low mass purchas-
ing power, and limited advertising possibilities. The total number of daily 
newspapers published in West Germany and Berlin, with a total p:>pulation of 
about 40,000,000, stood at 1,678 on October l, 1950, compared with only 
about a 100 more daily papers published on the same date in the united 
States, with a population of 150,000,000. A good many papers which began 
publication after the abolition of licensing have already disappeared, and 

re may be expected to suspend publication. While the previously licensed 
newspapers have retained a high percentage of total German newspaper 
circulation, the financial situation of manj' of them is precarious, and 

me are bedeviled by the possibility that owners of the printj.ng plants 
hey a.re using will not renew their leases. Many newspapers are being 
ubsidized by political parties, industrialists, ba,nks, or other special 
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.This is not a healthy situation, and yet there are ma.ny compelling 
reasons why lhe newspapers should support public opinion research even at 
the cost of sacrifice in other directions. A deraocratic .condition in 
society is of first importance both to newt>pa.per freedom and to financia]_ 
success. The newspaper has a: vital function in a. democratic society of 
discovering and expres sing the main currents of public interests, beliefs, 
and aspirations. Unfortunately, the generally low r,rofess.ional quality of 
German newspapermen, their blind spots of ignorance, and old habits of 
journalistic arbitrariness, have prevented newspapers from com.inc into 
close rapport with large sections of the public. The.v need to know a great 
deal more about how to attract re<;.ders, especially Lbe masses of working 

people. 

l·tany editors are aware of the proble:n and are tryine to do w rae-
thing about it. One evldence of this is the 11 Vox Pop 11 and "Inquiring 
Reporter 11 features, recording the views of the man-on-the street, wLich 
appear in some newspapers. Another indication is the reader-interest survey; 
several survey::; ~re noted under various polling agencies in Appendix A. 

All of these interests rni41t be given great effect if the news-
papers would take a greater interest in the sponsorship of scientific . 
attitude studies and in the responsible publ:lcizing of survey results. 
Such developments require that newspaper workers learn a. great deal more 
about public opinion research methods than they know now. They rrrust take a 
critical interest in German polling agencies, and study their techniques. 
There nrust be more cooperation between editors and pollers in the planning 
of surveys, interpretation of results, and techniques of presentation. 
Newspapers should be a dependable source of reader-interest survey bus:Lness 
for pollers, and a dependable market for the sale of polling results. 

All mass media, press, radio, and motion pictures, should 
contribute to the sponsorship and support of one or rrore institutes for 
public opinion research and training. Encouragement should be given especially 
to training agencies which specialize in the , study of mass media and which 
have professional training interests. I have in mind such agencies as the 
Institut fuer Publizistik at Berlin, alt.hough this particular inst:i.tute 
may not at the moment have the most desirable locat.ion or resources,. >.iuch 
an agency, however, serving as a liaison between the practical professions 
of mass comrm1nication and social science, have the dual capacity of 
providing research facilities for the benefit of the media and also of 
training recrµits who have some understandin~ of the public, and public 
opinion, and of the potentials and effects of mass corLJ.r:iunication. 
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Recommendations 

· The first. section of this report and Appendix A contain many 
references to a.pademio and other institutions that, in my opinion, sbould 
be ueneouraged.•1 This means very little unless vague encouragement can be 
1m.plemented. by a specific. action of some kind capable of accomplishment by 
Americans under the conditions which now exist in Germany. This thought 
has considerably limited.my specific recommendations below, which are 
intended to be within the realm of the practical. Aleo, it should be 
clear by· t.his time that I am not convinced that large grants of money to 
wo:rthy ;institutions are neceslsarily a desirable form of encouragement for the 
long.-range progress of public opinion research in Germany. Many of my 
reoommen\iations call for an expend.i.ture of money, but 1generally for some 
catalytic £unction, on the theory that sound progress must be based prima-
rilY upon German. initiativ.e and German resources. 

The following recomiaendations are expressed as concisely'as 
possible. Many of them may therefore be unintelligible, or only partially 

1intelligible, without referenee to the first part of this report, which 
provides the background and rationale which prompted them: 

1. E."Cchanges. Sponsorship by HICOG of vl5its to Germany of 
representatives of American large and small business and industry who 
have personal experience with public opinion research in the role of 
client, to Consult with leaders of German business and industry on 
such subjects .as the following: Importance of public opinion re·search 
in industria.l and public relations; advantages of supporting scientific, 
academic tr~ning ageµeies by prl..vate endowment. Or/and sponsorship by 
HICOG of visits to the United St~tes of representatives of German large and 
small business and industry to consult with leaders in American business 
and industry on the same subjects. 

2. Exchanges~ Sponsorship by HICOG of visits to Germany o:f 
representatives of Am.erican communications media, schools of journalism, 
or other communications research agencies, who have personal experience 

.. with public opinion research as applied to the _press, radio, or film industries, 
to consult with leaders in Ger~ press, radio, and film industries on sucl1 
subjects as the .following: Importance of public opinion research for 
increasing th~ effectiveness of mass media.; a.dvanta[;es of supporting 
seienti.fie, aca.d.end.c training ageneie$ by private endowment for good public 
relations and for initiating studies of practical value to communications 
enterprises. Or/and sponsorship by HICOG of visits to the United States 
of representatives of German cornmuni.eations enterpr'lses to consult with 
leaders of American press, radio, and film enterprises which use research, 
and with schools of journalism and other agencies, on the same subjects. 
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J. Exchanges. Continuation by HI COG of the policy of sending 
German publicopinion pollers to the United States for study and practical 
experience. Specific suggestions as to candidates: Elizabeth NoelJ,.e-
Neumann (see Demoskopie), Wolfgang Ernst (see Hoererforschung Ernst), 
Otto Neuloh or one of his assistants (see Office of Social Research, 
Dortmund), Werner Hildebrandt (see DI SHA), Christine Totten (see lnstitut 
fuer Publizistik, Heidelberg). Aci.ditional su.ggestions can be provided. 

4. Exchanges. Sponsorship by HIGOG of visits to Germany, on 
one-year assignments, of American experts in public opinion research, 
preferably German-spealdng, to C'->nsult with persons in Germ.an academic 
institutions seeldng to build up research pro grams. Suggested order of 
priority for the services of such experts: University of Hamburg, University 
of Cologne, Berlin Institut ruer Politische VJissenschaft, University of 
Frankfurt,., 

5. Invitation by Reactions Analysis, llICOG, to German private 
polling agencies to send key personnel to RA to work as temporary employees 
for a long enough tim<? to become acquainted i1ith techniques and procedures. 

6. A simil<:.r invitation to academic agencies, to provide 

temporary employment on the staff of Hea.ctions Analysis for professors, 
assistants, and graduate students. In the c~se of both (5) and (6), an 
exchange arrangement with permanent employees of Reactions Analysis might 
be considered. 

7. Assignment of some American polling to German private or 

academic agencies on contract. At the beginning such assignments could 
be made to S!lpplement, P..A surveys with additional cases, or to conduct 
experiments regarding the r~lati ve reliability of all agencies doing 

. polling in Germany. 

8. Initiating or encouraging formation of a permanent 
'organization of public opinion research experts and students in Germany, 
with regular meetings at which Am.erican polling experts would set an 
example of fUll m d free discussion of methodology and problems. A code 
of minimum standards of principle and practice nL1.ght be presented to this 
organization for suitable action. 

9. Material American assistance for a project to publish 
ret:,"Ul.:trly all findings of polling agencies in Germany, as well as scientific 
papers and reports on public opinion research experiences and problems in 
Germany. Such publication might take the form of an additional department 
in the already existing journal, 11 3oziale Welt, 11 or a new journal might 
be established, possibly under the auspices of the lnsti tute for Social 
Science a.t the University of Frankfurt, which appears to be the 105ical 
agency in Germany at -this time to serve as a clearing house for public 
opinion research data. 
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10. Establishment of a committee by the suggested r ublic opinion 
research organization to survey the problem of placement of public opimon 
experts in Germany, and to promote so far as possible the employment of 
such experts by government, academic institutions, business, industry, and 
others. 

11. Promotion of closer relations \'Jith the press and other 
communications me~ia by inviting editors to visit American and Ger·man poll-
int: agencies, inviting them to attend sessions of the public op:uu.on ret>earch 
organization, and acquainting them with minimum standards of ethical and 
scientific practice. 

12. Production of a populi:tr and effective motion picture, with a 

German milieu and characters, to explain the methods, prir1ciples, and 

democratic uses of public opinion research. Such a filrn .might be made 
either by the American film unit or by a German cone.em, for as vdde a 
distribution as possible, both commercial and noncommercial, in Germany. 

1.3. Abandonment by HI COG of the occasional appearance of using 

public opinion research for political purposes within German;y. This can 
be done either by releasing all polling results in a routine fashion, or 
by releasing none. 

14. Adoption of a polic,; by HJ.COG to assign public opinion 
research projects to the most reliable existing academic and pri va.te 

agencies instead of setting up new at;encies solely for such surveys. 
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Appendix A 

Descriptive Directory of Public Opinion iiesearch Acti vlties 
, · in 'de stern Germ.any 

'.l!he activities summarized in the follow-.i.ne pages are those about 
which I was able to obtain information during a relatively brief v..i.. sit to 
Germany. In moet instances I personally visited the institutes and agencies 
·listed. 

There are doubtless omissions, as I was not able to go everywhere 
during the limited time available. horeover, the universities were in 
recess during part of my stay in Germany, and some persons who might have 
been able. to contribute da.ta to this report were on vacation and inaccessible. 

I have omitted ac Li vi ties which appeared to me too minor or 
unscientific to be worth consideration by serious students of r;ublic 
opinion. In several instances I have included activities whi.ch are only 
in the discussion or planning stage at this time, but I have only done so 
when the individuals or circumstances concerned seemed to promise the actual 
future performance of significant work. 

·rp.ere are doubtless errors of both fact and interpretation in the 

following summaries. I should have liked to check all data with the ae;encies 
concerned, but a.gain, lack of tj..]Ile and my return to the United States 
prec::..uded the possibility of doing so. It should also be pointed out that 
some agencies were reluctant to dlsclose certain kinds of information, 
either because they felt such information fell under the head of "trade 
secr·ets," or perhaps to hide situations which they felt might not give 
favorable impressions of their work. In such instances 1 have tried to 
make personal estimates, which, of course, should also be submitted to 
the agencies concerned for verification or comment. 

In brief, I have tried to do the Lest I could with the limited 
time and means available. I hope that the notes whicb follow will ' serve 
as a. useful preliminar~ survey, . and that it will be possible for someone 
to check the data in due course with the various agencies concerned. The 
judgments expressed are, of course, entirely my own, and do not in any way 

reflect the views of the United States Government or any of its agents or 
employees. 
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I n de x 

This geographical index i ncll:.des all a c,encies which are 
subjects of descriptive summaries in Ap1.

1endix A. 

Key. 

A -Academic agency. 

P Private agency. 

AP Y.d.xed academic and non-academic sponsorship. 

G Governmental sponsorship. 

M Hiscellaneous sponsorship. 

US --- Agency wholly or mainly supported by United States 
funds. 

USA --- Agency given limited or occasional United States 
financial aid, usually throueh HICOG grants or 
contracts. 
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Page 

American~ 

Bad Nauheim 
Catholic Affairs Sect.ion (HI COG, G-US). • • • • • • . • • . • • • • . • • • 39 
Rea.ct ions Analysis ( G-U S) • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . . • • • • • • . • • 40 

Bremen 
Arbeitsgemeinschaft fuer wissenschaftliche 

Markt- und M.einungsforschung (P)...................... 4Z 

Frankfurt 
Institut zur Foerderung oeffentiicher 

Angelegenheiten (M-U~)................................ 43 
Institut fuer Sozialforschung (A-USA)....... . • • . . • • • . • • • • 44 
International Institute for Social Science (UNESCO)-

( See Institut fuer Sozialforschung) 
Social and Housing Project (G-US)........................ 48 

Darmstadt 
Institut fuer Sozialwissenscha.ftliche Forschung (AP-US).. h9 

Munich , 
Hochschule fuer Politische Wissenschaften (A-US) ........• 
Hoererforschung J~rnst (P) •..•....•..•..•••...•..••..•...• 
Institut zur Erforschung der Oeffentlichen J:ieinung (A) ••• 

Nuernberg 
l Institut fuer Absatz- und Verbrauchsforschung (AP) .•...•• 

Regensbur& · · 

DEM. ( p) •••. ·-........... • . • • • .•..• • ••••.•..••.••• • •••• • ••• • 

Wiesbaden 
Un sere Meinung . ( P-USA) ••••.••••.•••.•.....•.•••••••.••••• 

British l&ill:. 

Bielefeld 
~OOD ( P) ••••••.•••.•••...•••••••••••••••••••••• · ••••••••• . 

Cologne 
Forschungsinstitut fuer Sozial- und. 

Verwa.lttungswissensch.aften (A) ••••••.•••.•••.•.•••••.• . 
Sozialpelitisches S~na.r (A) ••••.•••.••.••••.....•.••••• 

53 
56 
59 

60 

61 

63 

68 

70 
71 
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Page 

British Zone cont'd 

Dortmund 
Sozialf'orschungstelle an der Uni versitaet 

Muenster (AP-USA).............. . . . • . • • • • . • . . • . • • • • . • • • 72 
UllfESCO Project ( H-U!:.>A) • • . • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • . . • • . • • • • • • • • 77 

Duesseldorf 
Deutscher Gewerkschaft Bund (h-Ub) ••••.••••••••..•••.•••• 79 

Hamburg 
Aka.demie fuer Gemeinwi.rtschaft (A) .•.. . ••. . .••.... ~...... 81 
DI S.titiA ( P) ••••...•.•.•.•...••••..•......•••.•••.• ., • . • • • . • • • 82 
Psychologisches Institut (A)............................. 85 
Seminar fuer Strafrecht und Kriminalpolit.ik (A).......... 86 
Sozialwissenschaft Arbeitsgemeinschaft (AP).............. 87 

Hannover 
Institut fuer Empirische Sozialogie (G).................. 88 

Kiel 
Statistisches Landesamt (G)....... •••• . .• . .••••••••• •••.. 89 

French Zone 

Allensbach 

~ 

Berlin 

Demo sk:o r1i e ( P) •••..•...•...•.•.•••••.•.••••.• • • · ••• • • • • • • 90 

Deutsche Hochschule fuer Politik (A-US).................. 98 
Institut fuer Politische ~ .. Jissenschaft 

( 3ee Leutsche Hochschule fuer Politik) 
Institut fuer Publizistik (A-U3)...... . • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 101 
Studiengruppe Gewerkschaftspresse .· 

(See Deutsche Hochscbule fuer Politik) 
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Catholic Affairs Section, 1~ducation and Cultural Ilelations Di vision 
Office of the United States High Corrunissioner for Germany 

'rt1e Catholic Affairs Section of lllGOG is sponsoring a survey 
of current religious trends and attitudes in Germany in the ' lit;ht of 
general living conditions. · 

Leaders of the project are two professors f'r01;1 the University of 
Nijemegen, Holland, Dr. Antoine Oldendorff, Professor of Psychosociology, 
and Dr. George ;0eegers, Lecturer on Sociology. 

At the time of writing, a team including ten German assistants 
had completed 100 interviews in 1;Jest Berlin. Hore interviews were to. 
follow in West Germany. The survey began in Auc;ust, 1950, and was to 
have been completed by the end of October. 
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United .States Goverrm1ent 

Heactions Analysis ::>taff 
Ba.d Nauheim 

(Note-While this -is a report on Ge_rman agencies, a brief 
description of the of.ficial American public opinion 
polling operation ·is included here (a) for jjurpeses of 
comparison with the German a gencies, and (b) to 
complete the directory of public opinion research 
agencies in Germany at this time. A discussion of 
the irn.pact and significance of heactions Analysis in 
connection with the evolution of public opinion research 
in Germany Will be found in the first section of this 
report.) 

Address--Deutsche Kurheim, Goethestrasse, Bad Nauheim. Telephone 
Bad Nauheim Hilitary 503. It is planned to move the O j: Jer~tion this fall 
to HICOG headquarters in Frankfurt. 

~ed--American polling operations in Germany began with the m:Uit.ary 
oc~upation, under the immediate auspices of t l1e ln fo ~' H iation C.:ontrol Division 
of the P sycholo~ical 1.'larfa.re Division of :SllAf':r'. 'rhe polling unit subsequently 
became the Opinion Surveys l:lranch of the Information Services Division, Ol4GUS. 
In the fall of 191+9, followinr;; t he change-over from military e;overnment to 
the StatE Department, the unit became the ifoactions A .. 1.aly sis Staff, attached 
to the office of the director of the Office of Fublic Affairs, HICOG. 

Type .£.£ enterpris~-Official t:,overnment agency. 

Kinds .sf studies ~-G·eneral poli.):.ical, social and economic attitude 
surveys; some studies of comr:runications media h abit ~ and prefere11ces. 

Staff-Home office staff of 35, includinc eight A n ~er-lcans, plus t hree 
American supervisors in the field. 

Interviewers--ueactions Analysis has a staff of 125 full-time iate r vie~wrs. 

b :ithodolo c:r -0tratified probability sample. Stratification is determined 
by Laender St 1:.tes), negierungsbezirke (Districts) and by size of community, 
based upon census figures a.ad t h e best available s t distical rei:.-'Ort s. There /,' 
is also a religious affiliation str~tification by communities. Select ion of ! 
actual respondents is done by t he rando:c.1 Jiiethod; until recently selections J: 

wel'.'e made from>lists of ration-card holdeus, but with the gr owing obsolescence l·i 
of these lists i nc r easing use is bei nc; rc.aue of Zinwohneramt lists (police 
lists of inhabitants). Respondent s a.re notified by postca rd of t he 

in < ~erviewer' s ;:r o j ected vi si t . l·or a t,echn.1.cal descript i on of the standard j·:·.···.i 

sampling design, see "Trends in Ge.i'!nan l'ub}J.c Opinion , 191,6 t hru 1949,'' 
published by HICOG, 1950. '.l'he q1.1ota systew i s used for ~wa 11 nquickie 11 f 

surveys. HolJerith rnach5 ne s are used. j 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 

I 

I 



Size of sample!""'-I'i te standard santplJ for the lnitec~ St .'.":tes zone is 

),,000 cases, plus 500 cases for the western sec t ors of ::;erlin and. 300 in 
Bremen-f.3remerbaven. The split-ballot technique is usec., 1·1owever, so that 
the actual number of resrJondents to many ques',~ions is about i·:a.lf the :·1m!·1ber 

indicated above. The size of the iJe1·lin 2nd : rcA::n sr;.Lvles is to be 
increased. A 500 case sa;;1ple is used for the 11 quic l<:ie 11 quot.:i. surveys. 
:Sxtension of surveyin[ operations to all west ~: eru a n zone s i l:5 novr beinr.:; 
discussed. 

Specific .£2..0rations--l:ore trcan 200· mimeoc;ra; hed reports have b Gen issued 
since i,:arch, 1946, plus a good ma1v uomoranda an,. special reportb. hajor 
surveys are initiated at the rate of ab·:rnt two <:, iront :,, each c1uestionn ::.ire 
averaging between 20 ·and JO main questions F·lUf; octween 12 and. 20 statistical 
::luestions. Frequent 11 quickie 11 nurve~ s are in adoj:L ion Lo this schedule. 

Persnnal §j)praisa.1-As I have st; t.eci above, a study of this A!rierican 
aeency was not part of my a s sigru:1ent. lio \.rever, it is my impression that 
fieactions Analysis is cloin i.~ a highly professional job in its field. Its 
financial and wan-power resources o.re of course enormous in c0uparison with 
those of German pollin~: agencieG. 'i.'he :Lr:,pa.ct and 11roblems of !11•,arican po:l-
inb in connection with C ~ errnan uuiJ lic opinion research are lliscusbcd in the 
body of t hi s report. 
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Arbeitsgemeinschaft fuer wi.ssenscha.ftliche · 
Harkt...:. und Meinungsforschung 

(Society for Scientific f.'iarket anC. Opinion H.esearch) 
Bremen 

Address--Haus des ;\.eichs, Hoom 325, .Gre;nen. 

N6 . inforrna.tion· was obtained a.bout this a t;ency, which, .from 

its address,, appe.f-rs to be an extracurricular activity of members 
of the interview.Lng staff of the Bremen office of ri.eactions 
Anal~rsi s, HJ. COG • 

.. .. · 
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Insti tut zur Foerderung oef'f'entlicher .Angele ~;enl'.eit en e. V. 
(Institute for the Advanc.;eL:ent of Public ,\f.fairs) 

Franlcfur-t am ;·,a.in 

~~--Bockeni:eimer Imlac e 1..5. 

'l'his Institute was establisl1ed to further pubUc interest in Gerrnan;y 

in public affairs, uli:Lcb it does t11rough the ort;anization of ueet.incs and 
conferences, throuch 1iublications, by maintainance of a library, b.f further-
ing the forma.tion oi' organizations for discussion of' public affairs, and. by 

encouragin ~ .and servicing such orcanizations c..lreadJ in existence, It is 
supported by the Office of the lirLi..ted 3 >,ates Hi1_h Com;uis:oioner for Cerno.n;y. 

It does not itself conduct public 01:inion research, :md i s only 
included here because of efforts it. hr.s made, as a part of a larger r·ro t:ram, 
to encourage interest in public 01.,inion research arni to serve as ·a catalytic 
agent in establishing stimulci.tin[; contact amounc public opinion research 
specialists in Germany. 

It has sponsored two conferences on public o piniun research. The first 
was held in Frankfurt on F!arch 16, 19jC. :Scientific 1~ 1 ai. 1 ers uc re presented 
by Dr. Friedrich Lenz, of E:VJJID, i3ielefeld, and lJr. ;~ ;uzab e th i'Joelle-Uew•i<mn, 
of Demoskopie, Allensbach. 

A second all-day conference was held on Septe;,Jber 1 6, 19~ 1 0 , ospeciully 
for the purpose of di seu ssj_ne rollint: ;;robleJJ'ts hri.tll lieori:;e i\atona, of Lhe 
opirµ.on research center of Lho University of ~·li 1 :higan, 1«ho was in Germany at 
the time as a consultant for the Offic e of Political Affairs, lilCCG. Hepl'e-
senta.ti ves of the leading pollin; orgQ.nizations at tended the conference, 
at which there was a review of polling developments in Lhe United Jt:;.tes by 

Katona., and discussion of general nnd technic<ll pollinE problems in Germany. 
other topics discussed were the p roble;n of obtainint bettor treat:aent of 
polling r c1:orts by the presc, and the dcsirabilHJ of establishin8 some 
kind of a journal for t he reportinc of poll:i.ns result s , experimental sl-t<dics, 
and similar rnD.terial, for tiie mutual benefit ·o f Gernatt pollers and. others · 
interested in public opinion research. 
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Institut fuer Sozialforschung 
(Institute of' Social H.ese¥ch) 

University of fra.nki'urt 

Address-Senckenberg .Arl2.:. t~ ,:::i 34, F'rankfurt am Ea.in. Telephone 70091, 
:Extertsion 39 •. ' . 

Founded--1925. 

!zE! 21 enterprise-'fhe Institute is attached to the Philosophical 
Fa.eult.y of t.he University of Frankfurt. It is one of the few privately en-
dowed univer$ity institutes in Germany. Endowment funds, provided by a German 
induistrialist, were transferred to the Netherlands bei'ore the Nazis took over 
the German government, and then to the United States. With the advent of 
Hitler, the lea~ers of the Institute, Prof. Max Berkheimer, and his assistant, 
Dr. Theodore Adorno, left Germany and set up the Institute in exile in New 
York and Los Angeles •. 'fhe Institute in Frankfurt was abolished in 1933. 
Work of the. Institute in the United States includes the notable "Studies in 
Prejudioe 11 series. After ·the war Horkheimer and Adorno were invited to 
resume their prof-essorships at Frankfurt, and the Institute of Social hesearch 
was forrna.lly re..;.established in the summ.er of 1950. It is temporarily housed 
in the Kura.toritwl o! Frankfurt University, but a new building is to be 
constructed for it with the help of the City of Frankfurt. The Institute has 
received a grant of 200,000 DM from the Office of the United Sta.tes High 
Commissioner for Germany for the training of social psycholoi;ists, and it 
has also been designated by UtrESCO as the seat of an International Institute 
for Social Sciences (see below) • 

. Kinds !£. ~rvei:;S ~-The activities of the Institute are just begin-
ning, and research so far has been limit~d largely to some prelim:Lnary · · 
experiments in .attitude study through guided i:;roup discussion. However, 
attitude studies of all kinds are projected • 

. 
Staff-The staff is in the process of organization. Dr. iiorkheimer, 

Professor of Social Philosophy at Frankfurt University, is l.Jirector, and 
Dr. Adorno, Assistant Director. Frederick Pollock, of ;:.he Institute of 
Social Research in the Uni_ted States, has joined the staff, and Diederich 
Osmer, a German, will be in direct charge of experimental work-programs. 
Use will be ma.de of students, especially of members of the Horkheirner-
.Adorno university seminar, Besprechung empirischer Forscl1ungsarbeiten 
(Diseussion of Methods of .li:m.pirical Social ;;>cience Research), which was 
inauguarated with the 1950 Summer Session of the university. 

Specifi£ operations-The leaders of' the Institute emphasize their 
desire to promote cooperation between faculties and between institutions in 
attitude research projects. They also emphasize the point that they are not 
so much .intet'ested in nre~mlts" as in the value of the exoerience with 
empirical research to st.udents, c ',; ~ :.i ecially.to the future teachers who are · 
enrolled in Philosophica.1 faculties. 



. Two grciups have be.en organized 
identiciiL experiment ·· elsewher·e. 

is a study of the 



The plan for the International Institute for Social Sciences c.;.lls 
for a budget of ~. 629,000 for five years, of which $80 ,000 is for a building, 
furnishin£,s, and research equipment. The Direct or of U i ~ i ~SC O is aut l:orized 
to seek :u;549,ooo for operating expenses for five years. The :!t80, UOO for ··. 
building and furnishint:, s is to be raised from other sources. 

The prospectus describes t he basi c objectives o{ th e In st i·~ute as 
(1) to further studies into f ~;. c t ors wost influential in perpetuating attitu.dos 
v1hich have brought Germany into conflict with other nat ions; (2) practical 
studies to indicate the methods and techniques raost likel;f to succeed in 
dealing with the .many serious social problens Germany now faces; (3) t1"a.in-
ing of a new e;eneration of young social scientists in research tech n iq u es~ 

The following examples arc ;;i v0n as t he ki nd of .research projects ifi:i.ch 
the Institute micht undertake (all of Urnm are Jiiore or less directly con-
cerned with attitude studies): }·ersonality f actors and political ideolocy; 
Historical and sociological analyses of the German re sistance movement; 
Case studies in political ideology; German attitudes toward other nations; 
A study of "in-between-culture" (less obvious sources of German c::::...:V'J.nism, 
such as popular 1vriting); 0ynthesis of research studies on prejudice. The 
building of a library is envisaged, as well as teacbi nc activities. 

Control of the lns'0itute is to re side in a Boar<.i of eleven me,.1bers 
including the Lirector of the Insti t ute as chairman , t !1e Lirector-General of 
UiJE:SCO or his representative, the Assistant Directo r of ti1e I nst i tute, :~ ecLor 

of t h e University of Frankfurt, one uember of the Senate of tile Uni versity 
of Frankfurt, one r epresentat:L ve o f t:. he Society for Social :ti:esearch in 
Frankfurt (legal parent society controlling the funds of t he Institute of 
Social Hesearch)', and five members chosen from international, non-covern-
mental organizations, chiefly learned societies. Four members of the Board 
are to be Gerr.ian. 7Jon-German members are to be chosen from members of not .1 

less than three nations other than Germany. The l.Jirector of tho lnstitut'e 
may be either Germ.an or non German. 

/ 

It may be a 0sumed that t:.he leadership of the Int ernaticmal I ristitute 
would ue Lhe s ame as t hat of the Inst i tute of Social Hesearcl·: . Presumably 
the two Institutes would occupy t he s arne building , w:i.th a considerable 
pooling of program and personnel. 

Personal apprai5al.-Professors i·iorkhei!l1er and Adorno are undoubtedly 
outstandine; in Germany today as far as a comprehensj_ ve unaerstandinc of 
empirical social science research is concerned. 'l'hey have had more 
experience, espe·cially with modern 11 forei gn 11 met hodologies, and 1)robably 
have more know-how, especially i.v.L t h the more subtle ref:Lneuents of 
attitude researc (l t han any ot:.her social scient ists i n Germany . It is also 
obvious that the;i plan on a large scale, and that tbey are ener :~ etic and 
skillful in promoting t lieir p rojects. Their lnsti t:.ute of oocial ;,esearch 



gives pr9mi se of becoming the leadinc academic agency for e1:1p:i. rical research 
in Germany, especially in the field of experimental attitude studies. Should 
the necessary money be raised for t};e UJ<LSCO Instit1;te, it seeLs safe to 
predict that the combined institutes would do1ainate the field in Gorr.1any, if 
only because of the sheer magnitude of their resources, personnel, nnd 

operations. 

':.1hether the close identification of these anterprises with foreisn 
influences, and their extensive subsidy froa 1'oreign soL<rces, w:Lll prove in 
the lonr; run to be a help or a hindrance c3.e; ends upon political developnents. j 

Both ilorkhei:ner and Adorno left '-~erman.y in 1933. 'i'i1ey are both AMerican · J 

citizens, and apparently have no :btention at. this thle of c;ivinc up their 
citizensM.~ -, or their plans to return eventually to the United Si:,c.tes. It is I 
possible, of course, that supi1ort of the Instit.ute n_;ay be transferred eventi1ally 
to Germans, but this depends upon a munber of unknown factors, including not 
only the future political and econo1::ic situation in uerma.n/ but also the 
acceptance of' its studies by C.err.:a.ns, and the abilit;y of its students and 
collaborators to find careers in German acaded.c and other rrofessions. 

In connection with German acceptance of its work, it is apparent that 
the leaders of' the Institute are deeply concerned wltl1 probleJ:iS of Ger;;:.an 
preJudice, especially rer,arding racism, <lnci that ti,ey wisi1 to use empirical 
social researci1 as a uteans of re-orientating or reformi_ng ~~ermans. This 
objective is implicit in the f'.lans for tl1e UNSSCO Institute. The ;;:oal is of 
course entirel;r laudable, but there rernains the unpleasant possibility that 
Germans, unless a .c;eneral revolution in lierrnan character occurs, ma;/ come 
t·o view the Institutes as propacanda arms of foreign principals and as agencies 
for the promotion of 11 un-German 11 ideas. 

The beginnings, however, are encouracing. liorkheimer and Adorno have 
been welcomed with great wari:ith, and their students have been apparently 
enormously stimulated by the new vistas of social investigation and under-
standing which have been opened to them. The plans for the Institutes have 
received senerous support so far, at least in the .Frankfurt area. It MJuld 
be unwise to anticipate an unfavorable evolution- which n:ay not occur (I 
hope). 
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Social and Housing Project 
City of .l!'ran.kfurt 

This project, to be conducted by DirecLor Grossmann of the 
Siedlungsbau df the City of Frankfurt am hain, is primarily a housing 
and city planninr~ study. However, such related problems as emplo3 ment 
and recreation i.l.re to be considered, and it is post.ible that some work 
Will be done with pertinent attitude surveys of the i·rankfurt population. 

The project is to be financed by the Office of the United ,jtates 
High Commissioner for Germany. ·~fork on the project was ready to begin on 
July 1, 1950, but up to September no money had actually be·an released by 

HI COG. 

There has been so~ne consultation with tl:e leaders of the Larn:stadt 
Community .Survey and with lJr. iiorkheimer r)f the l.nsLitute oi' Social fl.esoarcii, 
Frankfurt. American adv:i. sers are aesired, but apparently no m:ine,y will 
be available to pay for the:1,. 
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Institut fuer ~~ ozial'dissenschaftliche For.schung 
(Darmstadt Community ~:.urvey) 

Address-75 :1ornewegstrasse, Darmstadt. 

F'ounded--.Februat·y, 194 9. 

Type .££ enteq.)rise--The lnstitute is officially sponsored by 
the Academy of Labor (1\kademie der Arbeit) of the Unjversity of Frank-
furt, altrvmgh all funds for its support come from American sources and 
are cx;;ended by the /,cademy under contract. The ,project i/C.S jnftiated 
by J)r. Nels Anderson, formerly of the L:i.nr.1ower lJi vision, OMGUS, and 
now Deputy Chief of the Labor-danagement Teclmiques Branch, Office of 
Labor Affairs, HICOG. The original contract was authorized by Lilitary 

- C'..overnment. A supplementary ap;.ropriation ~'fas 1::ade by Lhe Civil Affairs 
Division; OHGUS, for a study of adnlinistrative j.il'Ocedures in Darmstadt. 

,·Q.nds of' surveys rDade--The Liarmstadt project comprises a compre-
hensive social surve;/ O"fti1e city of }Jarrnstadt (population 85,000) and 
its hinterland, somewhat alon ::~ t he lines of the 11 Liduletown" study. In 
corni:rehensiveness of plan the survey is unique in tJ.errnany and probably 
in the world. Areas of study include famil~ - life in Darnstadt, youth ! 
problems, education, school and church, or[anizations, -.mrk relation- .i 
ships, cultur~l li i'e of lJarmst?-dt, . '.'1,1or~.1.l r~la:)~ions~ips,". i.JUblic C?rinion 
on important issues, rural social life in tne J.)arn1s'l .. a.c1t h1.nterlano, 

rural-urban relationships, and ad:iainistx·ative procedures. 

The vast amount of historical 0.nd. st.atistical ini'orir:ation collected 
for the project, especially in the early stages of 11 structural analysis, 11 

lie outside the scope of' this su rve~ · . 'l'he follo\\linE. types of resenrch 
are undertaken in t.he Jield of attitude stud;>' : G~neral attitude surveys; 
intensive interviewing of tsroup leaders; cuided group discussion; pro-
jective essays written by' t>Chool cl1ildren; self-adJ:i:i .. nistered question-
naires for older school children; r-iarticipant observation. 

i 
I 

Staff-Direct.or of l:.he project and the German research staff is I 
Lir. Hans G. ~.ichachtschabel, a young Ge rman econo,:Iist and social sci(mtist ! 
viho was i'orraerly Dozent at the University of '.'/:arburg and is now Professor • 
at the School for Advanced Economic .Studies ( \ ~irtschaftschochschule) at 
1':.a.pnheim and Visiting Lectt1rer at tlle uni vcrsH.Y of Heidelberg. 'i'ho 
home office staff, inc1udinr.; scientific, clerical a.nd administra t,i ve 
workers, is composed oi' t.en men and seven w:1men. fhere are three I 

"research assistants," Irrna Kuhr, .Anneliese Vausolff, and Dieter Rackebrand, 'i 

all of whom hDve Doctor of Philosophy decrees in a social science field . 1 
from a German u:hivcrsity. Other scientific workers are mainly stuclent,s 
specia1izin2: in one of the socia.l science fields. 
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American advisers include Henry J. Keyer and Ashley ~foeks, both 
Associate Professors of Sociology at New York University, who spent 
three months with the project in 1949, becinru.ng in mid-.July; a.nd s. 
Earl Grigsby, an agricultural sociolo£'.i st on leave from the Bureau 
of Agricultural Economics, U. S. Depri.rtment of A~r~.culture, who joined 
the project in July, 1949, and is still with it. Dr. \-.,'eeks re-joined 
tl!e project as ' a.n adviser during the sununer of 1950. 

.. 
Interviewers--Aside fro:-;1 :Lts own staff, the :;;reject has had the 

volunteer services of student interviewers. from several educational 
.institutions. For example, approximately t;·:irty ac ricu1tural students 
from the Justus Liebig Hocbschule at Giessen have served as inter-

. viewers in the rural survey. 'l'wo advanced students from t.tiis llochschule 
were made research assistants for the survey. Sixteen students from 
the state-recognized welfare School ('.1ohlfa.hrtsschule) in Darmstadt have 
served as int.erviewers for the family survey. Small groups of students 
from the ~·rankfurt Aeaderriy of Labor have come to. the project as volunteer 
workers for a week at a time. 

Methon~lor,y-iLandom sampling. Approx.i. :;1ately 500 cases for the 
Darmstadt family survey, with names draw.1:1 from the Housing Office 
('ilfohnungsa.mt). ApproYirn.ately 500 cases for the Darmstadt labor survey, 
with names drawn from the Public Labor Office (Arbeitsan1:t). For the 
rural survey, four cormnunU.ies were selected f'or representativeness 
on the bases of kind of farm economy, social structure, transrortation 
facilities to Darmstadt, and other factors. There was complete enumera-
tion of all hou.seholds in one of these communities; a 25;~ random sa.n1ple 
of households in the second; and a 35/b random sample of households in 
the .third and fourth. Length of interviews averaged one hour for non-
farm households and two hours for far;:! h'Juseholds. The project uses 
punch cards and Hollerith machines. Trainj_ng of Interviewers is 
stressed. The director and four senior staff mernbe.rs visited t11e 
Opinion- Surveys Branch of OMGUS for instruction in polling techniques. 
Detailed instructions are given to student interviewers and their 
questionnaires carefully checkedj in the case of inadequate or contra-
dictory answer, the interviewers are sent back to respondents on re-
calls. 

Specific operations--The i;:eneral scope and character of attitude 
surveying are indicated above. The Institute r rojects a study of 
youth attitudes by asking pupils to write on staff-selected theme 

topics designed to bring out the attitudes, worries and problems of 
school children. Considerable work has already been done with guided 
eroup discu.s.sion designed to elici~ basic attitudes of members of 

· different social eroups. 

Personal a.p:)raisal-The Darmstadt Cormnunit,y Survey has beGn much 
cri t:.icized for its slowness, fwnbl:i.ng, scient:i.i'ic j_nexperience and 

I 
I 

l 
I 

\ 
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general ineptitude, as well as for the mear;ernes::-: and inconclusivene::Js, 
so f'ar, of its results. Its iu:ierican advlsers adrrd.t the validity of 
some of this criU_cism but maintain that the ma.in purpose of the survey 
is not to produce neatly packaged 11 result s, 11 but rather to educate as 
many Germans as possible in scientific methodology in empirical social 
research. The ma.in interest of the l1armsta.dt ,project for this report, 
as a matter of fact, is precisely this educational purpose, as it is 
unlikely that the project itself' will survive in any form after t he 
eventual end of America.!1 financial support. 

The American adv-lsers claim that the project is run by Cermans, 
and that many of its shortcorrD.ngs, especially in die early stages, 
arose from the fact that the advisers waDted the German staff to learn 
empirical social research by trial and error, through their own efforts 
and mistakes. 'tihile I believe that the American advisers may have 
sincerely tried to follow this policy, it appears to me that their 
influence nevertheles·s has been considerable. , The following question 
is even more pertinent to ask regarding the Darmstadt Survey than it is 
about the Dortmund Office of Social He search: What vrould happen if the 
Amerioan adv-lsers should be withdrawn? Ha s ~e educational process 
been so thorough that the (}ermans working on the Survey are unlikely 
to forget the new methods and slip back into the old ponderous, dog-
matic and arbitrary ways of traditional German scholarship'? 

By aski.nt; these questions I am implying tlw.t nw own answers 
would tend to be negative. However, it would be unfair to 0n.y that 
the Darmstadt Survey has not oeen an important catalytic aeent for 
stirring up interest in empirical social science. I am list.ing below 
some of the ways it has performed, o r plans -to perform, ti1is function. 
To what extent any of the activitie s or effects listed below give 
promise of permanence is difficult to say, but the matt e r is one for 
some investigator to follow up in the futur\3. l have observed the 
following catalytic values of the Darmstadt Survey: 

1. 'l'he acquainting of the German staff, including student · 
interviewers, with modern methods of empirical social rese:irch, includ-
ing the i nterest and feasibili t y of qu8stionnaire atti tude survey s in 
t he C~erm a n rnilieu. The Institute has also prov-.ided an e:xa!:1ple of how 
the ri 3:i.d lines of academic specialization can be crossed in a cooperative 
social survey employine the tal ents o f vc..rious kinds of social scientists. 
'.L'he Institute has also sought to break down the old auL horitar:i.an relation-
ship between leader or teache-r and employ ees or stucients, in a cie;11ocratic 
staff organization where there is a ctual discussion of 1-)robler;1s on the 
basis of relative equality of all p 1::.rticipants. 
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2. The Institute has done a great deal to acquaint other 
Germans with the nature and. possible usefulness of social surveys and 
attitude research. It has done this throu ~ )1 meetin6s with goverrunent 
officials and grour, leaders in Darmstadt and its hinterland, through 
personal calls on Buergermeister of the Gemeinden, through interviews 
with Germans on the street and more than a thousand homes, and through 
professional conferences. 

J. The Institute appears to be exertinf; an influence on German 
academic life. Host of the two or three hundred Germans who have had 
direct contact witl.1 its operations so far, as volunteers or observers, 
have been students. Tiie project ilas attracteu the attention and interest 
of profet;sors from a number of hochschule; it may indeed provide further 
impetus for the development of courses in empirical social science and 
public opinion research uethods in universities and labor academies. 
There is talk of using the project for in-tra:i.ninr:; of young social 
science instructors from German universities. • 'l'hese developments are 
putative, however, and it may be a: lont; time before they are realized, 
for reasons set forth in the first section of this report. 

Crucial questions a.re what will hap1.ien to the Darmstadt project 
after American support is withdrawn, and, much more important, whilt will 
happen to the Germans it has trained'? If the Darrastadt-type of social 
survey is continued in Darmstadt or elsewhere, or if the German personnel 
finds career opportunities in academic life or elsewhere for the use of 
its experience and know-how, the Darmstadt project will have served a 
useful purpose indeed. If there are no suitable careers open for these 
young people, it appears likely to me that tlie Darmstadt ::iurvey will 
quickly become a memory of an esse:1tially foreign and, to Germans, not 
very meaningful experiment. 
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Hochschule fuer Politi sche ~lit;senschaften 

. (High ~,chool for 1'olitical 6ciences) 
Hwuch 

Address--friedrichstrasse 17, lfanich 13. Lectures at the Uni vor·sity 
of Hun:Lch, Ludw:i.sstrasse 17. 

This Institution is sponsored. by the i-'olitical f',ffairs Division of 
the Office of the United States High Conu:d.ssioner for (}erma.ny in Bavaria. 
The mov:i.ne spirit behind the enterprise ls Dr. Earold J. Cler;:i, chief of 

the Civil Liberties Br11nch of t.he Political Affairs Liivision, lIICOG Bavaria. 
It represents an effort to provide an independent center for the objective 
study, by adults, of political problems, for which there is great need in 
Germany after the years of suppression of political discussion in the 
Third Reich. 

Eector and active director of tlie Hochschulo is lJr. i"ranz i"endt. The 
organizing corrurittee i.ncludes representatives qf city .s.nu state coverrnnent, 
Munich Chci.mber of Corm:1erce, !UCOG, and Universit/ of ijunich, as wen as 
one private industrialist. 1,ain f:i.oancial surrort coues from t'.ICOG, although 
some aid has been received fr·)!T1 =;r:ivate sources. l'bere is close cooperation 
with the Universit~r of ~'.unicb, especially throueh the employment of u1U.versity 
professors as lecturers and the use of univei·sity lecture rooms. 

The Hochschule began operations this swmaer witr1 a Vorsemester last-
ing from June 5 until July 21. Lectures courses were offered on a variety 
of' sub.Jects pertaining to contw.·1Jorary political, economic and. social 
probleras in '..;-ermany anci elsewhere, vri.t,;t :.;uest lecturers, l~en1an and foreign. 

According to Dr. Clem, a basic objective of the new independent 
Hochschule is inquiry :L :to how public opinion is formed, how to make 
public opinion effective, 11no hovr to ,~i ve it expression. The Institution 
hopes to serve as a bridge between practical people and acade1:lic experts 
for the purpos, of spreading hnov1leuge of cleuocratic processes and methods 
useful in the solution of political a.nc social problems. 

'i'he iaa.:i.n int.erest of the llochschule in connection w.i.tJ-1 t~i;e present 
survey is the fact that a :;ubhc opinion research irwtitute is r.;lanne<l. 
Apparently such an institute bas oeen under consideration for a. long time, 
but it is onl~ 1 recentlJ that the cieci sion was made to combine the research 
project with the larger plan of the political J'.ochschule. A leader has 
been designated. to develor the rer;earc;, :i.nsti tute, Ur. Fritz liesse, a 
former enployec of the Ger1;m.n Foreign Office and a mernber of the organizing 
conmd. ttee of the i!ochschuJ.e. 

Dr. Eesse has a very 10-d opinion oi' public opini·:cn polJ.in,; as it. hD.s 
been practiced in ·.:ermany up to t'.1is ti;ae. he feel:; ti::\L sauples of, say, 
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2 1 000 cases are entirely inadequate for West Germany. In regard to 
American polling operations, ha cla.irns that the ration cards· fron1 which 
samples have been drawn are twenty years old and 50 per eent wrong, and 
that an adequate sample can only oe dra.'m after publication of the 1950 
census figures. He says that the American-type questions asked are alien 
to. German th:J.nking and therefore unintelligible. 

His argument is that enlightenment must precede polling. It is· neoessar.1 
to find out first how uru.<?h people know about a sub,iect, a.nd how much education 
is necessary befo:re a true public opinion can be formed capable of being 
polled. He wants to set up cmnmittees of experts whicL wi.11 i'irst survey 
all information available on a subject, anc then survey the public to 
determine whether it is well enough inforilled to be polled. If t.he public 
is not sufficiently well informed, the comr:d.ttees wfll publish booklets 
fo:r the instruction of ·t.he public, after which a poll will be conducted 
1'-Jith appropriate questiormaires. 

Before a.ct.ual })olling is undertaken, Lowever, it will ·also be 
necessary to investigate technical questions, to determine what met,;rods of' . 
polling will be n:o st ef f'ecti ve in Germany. 

Hesse hopes to begin the ~Ins'ti tute with the winter semester of the 
Hochschule. A series of lectures j_s planned on such subjects as the 
importance of the domestic and foreign pres5, public relations, etc., to 
be followed by another series of lectures on the psychology of public 
opinion, how public opinion is formed, public opinion institutes and 
research. methods, etc., followed b;y .::i.nother series of lectures on propaganda, 
radio, films, etc. He does not specify when a.ct'ual public opinion res,~a.rch 
will be undertaken, but presumably there will eventually be a. seminar 
in which scientific public opinion research methods will be taught and 
field studies undertaken. 

Personal a;rmraisa.1-It is difficult to have an opinion about an 
Jnstitute that is still in the discussion and planning stage. Dr. Hesse 
presented a plan for a fairly attractive school of .]ourna.lism or communication 
more or less resemblini:~ Dr. Dovifat 1 s Institut fuer r,ublizistik in Berlin. 
He indicated, by the way, that the Sud-Deutscher Zeitung and the Werner 
Friedmann Institute for training journalists, annng othe:rs,, will send students. 
He~se' s arrogant and condescending a:t,titude toward all other public opini.on 
rese.arch people in Germany, however, doesn't speak well for e:icher hie 
knowledge of what is. r;oing on in this field, or his c;oo<l sense. Nor is it 
clear that he will have either tbe personnel- or the financial support. 
necessary to carr"J on public opinion research of any Si[:;nificant scope. 
Moreover, his blueprint. places so much stress cm educa.tinc the public and 
studying Lhe tools of research that actual research work rnay not begin for 
a very long time. 

'l'he fate of the Institute also dep:3iids U})On the success of the 
llochschule of wl:i:i.ch it is a part. The ob.ject.ivcs of the i~ochschule are 



admirable; the quest:Lon i 8 whether it ;>f.i_lJ ever be able to 13ta.'1d on its 01411 

feet as an im"e<~endent edt.icat:i,.onal agency if and wi;cn .i1Jnerica.n subsYdy is 
wj_ thdra~m. 
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Hoererforschung Ernst 
(Ernst's Listener Research) 

Address.-..;::>chellingstrasse 10.3, Munich 13. 

Founded--1949. 

!w_ 2[ enterorise--Pri vate, commercial agency f.or public opinion 
research. 

Kinds of surv~ ma.de--At, present the activity of this agency is 
confined alr::ost exclusively to listener studies for R.adio Munich, on a 
contract basis. An early. study of recei vl.ng set ovmership and listening 
habits in Bavaria was made both for radio set manufacturers and Radio 
Funich. The agency wants to extend its actj_vities to ot,her kinds of 
polling and consumer and market research, if it ca.n find the business. 
It has made a study on its own account to find out what classes o:f people 
bet in the state football lotte:ey (Toto). 

Staff--Head of' the concern is Wolfg~g Ernst, whose business partner 
is his wife, Dr. Hena:!:,a. grnst. Both a.re fcrr1er stu¢.ents of Karl d'f:ster, 
professor of Zeitungswissenschni't at the University of Hunich. hrs. j~rnst 
wrote her doctoral thesis under d 1.C:ster on radio listening preferences, 
and :~rnst is at present working on a doctoral dissertation on polling 
methods.. There are five persons on the staff be-sides the J~rnsts. '!'he 
concern has a suite of rooms in a small office building not fa.r from the 
"Q.ni versi ty. 

Intervie~rs- ... About .. · 200 intervle'rrers a.re claimed. -Surveys a.re , 
normally made in 27 districts (Kreis) out of a total of 182 in Upper a.nd 
Lower Bavaria. Leaders a.re trained fo:r two weeks in the office. and Mr. 

# ' ' ' ' ' . 

and Hrs. Ernst travel i.nto the field to train new interviewers. Ernst 
states that he pays interviewers from 1 to ~.50 DN per interview, with 
questionnaires averaging from 7 to 12 questions. About 20 pre-testers 
receive 5 DH per interview. 

M.eth6dolopy-iLandom and combination ;random-quota sample. The survey 
-with the largest number of cases (15,000) was ma.de with the random system, 
with selection of names from ration cards (in September, 19l-i.9). The U.Sllt.al 
system employed is to go to the police resident, lists (Wohnu.ngsanrt;.) and 
at every n-th centimeter extract 1 centimeter of cards; th-e quota is· filled 
from the first name in each extracted group of' cards which meets quota 
needs. 

Two pre-tests are claimed, taking about ten days• time, one with a 
group of 50 cases, and the second with a group of 150 cases. In liste11e:r 
studies a normal sample of from 1,000 to 2,000 cases for all Bavaria is 
claimed, although no written report was seen which mentioned more than 
1,300. cases. A report is issued about every five or six weeks. 
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An interesting experiment in methodology was conducted in connectic;m 
with the 15,000 random sample survey. The cases were divided into nine 
control e;roups, and it was found tha4 the results for the 5,000 case group 
were practically the same as for the total of 15,000 cases. 

The concern also does some -studio pre-testing of programs v-d.th a 
' listener· panelt. It is interested in obtaining further information about 

the Program Analyzer, radar. system of checking on listening, and other new lt
1 

research c}.evices and techniques. 

Size £.! sample-See above. 

Specific operations--'rl'1e survay of 15,000 cases mentioned~ above was 
· designed primarily to discover set use in Bavaria. and the number of black 
(schwarz) or illegal listener$ (that is, set owners who haven't paid the 
license fee on receiving sets, which provides the income for radio broad..;. . 

'' casting). At the time oi' the survey there were about 4,000,000 licensed 
receiving sets in Bavaria.. Before the survey, radio people estimated t~ . 

exist,enc.e of about 50,000 black liti\:t:e.ner$; according to the survey there. 
were actually about 50C, 800. Since the. survey about 100,000 additional sets 
have been .licensed. All radio stations in Germany, by .·the way, are concerµ.ed ... 
about the black listening problem. It is claimed that a good deal of · 
listener surveying pays its way because of the number of black listeners 
who hear about the surveys and take out licenses because of a fea.r that 
interviewers may report them, or that the survey may be related in some way 
to a government investigation. rra the best of my knowledge, however" no 
polLi.nv, agericy ever reports listeners to the authorities •. 

Following are summaries of typical reports: 

1. Die Sendungen fuer Heimatsvertriebene (Programs for Refugees). 
This is a survey of the effectiveness of programs of .Radio Munich and other 
stations designed for refugees residing in B,avaria. Radio Munich has 
two special programs for Fluechtlinge, one of news ·and popular folk songs 
on Sunday afternoon, and a more cultural program on. Tuesday afternoon. Two 
questionnaires were used, one for a sample of ?50 refucees, the other for 
a sample of 1,000 native Bavarians. · 

2. Untersuchung der Hoerermeinung ueber Hoerspielproblem.e (Listener 
attitudes toward radio plays), based on JOO interv--lews in MUnich and 1,000 
elsewhere in Bavaria. 

Other survey subjects have included women 1 s programs, radio advertis-
ing, sport programs, and Sunday listening. Currently a survey is being 
made of what stations, µomestic and foreign, ca.n be heard in Bavaria, in 
what areas, and,in what strength. 

As stated above,; ·the Ernsts would like to acquire other clients, and 
ex.pand their operations into all West Gerrnany. They believe they ean make 
surveys inall of West Germany, using a 3,000-case san1ple, for between 7,000 
and 8,000 DM each. 



Personal apnraisal-The operation seems to me t~ be essentialJ.y :, 
sound, although severely limited .in scope, experience, . and professional.,, 
know-how. Good professional adviee is needed. It would be useful fol". · 
Ernst to have an opportUnityt.o work With r$se~rct,I agenciee in tn.? United 
St~tes , . : ~ : 

..... . '';' 

;•,.· 

,, 

:1· • 

. ·; 
... ~ : 

.· .. : .. 

. ,- .. : 

~ - . 
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Institut zur Erforschung der Oef fentlichen lii·einung 
(Institute for the Investig.d.tion of Public Opinion) 

University o.f Munich 

Addre.ss-Ludwigstrasse 17, Hunich. 

' 
This institute is one oft he activities of Dr. Karl d' Ester, professor 

of ZeitungsWissenschaft (newspaper science) at the University of Hunich. 
\"fork is severely lih1it.ed by lack of money and lack of experienced personnel, 
so that efforts so far appear some\that a.mateurish. d'~ster, who is a · 
veteran j ournalism teacher and a somewhat controversial figure politically, 
appears to be sincerely and deeply interested in learning new techniques 
and developi:1g a prograru of public opinion research. ~t is evident that 
he is stimulating student interest, as, for example, in the case of the 
Brnsts (See Hoereri'orsclmng Ernst.). 

'I'he 11tost important work of the institute currently is being done in 
cooperation 1-rit.h the 1'\unich Pedago~ische Arbeit.sstaatte (.Pedagogical Work-
Center) which is supported by the Office of the United States High Corn- . 
missioner for Germany. .A mail questionnaire asking opinions on such. subjects 
as co-education, school reform, and teaching methods, ha.s been sent out to 
a sample of 700 Munich school teachers. In cooperation with the pedagogical 
institute, d'};ster is now working on a questionnaire designed to reveal 
differences bet t1een book and newspaper readers, apparently for the purpose 
of suggesting irn.provements in newspaper content. This survey w:i.11 also 
be made by mail .. · 

Students of d 1Ester 1 s university seminar have been w0rkirig on small 
projects which may have some educational value but which are chiefly 
interesting only as evidence of a desil"'I! to develop research activities. 
There llas been some desultory polling of r·adio listeners for program 
preferences. l..:::i.ght or ten students have been engaged · in polling of 
reactions · of patrons to ;-notion pictures. These students spend about an 
hour a:t a time at local theaters and interview patrons after they have 
seen the film. ·rhey are paid .2 Dh for each interview by the distributors,, 
and this !noney is apparently being pooled in a iund for further research 
studies. There has also been some polli.ng of students by students for 
field practice. · 

Personal a1Jpraisal-My personal estimate is indicated above.· Hy 

impression is that d 1 Ester would like to try to keep abreast of new develop-
ments but is gravely .frustrated by lack of experience and lack of support. 
He does not appear to enjoy /.imerica.n favor, presUlnably in . part because he 
remained in good standing throughout the Nazi regime; nor does he appear 
to desire Juuerican aid. This is not the place for comment on his professional 
journalism training program, but that too seems somewhat amateurish and 

_ineffective by American standards. 

I 

I 
! 
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Institut fuer Absatz,.. und Verbrauchs.forschung 
' (Institute for !'4.ar~et. and Consumer Re'eea.rch) 

~:ernberg 

·, ! .... 

.. · 

Adctress--1'1indelgasse 7, Nuernberg. a,'elephott~ 2. 6.:f 'io. I 

This Instj,tut.e is attached to the Nuer~be~g Ho _ chse(l~e fuer Wirtseha!ts.1 - 11

1 

und Sozialwlssenscha.ften (High School of Econonde and Socia.l Scienc~) ; · wn,i.ch 
lists it in t.he catalog as an 11Aus&eninstitut" of the . Ho~hsehule. " _, 

''fhe director of the In . stitu~e i,s Dr. Wilhelm Vershofen, who has a __ 
staff which incltui~s an •ssistant.., Pr. Pa.ul w. Meyer, and .eleven others, 
plus student helpers. •rne enterprise seems to ~ead a kind o.f double li.1'ej 

· another agency headed by Dr. Ve.:rsho.fen, but which has no connection with jt' 
the Hochschule, the Ge$ellscha.ft .f'ner Konsumforsehung, ma.ke_s contraet,:a · 
with business conc.erns: but the actual research appe&rs to oe dona by · the-• · 
Institute. Dr. G·eorg_e Bergler is the business m.anager Oft he, Gesel.lschatt,· · 
the address of which is Bau . erngass~ ll, Nuernberg; 'l'elep~one 6 21 64. 

This survey is not cencerned with marks~ . and consume.I" research 
enterprises in Germany 'w~en are roai:nly engaged in collecting statistical 
data or product preferences, besides listing $u,ch 9c;.mc.erns as an appendix. 
The Nuer-nberg Institute ie included beca:use o.f ietere-sting differences 
from usual methodology in intervi~wing. · 

Vershofen is opposed 0to direct questioning, which he .t~els prodU;Ce-S 
unreliable results. His 400 part.-time interviewers in Germany) using a 
quot_a-type ~a -,. 1plin. g system, memo:rize thef.:-quest.ions t-o- be as~ed and then 
make casual contacts with individuals, aµd put their questions over coffee 
in si1rd.la:r infor1nal situations. Qua·stionnaire,s are filled. ou.t later . ~ .· · ···--. 

· This metliod of op~ration may help to ace()unt for the rumor in some 
circles that the Institute was a spying organiza:t.ion for the Nazi regime 
during the war, as indeed it may have bee-rt, at ),east in a sense. It 
apparently reporled on eonsumer trends, for the purpQse, for exarnple, of 
predictill8 the probable consumption of metal for household utilities. It 
continued its activities during the war until 1944 or 19h5. 

1-l.ecent surveys have been ma.de on tl1e market . .for rubber · .loam sea.t..e, 
for Dunlap;- an inquiry for candy ma.nut'acturer·s • to why peppermint is 
ma.inly :sold only in summeri and a ·survey for ·t.-be Volkswagen concern on th~ 
probable market for half-ton trucks. '. . · · -

. \ . 

1, 
'I 
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DEM 
Deutsches Institut zur Erforschung g.er Oeffentlicheu Meinung 

(Gerrn.an Institute for the Investigation of Public Opinion) 
Hegensburg 

Address--Hegensburg (Lower Bavaria). 'relephone 3947. 

DEN, which is not now active, was organized approxirr,ately three years ,. 
,ago by Germans :then employed as interviewers by the Opinion Surveys Branch 
of OM.GUS (now Reactions Analysis). The leaders in the enterprise were 
Erich Lippoldt, Wolfgang Schaeffer, and Dr. Jurgen Wei*'ker, who obtained 
technical-scierttific advice from Hruc Raliss an American specia.li st employed 
by Opiniof!- Surveys (-See Sozialforsl?hungstelle an der Uni versitat Muenster). 

It appears that there was considerable encouragement of thfs 'V'enture 
by indi victual Americans, although an official policy line adopted at the 
time held that employees of t.he official American polling agency could riot 
at the same time carry on a private business in the polling field. The 
German organizers a.nd the American friends interested in the project. 
api::•arently had in mind the thought that since Ger.t111ID polling agencies had, 
already entered the field, and othe:r agencies would doubtless be i'ormed, 
it was tirae to establish an agency which was American-trained and which 
would carry on American ideals and methods in public opinion research 
after the eventual disappearance of the of'fici>al American agency. 'l'here <was 
also a (;OO<l deal Of discussion a.t that time regarding the possibility o:f 
turning over ,surveying for American military go-verrunent to German agencie5 
on a contract basis, and the organizers of DEM ma.y have been hopeful that 
they would eventually obtain some of this work. 

However, the orr;anization immediately ran' into financial difficulty. 
The coup de grace was delivered by the currency reform of August, 194S, 
whic~ caused DEH a heavy financial loss, partially recouped by the sale of 
the concern to James ~ ) tevenson White, the head of the official British 
polling agency in Germany , who was at that time engaged in building up a 
private German polling network under his own auspices. 

\\folfgang Schaeffer went to work for White hut eventually returned to 
Reactions Analysis; Lippoldt and Weisker cQntinued ~s interviewers for 
Reactions Analysis. 

\'rith the di,sappearance of White and his protegees from the field 
(described elsewhere), and a change in official American attitude toward 
pollinc; activities of employees on their own time, it · ~rould seem that DEM 
is again showing sicns of life. 'I'he leader now is Lippo:J_dt, who is head 
of the Hegensburg regional office of Reactions Analysis. Dr. 1-</eisker is 
an interviewer a ~tached to this office. DEM has no office; its telephone 
number is Lippqld_t' s private residence. 
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Lippoldt has available a panel of interviewers who have . no connection 
1-r.ith Reactions Analysis. Recently he completed a quota sample in the area 
for Esso on sub-contract from DI SHA. Small surveys have also· been done for. 
Radio Stti.ttgart, Radio Munich, a Bavarian brewery (100 interviews in 80 
places), and a readership study for Die Neue Zeitung. · 

At this writ,ing Lippoldt has a skeleton organi:z;ation and is apparently 
extremely eager to develop business, if he can find it. A promotional . 
leaflet in print, aimed at prospective commercial clients, stresses consumer 
and market research as an indespensible means of getting the jump on the 
cor.1petition and increasing profits. Incidentally, React.ions Analysis 
cohsiders Lippoldt one of its best interviewers. He is an advoca~e of 
the probability sample for German polling, with names drawn from !inwohnera.tnt 
lists, and is extremely critical of the accuracy of the quota system employed 
by DISMA and other German agencies. The superiority of the random sample 
is urged in the promo·tional leaflet ref13rred to above (''Our hethods, Tested 
Abroad, Are New to Germa.ny11

). 

__ ,, 

D.El.iJ is chiefly interesting at the moment for its potential. Its leader.::. 
ship is intelligent, and experienced in American methods. It is waiting fGJr 
a favorable opportunity to enter the field wlth a .f'Ull-seale operation. 
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Unsere Heinung 
Forschungsstelle fuer Volkspsychologie 

(Our Opinion/Office of Research into National PsJrcholo~y) 

~ Jiesbaden " · 

Address- . ~ ierotal 3h, 'iliesbaden. 

Founded--1948. 

~of enternrise ..... Private, commercial agency i'or market and opinion 
research. It does not seem aceurate to sa.y that the agency has actually. 
achievec1 this status so far (see below). 

Kinds of studies ~--Unsere Meinung advertises its business as market 
and opinion analysis, and psychological studies for management. Surveys in.e.c:le 
so far appear to be confined to general attitude studies (see below), 

Staff--The head of the organization is Dr. F'ranz Lorenz, a Sudeten 
German Sociolo ~', i~t ("Jolkskunde) who emigrated from }'rague to Constance. The · 
real moving spirit of t he enterprise, howev~r, appears to be Bernard Lahy , 
whose career is outlined below. 'i'he business manager and chief salesman is 
a lawyer, Hans llellwag, who has a.n office at 95 Sophienstrasse, Yra.nkfurt am 
lviain. Charlotte Haierfels, of Austrian origin, is in charge of the staff of 
interviewers. .Unsere Heinung occupi e s one large roon in a building in the· 
residential section of Wiesbaden. An office staff of seven women and one 
man was observed here. 

Interviewers-Unsere l:einung clairilS a. staff of 374 part-time intervlelilers. 

Methodologl--<uota system, based upon the 191.i.6 census, supplemented by 
current data from nrovincial statistical offices. Quotas are distributed 
under two main cl.:.ssifications, ethno-geographic and urban vs. rural, and 
six sub-classifications, sex, age, occupation, religion, educational level, 
and socio-economic level (high, medium, below average, poor, and unemployed). 
Pre-testine; ir~ conducted in the Wiesbaden area, and occasionally in Hum.ch. 

~ of sa11n:le-Unsere ~ ·~einung claims that its surveys are based upon 
samples for ~ 'iest Germany (Berlin is not included in its surveys) ranging 
from 2,000 to h,000 cases. All reyorts e.xa..'Td.ned indicated samples of 3,000 
cases. 

History ~ specific opera.tions'-Unsere l.•\einung stems from French poll-
ing operations in Germ.any and is largely the creation of. Bernard Lahy, a 
French psycholo;:i;ist who is Chef de Travaux of the youth psychological 
laboratory of l 'I~cole Pratique des Haut es Btudes, Paris. Shortly after the 
'o e c;inni ng of' t he occupation, Lahy 1 ::s institute undertook attitude surveying 
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in Germany for tLe Dewd.eme Bureau of the French a.rmy. Subsequently, beginning 

in July of 1947, 1)sychological attitude stµdie.s of German youth and German 
tea.chers in 'uhc F'.cench zone were ma.do under contract for the Division des 
A.ffaires Culturelles of French military government. 'I'he agency was then known 
as the Institut fuer psychologische and soziometrische l''orschungen, with 
headquarters at 2 Konra.digasse, Constance. During this period Lahy' s 
collaborator was Elizabeth Noelle-Heumann (see Demoskopie). Following the 
moneta.r;; reform, polling was extendeci to all the we:3tern zones. In August :of 

194[5, follow.i.nc the departure of lfoelle--Neumann, Lahy, in cooperation with 
Dr. Lorenz, established the . present Unsere Heinung, and the office was moved, 
earlJ :Ln 1950, to \'ile.sbaden. This move ostensibly created a wholly German 
concern, \dth Dr. Lorenz as its head, although a loose connection continued 
through Lahy with t.he Ecole .Pratique des Hautes i~tudes. 'l'he situation appears 
to he somewhat as follows: Lahy has no official office in 1Unsere heinung. 
but he continues as adviser and Guide, and has been instrumental in obtaining 
most of its financial support up to now. 1ahy1 s services cost Unsere Me:l,.nung 
nothing , as he is a member of the staff of 1 1Ecole Pra.tique, which pa.ye him. 

Also, he obtains su.bventions from l' Ecole Pratique for surveys in which it · 
is interested. It would &.ppea.r that there are no direct ties any longer 
vd.th !:.he French occupation admi.nistra.tion, although some work continues to 
be done, on a client basis, for t0e Division des Affaires Culturelle. 

So far as I could dete:rm:'rne, Unsere ~ · ieinung so far has done practically 
no commercial work. Aside from the previously mentioned studies done for 
the ·French High Commission and for 1 1 Eco1e Pratique, the only client I could 
discover was the American High Corrunissioner for Germany. 'l'he Cornmunity 

Affai.rs Branch of the Education and Cultura.l Relations Di vlsior~ of HIGOG ha.$ 
given Unsere Neinung 30,000 DM for a survey of German youth attitudes, with , 
special att,ention to the eff'ecti veness of . East Zone appeals, such . as sunune.r· · 
trips and camps, educational stipends, etc. A series of reports on 'this · 
survey are t'o be completed this fa.11. 

The wrk of l.insere ;Aeinung reflects Lahy 1 s psychological interests. 
The 11 why 11 of all ans 1..,ers is sought, either by using open-end questions or 
b;y· pressing the respondent for explana.tions of his 11yes - no" answers. Lahy 
believes that only by such devices can essential psychological insights be 
obtained. Gpding

1
and oortint, are done by hand, and the answers to open-

end questions are typed by the staff. The final sortine is done by Lahy and 
Lorenz, who stress interpretation of motives in their reports. Lahy says 
tha.t the stress upon interpretation of psychological moti vn.tiOn reduces the 
need for Hollerith equipment, although he w9uld use ma.chines for more extensi v~ 
collating of results if the concern could afford them. Reports generally 
include a good many direct quotes from answers to questions, with ldentifi-
cation of the respondent by aee, sex, vocation, and residence. 

Lahy also expresses a gr eat interest in his interviewers and interview-
ing problems. He strongly urges the necessity of n·nding lnterviewers who 

·.1 

! 

! 
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are neutral and who belong to substantially the same social tJ_ass as the 
respondents interviewed. Unsere MEiinung apparently gi vas considerable 
thought to interv:ie'Wer training, and group meetines with interviewers are 
held from time to time in the field for training purposes. Lahy W0uld like· 
to build two interviewer staffs of approximately 500 ea.ch, but sta"t-es that ··· 
the task of finding that num?er of suitable intervie\1ers is formidable. 

Lahy. believes that questionnaires on politic al a.nd economic at ti.tudes 
shoUld not include more than 10 <;ir 12 questions, or take more than 20 minute-a 
to answer. Interviewers are paid l DM for sach interview of this length. 
Incidentally, Unsere Heinune estimates the cost o! a survey, based on .a 
10-question questionnaire to 31 000 respondents, at 10,000 DM, with no :pro.fit 
at this figure. · · 

lncoi:iie from newspapers and other periodicals is sought through a so ... . 
called "UM Korrespondenz 11 service, which consists of a.n occasional report~ . 

genera.11,y on one or two questions, off'ered for sale at fixed. prices. . FollOW"':': 
l:ng a.re descriptions of two sample releases: 

1. A report on color ·associations of West. Germans with the political 
and economic outlook, based on the 11 l&nguage of color'' theory of Goethe. 
3,000 persons were asked whether Germarzy'<;;future in the year 1950 looked 
gray, black, streaked with silver, rosy, or some other color. The report, 

·signed by Dr. Lorenz, consists or five mimeographed pages and a page ot 
bar graphs breaking down the color choices by Laender. PUblicat.ions rights 
are offered for 50 D.M, and editors are asked to ret:urn the matrices of 
the bar-graphs if the releai$e is not purchased. ·· · 

2. A report on bro questions, the i'irst asking whether it is right to 
call, as East Zone spokesmen do, the Oder-Neisse line· a. "peace frontier, 0 

and the second asking for opinions on worker participation in management 
decisions at the plant level. Publication righte a.re priced at 20 DM fpr . 
each of the two parts of the six-page mimeographed report. 

A repcr t of August, 1949, on voters 1 attitudes, and a. report on t.he 
status of German nationelism, were offered for 150 DM ,ea.ch. 

1'he following two publications may also be of special interest t 

t1Die Persoenlichkeit in der Volksmeinung, 11 by Dr. Franz Lorenz. · This 
study of German attitudes toward leading political figures in Germany wa.$ 

published at Constance as a printed 32-page booklet in December, 191+9. 

"Application of Psychological Hetbods to the Analysis of Opinions, 11 

by Bernard La.hy. This 10-page m:i.meoerar;hed paper is an explanation by 

Lahy oi' his theoriJ and methods of polling, with an illustration of the 
psychological importance of finding out the "reason-why" of answers to 

.·· ·. 



.. 

questions. The i1lustrati ve case .re).ates to answers to the following question 
asked c·f 2,000 respondents in lviay, 1949: "Do you think it necessary for a. 
German government to be established as speedily· as possible?" The report 
breaks down reason-why answers into six categories, and interprets the results 
for indications of nationalism, etc. 

Personal appraisal-Lahy claims that Unsere M.einung is more interested 
in scientific.research than any other polling organization in Germany. In 
all of its publications, and in the public utterance$ of it.s leaders, great 
stress is laid upon polling n science, n expeciaily as a tool for ;~sychologica.1 
research. 'rhis stress is obviously used as a prestige factor in l:.he promotion 
of' the orr?,:anization. Lahy, incidenta:.ly, is a · fre<iuent contributor to psycho-
logical and other scientific journals. 

I don't doubt the sincerity of the serious interest in scientific poll-

ing expressed by Lahy and Lorenz. Incidentally,, Lahy is now \'<JOrking on a. 
project to establish scientific cooperati·on between France and Germany by 
doing comparative surveys in the two countries. He has organized a staff of 
200 interviewers in France which is currently working on two youth surveys 
similar to those undertaken by his staff in Germany. He hopes to interest 
American and other foreign polling agencies and commercial clients in what 
he believes to be a unique arrangement for cooperative international poll-
ing. 

Nevertheless, the work oi' Unsere ir:.einqng up to the present time 
impresses me as being somewhat amateurish and unrealistic. I have already. 
mentioned the fact that practically all of its income-producing work so 
far (as nearly as I was able to determine) has been done for French or American 
official agencies or a French educational institution, aside from some sales 
to newspapers. , It has not so far succeeded in obtaining a commercial foot-
hold. I do not mean to imply that la.ck of commercial success is proof of 
scientific deficiency, although there is a very close connecq.on, of course, 
between fi.nancial means and the ability- to carry on scientific work. I do 
mean to imply, however, that in .my opinion the actual accomplishments .of 
Unsere Neinung up to this time have t::'., ::~::.irely kept pace wlth its pretensions. 

The organ:f.zation is handicapped ty inadequate and uncertain financial 
backing, and by.~ lack of skilled personnel. 'fhe fact that it has been 
supported so.far Jargely by foreign money may have something to do with its 
failure to recormnend itself to German clients. 'fhe prospeet is not, hopeful 
if and when the subventions from foreign sources are no longer obtaimtble. 
What is needed is a firm backlog of Gorman business, or some other source 
of income which has the promise of a fair degree of permanence I 

The .. heads of Unsere l<einung are, of course, a.ware of the problem, and 
are trying ha.rd (a) to build up the agency as "Germa.n11 and (b) to acquire 
commercial clients. The ambition of the leaders apparently is to build up 
a bread-and-butter commercial business which will give them the possibility· 
of continu:i..111~; scientific and experimental studies, including the fortnightly 
publication of brochures on current social ;Jroblems. 
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In brief, Unsere Meirtung ,set}ms to me to be rootivated by the most 

laudable ideals, in~lud:i.ng , objective> scientific research in the serVice of· 
German democratic life, and service, to international intellectual cooperation. 
Un.fortunately, its prese~fl perfor~ee Js no~ impressive, and it-a pro-spect.S., · 
for reasons me~tioned above, are not especiall;!f ·:promising. 

. . ~ ' 

\ . ' 

; ... .;\. ~ , 

. -.~ · . 
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:::!1NID 
Inst.itut fuer Marktforschung und Harktbeobachtung 

(Institute for Market rlesearch and Ha r ket Observation) 
Bielefeld 

Address-llavensbergerstrasse 30, Bielefeld. Telephone 6 01 30. 

Foundeq-1945. 

~ of - ~prise--Private, coIInnercial agency for market and opinion 

research. 

Ki nds 2f surveyf/ ma.de-Consumer and market studies, general attitude 

surveys. 

Staff--Dr. Karl von Stackelberg, head of the concern; Professor Dr. 
Friedrich Lenz, scientific director; Dr. Friedrich Klobs, head of the 
market research department;· Nrs. Lenz. Emnid has a half dozen rooms on 
the second floor of an office building in Bielefeld, and a staff of about 
twenty ( e_stimn.ted). 

Interviewers--Ji:mnid claims a staff of 300 interviewers. 

li_ethodology--Quota system, using factors 9f size of community, sex, 
occupation, a.ge, and income level; along with geographica.l distribution on 
a land basis. Ernnid is proud of its populc.tion data, which it began to 
accumulate in 19h5 in the absence of reUable census figures. It claims to 
have acquired reliable iJ;lcome stratification data from a 10,000 sample survey. 

~ of sarnple--J,000 cases are claimed, ru.aximum,for West Germany, 

although the last survey reported (On Full f.!Jnployment, June, 1950) claimed a 
sample of 10,000 . Vo st Reports exrunined fail to :;;tate the number of respondents 
interviewed, wltb the exception of one report on attitudes toward the Bonn 
eoverrunent; in thi s case 2,000 respondents were cited. 

Speci f ic operations--Emnid stresses a. general inforru<o,tion service 
designed for indu.strial and. business clients. It regularly pu.blishes a 
mimeographed infornlfl,tion bulletin which contains such material as suromaries 
of' consumer and general political and social attitude polls, businese news, 
current economic statistics, and occasional economic or political col'.'.lmen-
tari c ::; . 

0ample co nsumer studies observed inc ~ ude t h8 follovrl.ng : Co.::1sumer tastes 
tmd ,judgements in respect to cigarettes, cigars, and tobacco, for the tobacco 
industry ; conswner study of chocol:"'te, pralines, bonbons, and drops, for the 
chocolat e industry; consumer study for the automo bile i ndustry; saz,e for the 
soap industry. 



Presuraably these studies were made under contra,ct for a. f'ee, although 
it is interesting to note that Emnid offers copies of reports on such surveys 
to its 11friencls 11 at 11 reduced11 prices. 

At the sam.e time, Emnid asks i.1any quest.ions in the broad field of . 
political and social attitudes. The Institute estimates such questions a.s 
C•)nstit.utinc; about 20 per cent of its questionnaires, but my ir:Jpression is 
that the percentage is greater. The findings from such questions are put 
out in tlie form of mimeographed information bulletins, usually with only 
one question reported in each bulletin. In April of this .year, four such 
bulletins were releas,~d, anci thirteen in hay. Typical subjects are the 
bettering or v;orsening of personal economic situation, shall Germany be a 
national state or a pti.rt of a r~uro:pean federation, voluntary labor ser\lice, 
confidence in the D mark, military service, race attitudes, ability to 
identify pclitica.l _leaders, vacation plans, ereatest p~rsonal deprivations, 
attitudes toward tha different occupation powers, etc. 

These releases a.re offered to newspapers for a fee, and many of' theru 
have been observed in print. 

Persono.1 appraisal-Emnid tries to combine business information ser\lice 
activities with a bid for prestige leadership in the broad field of scientific 
polling of political and social attitudes. According to report, Baron 
Stackelherg started with a. mailing list business, and later utilized h .. is 
mailin['. list a.gents 1.n various places as the nucleus of a consumer research 
service for commercial clients. The concern has been e}...'ttem.ely active in 
trying to promote and. sell its servj.ces through publicity and personal oal+s 
on business people in Germany. It is not clear, however, that the scientific 
know-how of the staff is ·adequate for the role &mid is trying to play. 'l'he 
staff has had no special training in the field, ·and has not been in. very · 
direct contact with otlv~r pollers or with current litera-t •. ure in the field,. 
Little is knoim about interviewer competence, · but I have the impresi;;ion that 
there is not much interviewer training. Professor Lenz has spoken of his 
farm interviewers as including 11 farm wachinery salesmenu and 11a f'ormer big 
estate manager in ;!;astern GerinanyJ' types of persons who may not be eppecially 
suitable for the job. 11 Rural 11 is defined in the stratification sample as 
places with a population up to 10,000, which may be another example <;>f a 
possible lack of sophistication in methodology. On the other hmd, Stackelberg 
was sent to the lJnit.ed States this si.m\rner by Reactions Analysis, HICOG, tQ. 
study lunerican polling methods, and Professor Lenz app$ars to have a real 
interest in scie:i:rtlific problems of polling, although his writings on the 
subject are somewhat theoretical and. derivative. See Frieddch Lenz, "Neinungs-
forschung in Deu~schla.nd, 11 (Carl Ernst Poeschel Verlag, Stuttgart, 1950). 
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?orsclningsinstitut fuer Sozial - w1d Verwalttungswissenschaften 
(ii.esearch Institute for Social and Adrninistrati ve Science) 

University of Cologne 

Address-Albertus-.Hagnus Platz, Koelri-Lindentbal. Telephone 

5 6S 61. 

This is the institute of the distinguished German . sociologist, 
Leopold von Wiese und Kaiserswaldau, who is :retiring .this year. The 
institute conducts empirical social re.search studies of the social survey 
type, but no evidence could be found of attitude studies based on modern 
sampling techniques. Under von Wiese 1 s leadership, a group of advanced 
students is currently working on a study of social ·processes, refugee, 
and family questions in several . lower Rhine border towns. In general, von 
Wiese represents relatively traditional methods in Ger1nan sociological ·. 
research; he has expressed doubts as to the feasibility of public opinion 
polling, citing the fear of Germans of questionnaires, lack of technical 

. equipment, and poverty. · 

His successor, Dr. Rene Koenig, of the University of Zurich, wbo is 
a specialist on the sociology of the family, appears to be a man of more 

' advanced View:9 and methods. He is offering a course at Cologne in 
American SociologJ'r, in which t:he importance and value of empirical 
research are stressed . . According t-0 report, his advice to Cologne students 
that they do their research on the street. and in homes and factories 
instead of in books is a novelty to them which is stimulat:i.ng considerable 
interest. No information was obtainable a.s to whether Koenig plans any 
specific research pro,jects in the field of oublic opinion or a'ttitude 
research at this time. • ' 



Sozialpolitieches Seminar 
(Seminar for SOcial Politics) 

University of Cologne 

Addreee-Albertus-Ma.gnus Platz, Koeln-LindenttuU.,. 

This seminar, which is directed by Ludwig Heyde, professor 
of $ozialpolitik, is beginning to undertake ~me work in at·titude 
research. Under Heyde' e general supervision., and the immediate 
direction of his assistant, Winkmarm •. a group or students is 
making A small but systematic survey of the attitudes o.t' WOl"kers 

toward sharing in management (Hitbestimmungsrecl1t), women workers, 
and other matters. Students are also taken to industrial est,ablish• 
ments for interviews with mana&ement and . labor representatives. 
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Sozial.forschungstelle an der UniverEliteet Hueneter 
(Office oi' Social Research ::Jf the Univer5ity of MU:enster) 

Dortmund 

Address-lllie:i.nlanddamm 201 Dortmund (Main offices); Telephone 2 29 79. 
Am Kna.ppenberg 138, Dortmund (Dozentheim, or work-home); Telephone 2 26 66 
or 2 24 65. 

F'ounded--1946. · 

~ 2£ enterprise-The Of !ice of Social Re~earch is uniCIJle in Gern1l.l..tJ,Y 
for the scope of its activities, the degree of cooperation it has attained. 
a.11ong diverse academic specialties, and the na.tµte of its !iponsorship and . 
financial backing. It was f9unded by Professor Heinrich Weber of Muenst.er 
as a work center for empirical social science, and is theoretically a part 
of the Uni varsity of I-;uenster, althoueh the University contributes little 
to the Office except its name and the names of a few of its professors, 
ma.inly for prestige rurposes. The Office i·s physically located in the 
fluhr industrial city of Dortmund, about thirty miles i'1·orn Huenster. 

The board of directors includes representatives of the State govern-
ment (Nordrhein-Westfalen), city of Dortmund, German 'frade Union Federation 
(GDB), and the Ru.hr mining and manufacturing industnes. Financial supwrt:,, 
providing a current budget of 260,000 DM, co:mes .tro;m. the states of North 
Hhine-Hestphalla, Lower Saxony, city of Dortmund,, c,hambers of industry and 
trade, labor unions, German mining industry, and inditldual business eonoe~~. 
The Office is especially fortunate in its sponsorship, which seems to rise · 
above politics. For example, the Office was started with the help of a CDU 
mayor of Dortmund, who continues a.s chairman of the boa.rd of directors, 
although Dortmund is now run by Social Democrats, who, incidentally, have 

' continued cityi support of the Office of Social Research. 

'fhe active director of the Office is Dr. otto Neuloh {the titµlar : 
director is Professor W. Hoffmann of t~1a Um.varsity of Huenste:r J, who h~d 
a. good deal to do with the establisrur:ent of the Office,, and ... rl-lo has .guided 
its progra.11, business affairs, and public: relations since. its iµception. The 
Office has seven di visions, as follows': 1. Econamit'f and social histor;r; 
2. SociologrJ and social politics; J. Sqcia.l law; 4. Soci'al psychology; 
5. ~)ocial pedagogy; 6. Sta.tisticsJ 7. l:O.Ublieations. This report is 
primar:Uy concerned with the work of the second division (Sociology and 
social politics, which is led by Dr~ Neuloh himself'), because this division 
is Lhe one which is currently .t1tilizing sampling and interviewing tecbn+ques 

· in attitude research~ 2efo1,.e · d'esori,hing its 'lolOrk, a. few more preliminary 
remarks should be made about the Ofi'ice as a whole, to suggest some of its 
at:raosphere a.nd spirit. 
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Of special interest, .and irr11 crtance from the standpoint of German 
Gmpirical social science research is the eAtent to which the Office has 
succeeded in creating a 11 work-group 11 of specialists in diverse social 
sciences (psychology, law, sociology, economics, etc.), and bring them 
together to work on common or related problems which are in turn real 
social anc.1 econonrl.c problems of the Ruhr. horeover, studies and research 
are conducted in close collaboration with city, state, industry, and labor. 
There is also very close collaboration •Ji.th such agencies as tile Social 
Academy in Dortmund, a two-year labor school financed by city, state, and 
trade unions, and the Ea.x Planck Institute in Dortmund (the former Kaiser 
"\Jilhelm lnstitut), which is concerned with medical and socio- and psycho-
medical research. Some of the offices of the Office of Social Hesearch 
are located, as a. matter of fact, in the same ·building that houses the 
Academy and the Ha...x Planck Institute. Members of t.he sta.fi' of the Office 
of Social !Lesearcb nre often instructors in the Academy, and there is 
considerable mutual assistance in other ways, such a9 in the sharing of 
library facilities. This J<l.nd of cooperative research for the solving of 
real co.rnmunity problems exists elsewhere in Germany (See, for example, 
University of Har.aburg), but the Dortmund activity seems at the moment to 
be the largest in scope, with the greatest amount of outside support, the 
largest budget, and with the most impressive accomplishments. 

In this connection, the Office has orc;e.nized its own publish:i.ng house; 
under the editorial direction oi' Dr. ;Jilhelm Brepohl, publication of 
11 Soziale ·trelt, 11 a quarterly devoted to problems of empirical social science, 
bljg&l in October of 1949, and a considera.o1e nur~.ber of special monographs 
has been issued. The Office was also the moving force behind the orgaruza-
tion of the Associati~n of' .Social Science Institutes (Arbeitsgemeinschaft 
Soziahrlssenschaft.licher Institute-see list attached)_, and. has sponsored 
conferences such as the one on in-plant research (Neue Wege in der Betriabs 
Sozialogische Forschung), held at l:iittin (near Dortmund), on July 21 and 22, 
1950. 

As mentioned above, the .attitude research studies conducted by the 
Socioloey division of the Office of Social Hesearch, under the direction 
of Dr. Nettloh, are of special interest in this survey. A major 1Jr0Ject af 
the di vision is researc11 into the social bases for a.n increase of tl'ie 
averac;e general productivity of the Ruhr. Specific methods of investigation 
will be described below, but in general they seek by sample interviews, 
participant observation, and other devices, to discover everything possible 
about the attitudes of miners, of miners' wives and families, :of mine 
foremen, etc. in an effort to clarify social rela.tionships a.nd throw light 
upon possj,ble sources of friction, ma.ladjustment, frustration, and inefficiency. 
In September, 191+9, a. two-year gr:mt was received from the Rockefeller 
Foundation to provide two technical advisers, Dr. C. E. Arensburg, professor 
of sociolo13y at Columbia University (part-time), and Nax Halls (full tim.e), 
an e:>...-perienced researcher who was formerly a member of the st~ff of the 
Opinion Surveys branch of o::nus. A money grant of 50,000 DH for this study 
of human relations in the Ruhr coal industry ha.s been made by the Labor-
Eanagement Di vision of the Office of the lJ. S. High Commissioner for 
Germany ( m COG) • 
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Specific 01~ta.t:i.ons and met.hoclology-'l'he s tuUies of .the Ruhr miners 
and their envil"onfuent are of various kinds and represent considerable · 
sophistication in methodology. Soxr.e oft !le main sub-projects are the 
foLlol-rlng: 

. . 

1. lnt.erviews {a.bout 100, s~1ect.ed by t.he >:$1dq:r;n n~hod) With miners,, 
conducted at the , work-site; ·t.ha.t. i!!J, in the. co.tl s~arQ> · usuaJ.iy a th~usa.nd ·oi-0, 

two thousanq. feet· undergraund. This · underground polling :i.s p~obab-ly unique; · 
the reasons for polling below rather than abQve .grou.nd, an'4, :sO:r.ue of ~he · 
spec;i.al problems of such polling, make an in.terei;>ting stary, whic~ is tiij.• 
fol"tuna.t.ely too long to include in this report. ' 'I'he stal'.ld.ard que:st..;i6nn'aire . 
for t his urid.erground poll .J.na1udes 125 questions, of wtii,ch 11+ are stl'riti~'ti.c.U. 
The non-statis t i~al questions, most o:t; which a re of the probing type· t.o · 
evoke full explanu.tions of ' e,ttitude~ cor~cern such subjects as condition.$ '(If 
work,, personal relations with fellow '"°rkers:, mining machinery a.pd methods,, · 
accidents and health, r13lations with foremen., work councils, etc,., "'·' 

2. Interviews (about 100) T.1Jith a. sample cr9ss $ection of miners' .. 
families, ·t:.o uncover data. on such subject$ a.a family pressures, conditions 
of' work as seen ~hrough the eyes o:f' wives,- the role of farming activities 
in the family econ<;nny of miners, etc. The questionnaire includes 55 

' questions. 

3. A supplementary control survey o'f ten pairs of 11 above-ground 11 aQ.ct. 
11 below-ground11 interviews with miners to reveal the E;Xtent. 0£ the bias, if 
any, resulti og from 11 below.;.ground u interviewing .. 

4. An interview study of fore1uen (in preparation) to deflermi.ne their 
attitude and status; this ,study is related to· the premise that whil.$ J79r,eni,en 
may be losing some of their < ~ uthor:ity on the job to \'19-rk . councils a.nd 1'!~age- · 
ment, they may develop a greater role in social · relations. · 

5 .• Participant · obsarvatibn act ivitieis: 
. - . ..... 

A. One resaarcher works as an assistant to tbe doctGr6 in 
a mine dispensary and studies attitudes o~ the dispensary 
staff. 

b. · Another researcher lives w"lth young unmarried miners in 
t.heir tiome, a converted bunker (air-raid shelter). 

c. Researchers also part.icipate in the weekly meetings of 
th~ works eounoil, ~he meetings of the V«>rks council with 
management, and meetings of the so-called Aeltestenrat of 
senio 1~ -workmen • 

~ .. 

.St.§:ff-The :research "team11 for the attitude studies now includes Dr. 
Neuloh, as director; Dr. Arensberg (occa.siorually), as senior adviser; l:ax 
Ralis, as technical adviser; Dr. Brepohl (pa.rt-time); and five part-time 
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graduate. students as follows: Mitze and Paul, from the psychology division 
of the Office of Social Research> Schtrdtz, an economics student from the 
University of Goettingex+; and Bre-ilmarin, an economics student ,from the 
University of tionn. 

A unique feature of the Office of Social Research is the s0-.caJ.led 
"Dozent House;" here the-- members of the team work, ea.t, ~d in some c:a.ses, 
sleep. 'rhe tttea.m" not only represents an experi1nent in coo1)e.ra.ti ve :t'.cJ3eareh 
by scholars, young and old; drawn from different academic disciplines, but 
is also a.n experiment in conuu.unal living, the focus of which is empirical 
social research. It would:appear that the close associatioµ of the members 
of the team has been a stimulus to interest and work, and :Jf considerable 
importance to morale, eapeCially during the ha,rd times which preceded. the 
money-reform of 191+8. 

· Personal at>prai snl--J.<"rom many points .. of view the Offie~ of Social 
Research is unusually prood.sJ.ng. ·Its $ponso,rehip and SU;pport at t;be . . 
moment are on a sufficiently wide base t .o as.sure it / a corisidera.bl$ degrefil 
of independence, without a preponderane-& of infiuence from the university., 
political groups, industry, labor,. or foreign p~~ . rdns. I't has 4one a good 
deal to bridge the gap between academic .l"e$earch itnd tt1e real problems of 
industry, labor, and government. It has succeeded to a degree in cutting 
across the lines of academic compartmentallzat,ion. 

It also has agr;rassive and capable lea<,lership.. One indication of 
this is the ability of the Office to win and .maintain support from 
diverse sources. Incidentally, Dr. Neuloh appea,rs to, . be ·suc;ceeding in 
obtaining under1>.rriters fpr ·a new home that will house all th~ branches of 
the Office; 2001000 DM and a buildine site have been'. subscribed by the oit·y 
of Dortnnand, 100,000 DH by the Ninistry of Reconstruct.ion,, and. 2001 000 DM 
by the Hinistry of Culture. It is hoped that .an additioriill. 250,,000 DM 
needed to carry out present buiiding plans ean be obtai11ed :f:rotit HlCOG:. 
Another indication O·f the favorable reception of t he work of t.he Qffiee is 
the fact that the Ruhr steel indu,stry has aske4 the Of fie·e to \U:lde'rt.ake a 
project similar to its study of the mni.ng industry-. Th$, O.ffice apparently 
is not able to undertake the steel indu.stry study a.t. this tiqi.e, beo-auee e.f 
inadequate facilities a.nd peraonnel. · 

Al,so on the faV'o:raole 5ide i~ t he notabl.e.- influence ;the Office has hB.d 
in stimulating interest in em.pirictil social scienqe r~s ' earcb, not only through 

· its own labors, but also through ita publications, the e r ganization of an 
associa:tion of social. science institutes, and the tr'aining opportunities it 
offers. · · 

In this connection, the Office hopes to ob:ta.in ·funds, possibly froa 
Hockef.eller or IUCOO sources, to enable it to train more graduate students. 
Some of the problems involved in such a program for trainees are discussed 
in the first part of this report; the nub· of , the problem is whether grariu.at~ 
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students can hope to obtain any practical value from their traj.ning besides 
material for possible doctoral theses, as there are at ' present virtually no 
career opportunities available to young empirical · social scientists in 
either industry or the universities. 

'I'he Office ha.s also had a useful influence upon many visitors, 
especially German professors and students who come to the Pozent House in 
considerable numbers to study its research methods. Another interesting 
evidence of the Office 1 s role as a cent:. er o.f research act.i vi ty is the fact 
that the Ul'JF:SCO project· for the study Of authoritarian attitudes in German 
yotd:.h (see UNESCO) has its 'office in the Dozent House. 

One question that nrust be raised in regard to the Office of Social 
Reaearch is the extent of it~ dependence upon foreien advisers for guidance. 
Accordi ne to these advisers, the Germans orl the staff are inadequately trained 
in scientific methodology and objectivity, and need constant supervision to 
prevent old prejudices and habits from detracting from the validity of their 
work. h1hat would hap pen if and when this supervision is reli1oved? The Office 
mie;ht easily, it see;:;1s to me, fall quickly under t.he :heavy hand of traditional 
German sociological scholarship~ 

At the same time there is a possibility that it may become too deeply 
involved in pro['.rams based priuarily upon expediency. The close association 
of the Office with various economic and g9verruo.ental interests in the Ruhr, 
while a source of strength in one sense, may also be a. source of dang(jlr, in 
t he event that its research wauld continue to be confined entirely to the 
local region and designed exclusively to produce pract,ical results rather 
than to advance the techniques and insights of objective social science~ 
There appears to be some evldence of a preoccupation of the German staff with 
results; for e:x,..9!1ple, with reports which will lead to drastic reorganization 
of the Ruhr coal industry. I am not objecting to the. revolutionizing of the 
German coal i ndustry, if the surveys indicate that such would be a wise course, 
but at this moment in the evolutio.n of German social science it would appear 
1.-rl.se to give a priniary emphasis to the learning of scientific methods, and the 
refinement of these methods through considerable experimentation in the 
German milieu. In other words, I conceive of the possibility that the Office 
.of Social ·Science H.esearch nd.ght become a resuarch department of Ruhr 
industry or local government rather than an agency of national scope and 
importance for objective, experimental social science studies and the train-
ing of experts in this field. 
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UNESCO Project 
11 Youth and Authorit~r 11 

Address-.Am Knappenberg 38, Dortmund ("Dozent Houae 11 of the Office 
o.f Social Research of the University of Muenster). 

Founded-..1949. 

~ Qf_ enterprise-A special project of the United Nations Educatione.11 · 

Scientific and Cultural Organization for the study of German youth and 
authoritarian attitudes. The project is receiving 60,000 DM from UNESCO 
and 100,000 DH from HICOG. The original UNESCO appropriation called for 
completion of the project in one-and-a-half years, but it, n:ow appears that 
more time will be required, and an aaciitioi1al appropriation. 

Ki~ of surveys ~-Activity is confined to a general attitude 
survey of German youth~ as pa.rt of the UNESCO ~ensions Projects. 

. ' 

Staff-The UNESCO Steering Committee for this project includes ·Elnar 
_ Tegen, Stockholm, chairman; Prof. Rud0lf Sieverts,. University of HambU:i"€;J 

and Prof. Rene l\oenig, University of Cologne •. The active field staff, 
which so far has consisted of three persons, is headed by Knut 1Pipping, 
a Finn who has spent a year working with Rensis Lickert at the survey 
research center at the University of Michigan. 

1:ethodolog;y and operations-At this writing, a. questionnaire has 
been completed consisting of 44 questions with provision for four degrees 
of response, two positive and two negative. There ho.s been some intensive , 
pre-test interviewing. It is my understanding that the survey will be 
conducted in three selected German corrm1w1i.ties, with locally recruited 
German interviewers. Dr. Pipping has developed a pro~ram of interviewer 
training. · · 

Fersonal· appraisal-Th.is is a.n ephemeral· undertaking, the impulse 
and support for which come from non-Gen.ans. It is- included here because 
a certain number of Germans are involved in its operations, and because 
the project must be mentioned in an inventory of attitude research 
activities iq Germany. 

From the standpoint of the development of public opinion research 
in Germany, the project doubtless has some value, if only by calling 
attention to the possibilities of investigating the authoritarian attitudes 
of C-ern:a.n youth, including tbe sources and various outward manifestations 
of such attitudes. It may also have some educational value iii acquaint• 
ing a limited number of Germans on its staff with modern research tech-
niques. On the other hand, its operations 5o far have appeared to be 
some11fhat slow, cumbersome, and inefficient. hore than six months were 
spent in preparation of the questionnaire, for instance, and apparently 
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an excessive a.mount of time and energy were spent on background documentation 
and statistical research. It seems unlikely that any permanent organization 
or activity will survive the immediate project, nor, in my view, is it an 
impressive example for Germans oi' skillful public opinion research. ' 

, 
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Deutscher Gewerkschaft Bund, Jugend Abteilung 
(German Trade Union F'edaration--Youth Section) 

ri .... 0sseldorf 

Address--Stromstrasse 8,IAf-~ :sseldor£. 

The Youth Section of the German Trade Union Federation is undertak-
ing a comprehensive attitude study of West German youth. 'rhe initiative 
for the project comes from the Labor-Ha.nagement Techniques Branch of the 
Labor Affairs Di vision, Office of the United States High Cormn:i.ssioner for 
Germany. The sum of 25,000 DH a month for one year has been appropriated 
by HICOG to finance the survey. 

According to L els Anderson, Deputy Chief of the Labor-1-.)ana.gement 
Techniques Branch, who also inspired the Darmstadt Community Survey, a 
major objective of the project is to stimulate the interest of labor leaders 
in modern ·techniques of attitude research and at the same time increase 
their knowledge of the real , problems and anxieties and .frustrations .or 
German youth. An auxiliary objective, he says, is to provide some kind of 
balance or corrective in present research act.i vitie.s of the l'rade Union 
Federation, which are devoted mainly to the justification of Yi.arrlat theses. 

The survey will probe such probiems as unemployment, the difficulty 
of youth in West Germany to obtain a foothold in the labor market, attitudes 
toward and experiences with schools a.nd other public agencies, personal and 
family frustratio~s, and authoritarian impulses. 

Sta.ff--Although the project is American inspired and financed, an 
effort is being made to have as much of the work as possible done by Germans 
under German direction. The su_rvey is under the general supervision ot 
Willi Ginhold, leader of the Youth S.eetion of the DGB, who has an American 
technical adviser, Harold Hurwitz. One other· American adviser, a State 
Department trainee without public opinion research experience, is attached 
to the staff. Four or five Germans have already been hired, none with : ~ 

public opinion research experience. 

According to Anderson, an effort is·being made to avoid the early 
mistakes of the Darmstadt project. Staff discussions are being held to 
clarify research objectives and methods, and· it is ~lanned to add one or 
two seasoned research experts to t,h& staff. 

At' this writing, work is proceeding on the que.stionna.ire •. A sample 
of about 5,000 cases is contemplated, with stratification based upon such 
factors as sex, politics, rural vs. urban, geographical location, bombed 
vs. unbombed cpmrmmities, and type of' industrjr in the community. For 
control purposes, some questions may _be included from the UNESCO question-
naire on youth and authoritarian attitudes (See UNESCO Project) arid the 
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~ : :;~ . ,_.c;_:. ' '· : ·~·. ~... . ' ' • ' 

Darmstadt Community Survey. Cod:i..~ · :J. sorting and analysis will be done wJ.t.h 
the help of the Darmstadt machines and facilities. 

,, .. , 

The .pro·j ect leaQ.ers will seleot their own interviewing st#f. · The ·use 
of students from such institution.a. a.s the Labor Aca.de~ in Hamburg, l\'ree: .. 
University bf Berlin, etc., is beihg considered,. · A .systei.n of training .. 
inte.rview:rs fol' uniformity in procedure i$ now :being .worked out. · · 

Pereonal aprrai:5a1-A. disapi:x>intment or ,,t.he summer siirvey was 'f:,.o · .". 
find almost a total !$Ck of interest on the part of labor leadership in · 
objective public opinion f;rt.udj,,es. 1.'hEJ DOB has a r.esearch di vision . · . ... · 
(Wirtschaftswissenschaftlicbas !nstitut der Gewerkschafteri, Am. Morsdo:rfe.t· 
Hof 26, Koeln-Brau.nsfeld), but labor research aet!vitjr there and. els.ewl:t•t>e . 
appears to be devoted allriost entirely ·t:.0 stat;j.st,.i,c~ . econofu.\c documen"8;tion 
designed . for the prorn.Otion .of labor . politicp or neg~ti&tion • .,,!! the ,p~J;~et 
described ·here can stimulate interest in thfl human. Problem of Ger~ labo~t: · .. 
in the wants, hopes and frustrations of ;i.ndividu~s in ;¥.he worldll,gt force .. -.. · · 
or in the generaJ.. population, it Will have ·sel"Ved an eno.rmou.sl.Y- ,,useM ·:. 
function. The project is American inspired, -advised, alld t1nane.oo1 ·and: .. . 
ma.y very wall turn· out to be an ephemeral effort. Ev-erything possible '-; 
should be done to encourage a contin,uing aoti vit.y or ·this kind sotne~e.re : 
in the trade union organization:. 

; 
; ' 

.if 

.. · -. ~ 
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Akademie fUer Gemeinwirtschaft 
(Academy of Cooperative Economy) 

Hamburg 

Address--Hollerstrasse 10. Telephone 44 27 92. 

The professor of sociology and former director, Helmut 
.Schelsky, has ini.tiated a study of refugee families in Germany. 
Field vrork bas started, with ten st udents from t.he Academy 
interviewlng sample f'ami~ies during the studentst surmner vacations. 
The Institute of f' sychology and other members of the Sozial- · 
wissenschaft Gemeinschaft of Hainburg plan to cooperate on this 
survey. 

The Akaderoie was established in 1948 by the ·c;i.ty of Hamburg 
in cooperation with the trade unions. Institutions of a similar 
character in Germany are the Soziala.kademie in Dortmilnd and the 
Akadem:ie der Arbeit, Frankfurt. Dr. Karl-Hermann Ca.pelle is the 
present director • 

. / 
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DISMA 
Deutsches Institut fuer Statistische Markt- und Meinungsforschung 
· (German Institute for Statistical Earket and Opinion liesearch) 

Harriburg 

Address-?oststrasse 10, Hamburg 36. ·Telephone 35 30 44. 

Founded--1949. 

Type of enterprise--Private, co11111iercial agency for market and opinion 
research. 

Kinds of i;>urve;z,B ~-Conswner . and market studies, reader-interest 
surveys, radio-listening surveys, motion picture pre-testing, some general 
attitude studies. 

Staf.f-vJerner Hildebrandt, head of the concern; Erich Nachtigall, 
assistant. Th$ home office 'staff includes six persons in a.U.,, and is housed 
in one room of a dow.atown ot1'ice· building .. 

Intery:Lewers--D!Sl-LJ\ claims a staff of 350 interviewers, including six 
field supervisors. Thie staff is paid at the rate of up to 1.50 DM per 
intervi.ew. DISMA claims that interviewers earn up to 200 DH a. month. 

~hodology--The quota system is mainly used, based upon the 1946 
census figures supplemented by later statistical data from state and local 
·statistical bureaus. However, random-type (probability) sample is used in 
radio and newspaper surveys (see below),. and an occasional random sample is 
taken from Einwohnermeldea.mt lists. DISMA has also ma.de coincidental 
telephone calls (random-type) in radio sui-veys, a:rict · appears to be the only 
agency Which has used this method in Gerrr.&ny.. Its motion picture pre-t~st
ing is also uni. que .in Germany (see below) • No . :p.unoh-eard fa.cili ties • . Lists 
of persons interviewed (sent in by interviewers) are retained for clients' 
inspection. Quota sample is based upon age, education, religion, occupation, 
and income level, plus size of place and geographical distribution. Hefur;ee 
stat.us 1s a. quota factor in some surizeys. 

~ 2.f. sample-It should be noted that most DISMA surveys up to this 
time have been confined to the Brit.ish Occupation Zone, v.r.i.th a good Jllliny in 
Hamburg. A sa:iuple of' 350 is considered adequate for Hamburg,, and 2,)00 for 
the British zone (quota system). Random sampleo in radio studies have ranged 
between 3,400 and 4,000 cases for the Britsh zone. 

Specific o:pera.tions--DISMA claims a.n average schedule of a.bout one 
questionnaire a week. "" 

EY..amplas oi' work--
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Haclio--Basic data (set ownership and use, preferences, etc.) for 
Northwest German Radio, covering the British zone, with random sample 
(3,400 to 4,000 cases) based on .every l,OOOth name,, drawn from Post 
Office list,s of radio license holders. Surveys on radio preferences 
of women, and- of c;hildren 1 s progrmrw, based on a random sample of 
1,000 housewives in the British zone. Coincidental telephone surveys 
of 100 calls in Bamburg, to be increased to .300 calls. Seven studies 
have been made to date for N'.·mR. 

Newspapors-:t.andom sample from subsc1~iber lists of Hamburg Abendblati 
to compare economic, educational, and social .circumstances of readers 
wit h those of the whole Hamburg population. A similar study has been 
made for the Kieler Nachrichten. 

Motion pictures--DISHA pre-tests :Dagle-Lion films for possible adapta-
tion for the German market. An effort ha.s been made to build a. panel 
of English-speaking Germans from which a representa.ti ve cross section 
of; at least fifty persons can be drawn for each film. Viewers are 
asked to fill out a questionnaire after a private screening. 

l'J. scellaneous--

Gonsurn"r study for Esso, quota samplf~, for all West Germany, a.bout 
J,000 cases. ~>tudy of attitudes toward heavy indi1:::try, biG business, 
an d s6cializat ion. · 

.Survey for a medical journal, Hamburger Aertzeblatt; on attitudes on 
the adequacy of medical lnsura.nce. Split.-ballot used, with some 
questions for doctors, some for public, and sorne for both. Quota 
sample. 

Quota sa.rnple of German attitudes toward. the war in Korea, for D_er 
Spiegel_, weekly news r1a.gazine. 

A consuuer study has been made for the furniture industry, as :.vell 
as a study of' the attitude s of farmers in Schleswig-Holstein toward 
pri vat. e enterprise. 

Survey for Totogesellschaft, to determine public preference in 
regard to the nwnber of football gari1es that shoulO. be included on 
the weekly bet t:i..ng form. Eandori1 sample, from Ei.nwoh1.er1c.eldeamt lists, 
supplemented by personal interviews with spectators at football games. 

Personal a T)prai.sa.1-It will be noted that this C")ncem confines itself 
17tain..ly to comrr,ercial-type surveys, with little underta."l(eri in the broad field 
of political. and social attitude st-udy. This is in striking contrast to 
otlH~r German polli ng agencies, which undertake such studies. for prestize 
and advertising purposes, if for no other reason. DL:iLA is s:mal 1, under-

. i 
! 
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staffed, and without adequate facilities for serious <&Xperim.ental work. on 
the ot.her hand, it appears to have avoided ov~r-extending itself a:nd. ae.q_ui~ · 
ing a costly ,ovarhead. The director is serious, ambitious, and seems .to 
understand the problems ·and hazard$ of his· work. He shows great inter~Jst · 
in his intet"viewers, arid \lisit·s ' them -whenever possibl(9, although:.&$ ' ria.~ : ;" 
neither th$ time ·nor th-e· .:faeilities for much interviewer tra&.nirig. Incide,tlta.i:tt; 
he de.scribes his interViewer corps as ~ncluding t• stud~nts, · journalists, •rid.,, .· 
unemployed doctors." One 0£ bis .interviewers, Hans Sittenfeld, of Kiel, ha~ 
been sent to the Uriited States for training under the auspices of Rea.cti.ons 
Arn1lysis, HICOG- !liJT general i.m.p~~ssion ie th;;tt in spite of its limitations 
in staff, equipment, experience, 8;.hd type of work done, it is operating .,Qil a 
fairly sound. basis. If it ca.n *'eep a.nd .. expand its commercial busine$s,1 it 
sh<>uld be ·able to develop a program of ~ttitude 'studi~s o! ·wider interes~ ; 
and' value. · · · · 
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Psychologisches·1nstitut 
·(Institute of Psychology) 

University of Hamburg 

Address-Bornplatz 2, Hamburg. Telephone 44 SS 41. 

Curt Bondy, professor of psychology at the University of Hamburg, 
was forced to leave Germany in the late 1930's. He emigrated to the 
United States, where he Wa.s head of the Department of Psychology at the 
University of Richmond, Richmond, Virginia, until he accepted an invitation 
in the spring of 1950 to return to his professorship at Hamburg and become · 
director of the Institute of Psychology. A number of research projects 
of the Institute in progres·s or projected involve public opinion and 
attitude studies • . 

Two students are studying attitudes of prisoners in the prison for 
first offenders at Wolfenbuettel, Lower Sa..wny. 

Two students are undertaking a participant-observation study at a 
youth refugee camp at Uelzen. 

A large project is planned for next year on attitudes of German youth •. 
A start has been made with a sample questionnaire relating to the major 
problems of upiversity students. Eventually it is planned to have groups 
of ten to .f'ifteen students work with different youth groups, using uniform 
questionnaires, systematic interviews, and perhaps intelligence tests. 

The Institute is cooperating with the S .chelsky study of ref\tgee 
families (See Akademi.e .fuer Ge:meinswirtsch&.ft). · 

The Institute plans to participate in the Horkheimer study ot 
German attitudes toward the occupying powers (See Institut f'uer Sozial-
forschung, University of Fra.nkf'urt). · 

The staff of the Institute of Psychology is still in the proeess o:r 
organization. An assistant, Gerhard. Haletzke, completed a doctoral 
dissertation in 1950 on the psychology or radio lieteners (Der Rundfunk 
in der Erlebniswelt des Heutigen Henschen / Untersuchungen zur 
psychologischen Wesenseigenart des Rundi'unks und zur _Psychologie des' 
Rundfunkhoerens). An American assistant, .Ml-s. Francis Hardesty, is 
expeated t? join the staff this fall. 

,~ 

Personal aEpraisal-With his American experience, Bondy has an .· ,, 
unusual opportunity to further American techniqu~s and standards in empirical.. ) 
research. He enjoys great personal popularity; his lectures are the best 
attended at Hamburg University. He has already done a great deal to 
stinrulate student interest in ." American" methods, and the plans for his 
institute give promise of significant studies in the field of attitude 
research. These studies are, however, still largely in the future. 
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Seminar fuer Strafrecht. und . KriminalpOlitik,, 
(~e;in:inar for Criminal Law and Criminal Policy), 

University of Hamburg. 

The director of the seminar, Rudolf Sieverts, is planning 
a large-scale study of you:C,h delinquency. Using questionnaires 
and intensive interviews;, undergraduates (referendare) will make 
a sample survey to . gather data on such subjects as r;sex offenders, 
habitual· offenders; youth major criminals, and careers of youth 
criminals after release ' from prison. 

(See Sozialwissenschaft Arbeitsg~meinscha~, HamburgJ 
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Sozial'Wissenschaft Arbeitsgenieinschaft 
(Society for Cooperative Social Science Studies) 

Hamburg 

This iHforma.l work-group, which held its first meeting on June 19, 
1950, was organized to further cooperation between various academic faculties 
and governmental agencies in Hamburg in stu~es of important community 
social problen1s. 

The irotives and objectives of the Hamburg group resemble those of the 
Office of Social. Research at Dortmund, although the Hamburg group has only 
begun its first discussions, and has no formal organization, staff, or 
funds. 

For the immediate future it is planned to have members of the society 
report to the .e;roup on their respective research projects. A journal is 
contemplated. Eventually it is hoped that the loose cooperative assoeia.tion · 
can be strengthened by the establishment of a central office (Soziale 
Forsehungstelle Hamburg), for applied social science research. 

Leading figures behind the organization of the Arbeitsgemeinschaft 
include three University of Hatnburg professors, Curt Bondy, psychology; 
Rudolf Sieverts, criminology; and Hans Harmsen, Hygiene; and the professor 
of sociology and former director of the Akademie fUer Gemeinwirtscha.ft, 
Hamburg, Helmut Schelsky. 

Members of the Arbeitsgemeinsch.a.ft are either currently engaged in 
empirical public opinion studies or plan wi:>rk in that field. Specific data 
regarding some of these programs will be found in t~s report under the 
following heads: 

Psychologisches Institut, University of Hamburg (Curt Bondy). 
Seminar fuer Strafrecht und l\riminal.politik, University of Hamburg 

(Rudolf Sieverts). 
Akadem.1.e fuer Gemein'Wirtschaft, Ha.Jllburg (Helmut Schelsky). 

Fersonal appraisal-At this writing the Arbeitsgerneinschaft. is little 
more than an idea. However, its backers are able men, Hamburg University 
and the city administration are relatively pr-ogressive, and the location 
of the endeavor in t.he largest city of West Germany seems to hold promise of 
unusual opportunities for research a.nd financial support. · 

I 
. . -- J 
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Institut fuer Empirische Sozialogie 
Institute for .C:upirical Sociology 

Formerly the Institut fUer Begabtenforschung 
(Institute for Aptitude Research) 

Address--Bismarckstrasse .35, Hannover. 

Type of enterprise-The Institute was established aft.er the war by 
the Kultus M ... 1.nisterium of Land Niedersachsen as an educational research 
agency to survey t,he endoNments ·of the school children of' the Land and to 
determine their aptitudes -for the various types of schools in the German 
school system. The Institute subsequently has undertaken other youth and 
refugee studies. The director of the Institute, which has several technical 
assistants, is Dr. K. V. Mueller, formerly professor at the. German university 
in Prague. 

Specific operatioq.s--In ' 1947 data was obtained on about 250,000 school 
children in Niedersaehsen. lV:ost of the data consisted of teachers• estimates" 
although sample testing of 10,000 pupils, for control purposes, is claimed .. 
A typical refugee survey is a study of the a.iooun'l; of intermarriage bet.ween 
refugees and the indigenous population,. with data on the social and eco-
no rnic status of the subjects. 

Personal appralsal~This report is not concerned with educational 
research and testing of the kind conducted by the Hannover Institute, a gqod 
deal of which is going on in Germany. The justification for mentioning 
the Institute here is that it is tYPiCal of many similar agencies which 
might conceivably develop sample attitude surveying of the schoC:.--age poPu- ' 
lation if there were sufficient interest and know-how. In the case of the 
10,000-case control test mentioned above, it would seem that the . childr~ 
were tested for aptitudes only, and not for attitudes. 'l'he test was not 
conducted on any scientific sampling basis, a.nd apparently less weight was 
given to it than to the subjective est,irna.tes of teachers. 

On tl1e basis of this example, one- might conclude that attitude study 
is an almost totally undeveloped field of research so far as German edu-
cational research bureaus are concerned. I also gathered the impression 
that the elaborate and ponderous statistical studies of this institute, 
which are in an old German tradition, are designed to justify the dis-
criminatory and undemocratic public school system of Germany and preserve 
approximately the status quo, but that observation is beside the point 
of this study. 
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Statistisches Landesamt, Schleswig-Holstein 
(Statistical Office for Land Schleswig-Holstein) 

~ddres~~Kiel-Wik. 

Dr. Horn, the director of the Statistical Office of Land Schleswig~ 
Holstein, is interested in the statistical problems of sampling as well as 
in E1ampling for statistical and attitude -da.ta.. 

) 

rn an experiment with random sampling, Dr. Born mailed~ quef$tiorina.i.re 
to · every person in Land Schleswig-Holstein born o~ November ll. The -
questionnaire asked fo~ each person's year or birth, sex, occupation, anQ. 
dwelling. 'fo encourage response, trwo prizes of 50 DM were o!fel'ed;. the -
winners to be determined by lot f11bm the re.µli~ - fj recei~d - ~ , --

Response was 9:3 per-';Cierit:'-"D;r::. Horn multlp,lied return$ by 400 ' and 
eompa.red the brea.k...Qowns of age, sex, etc. wl.th 't.hel946 census tigu.r-e$. 
Relatively nd.no-r differences were found bet.ween the census figures a.pd 
the results of the ra,ndom sample., , __ -

Land government officials have prevented Dr. Horn, for political 
reasons, from undertaking a.ttit-ude polls up t0 this time, but he believes 
that he may soon be permitted to do so. __ One ebjection has been that 
government o:Uicial.s know what public attitu,des a.ro,_ or they 'wouldn•t _ 
have "be~n elected to office. There is also a. fear t-hat polling by the · - . 
sta.ti~tical office would be interpreted tis ~ · use of gove,rninent facilities 
artd personnel for partisan political purposes. 

. . ~' 

.... 
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rnarks. Demoskopie began. a series of pre-election polls in 'cormection 
with the 1950 H.hein-\Jestfalen elections, for the Social [;emocratic 
party. · It is reported that the SDP could find no money for the 
work, which was dropned after t.he first wave of polli ng. 'rhe first 
survey is said to have predicted election r~sults only 2.9/~ different 
from the actual vot.e. . 

Demoskopie reports appear t.o be comprehensive and usually include many 
direct quotations from respondents' answers. De1noskopie stresses conunent · 
by respondents more than any other German polling agency. It is claimed that 
such comment is essential for the interpretation of statistical data, and · 
provides keys to motivation and strength of conviction. Quotes a.re also of 
higb interest to clients.· 

Personal appraisal-Demoskopie , in my opinion, is the leading Ger!ilan 
, polling a.genc;r.. The following notes are offered in justification of t-his 

_opinion: · 

Hora),.e - Derooskopie [i ves every ~ i.ndication of being ind~ed a. 
11 gesellscl:rn,rt,il a oociety of enthusiastic young people who are 
absorbed. in their work and eager to experiment and lea.rn.. The 
physical si t\18.tion, relu.ti ve iijOlation in a village,, m.ay f:>e a 
favorable circumstance; it is rernirrl.scent of the Liora.1.e situation 
in the Dozenthaus e.t the Dortmund Office of Social itesearch, where 
a group of research enthusiasts also live and work together in 
relative isolation. 

Relations with int.erview~rs ,..- Dern.oskopie obviously gives much 
thought to the comp et enc e, train; ng, and morale 0 f it s panel 0 f 
1, 200 interviewers. Before being hired, applicants are put to 
work on a. series of test questionnaires of the type designed to 

. reveal t heir understanding, reliability, integrity; interest, 
and general suitability for interviewing work. - 1"or optimum 
interview performance, t.he Institute claims to rotate inter-
viewi ng among its 1,200 interviewers, using about l~OO at a time. 
It also claims to liicit interviewer·s to 10 o:r 12 interviews 
with any one questionna.ire, on the erouiids tbat it· has found that the 
quality of interviewing declines beyond t hat number. lt claims 
to pay its interviewers from 1 to 5 rr.arks per irrt.erview, depend. .... 
ing upon i:. he difficulty (random or quota), With an a:verage pa;y1nent 
of 2 marks. 

A Herr Kulkier in the so-called 11lnterv;i.flwe1•Bureau" is in 
charge of relations with interviewers.. Gorresponcience is 
encouraged with full comraent on interviewing expei~iences and 
problems. A monthly bulletin is distribut.ed. to ·interviewers 
telling about Demoskopie 1 s actiVit,ies and SUllllna.rizing poll 
results. 
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E;conornic situation - Demoskopie claims that. it is not now 
making rnoney ana probably won't. for another four or five yea.rs. 
Wh;:,t is meant by "rnaking rnoney11 is not ele4r. '!'he Institute was 

not able to pay its sta.fi' ,for a while .after currency ·reform., but 
this perlod apparently li.sted only a short tl4ue~ l~-00.ey is bai.ng 
invested continuaJ.J.y .in further construction a11d reµovatJ.on of th~ 

· home office build,ii·i-t~' to provide more work rooms. · 

Noelle-Neumann estimates the cost of a colT1plete survey at -about JA.OOQ_, 
DM, with one question CQSt : i n~ a.bout 500 DM. She complains that the trQU.bl_. 
with mBrket research in Germany is that busine6ses consider the s'U.t'vey , ~()ste · · 
too high and often succeed in driVing the price down to an uneconomic ·· 
10,.000 ·or 12,000 mt. She claims that the bast ~turn she can get from .. 
. newspapers is 10 to 12 purchases of any report at a.Qol.>.t 10 'Or 15 mrkr;; ~~h~ 
or about 200 marks i.n all. ~Jhile this business is unprofitable fin~eialdl.y:i · 
it is very important for publicity. One employee spends :most· 'of his ti~ > 
wrl ting releases for the so-called Demoskopie .ttpressedienst. if {Sev$ral' 
newspa.per ~ editors, by the way, tolc;l me that they pa.id mo-re :for D~jskQpie · 
'newspaper releases than the average ,fee report;ed by Noella...lfoumann; . one/ .. 
sf:ti.d he had paid 70 Dl'I for a release). -My impression from reading Oerman .•· 
newspa.pe:i:'a ie that there are a good many sales, which helps to acco:Unt 
for the fact that Demoslropie is the best known of the pol..ling agencies in 
Germany. Interesting fact: A new verb,. lldemoskopieren,.!1 (tg survey public 
attitudes with sa.rn.pling methods) has turned up several ;times 'in newspa.p~r 
articles. 

Noelle-Neumann states that Gi few quest.ions inserted f~r cO,mri:iereiaJ. 
· elient.s, Who don't i-dsh to iny.est in c~~l . ~e s#vey$, d~fray . · . a , 'gQ~d, 'AA ..... ,tt.· 
of the Cbs~ of ~he regular month~:! main \nha.Upt."l C>l' ommbu~ ~tiaa~i.o · nnEifre. 
This questionnaire usu~lly conta:i..ns about· .20. s.ttatuQ.e qu.estii!ms .:(inolucld.-ng 
!ram 3 to 6 for commercial clients), plus a.bp.'ij'!i .)O statistical ,questi6ttS: < .· 
about respondents. · · ·· . 

Experimental Studies-..Of special importance ::l:s Demosk<>pie 1 $ undcrµbi:eQ. 
interest in studying and -improving research tec:bniques, however limited ,;: 
these efforts may appear in comparison with the work of cont.empo.ra.:r-y ;_,, , 
American researchers. Noelle-Neumann complains of the difficulty of dQ~hg 
any experiment.al polling because there is no one to pay for it, but the 
fa.ct is that her Institute is apparently d.oir:ig 11.lOre exp'eri~ntatfon t.han 
any other collll.nercial polling ageney in Germany. . Such . wtlr'k rs moI'e or · 
less in the nature of a by ... produ.et.; such ai :re-oolla.til9.g and re- · 
interpreting · data obtained in the· bre:ad~nd...;butitel" work.cf the. l11stit"1Ate~ 
Demoskopie' s ·constant study of ita staff of inte:rvi.e~rs a.nd -t;heir co.m--
pa.rati ve perform.a.nee should be man:Honed i.n thl,$ ·conneetion~ · A14 u.p..;.t,().i,.. . 
date card catalog is maintained of afl quasti0ne asked by aerma.n, l»llers 
as well as o.f all questions used i :n forei'IJ.n poll~ , }·•hic . ..ii ~ might be applicable 

' .~ · .. ·. 



to Germany. An eff'ort is made to keep up With current book and periodical 
publications in the field. Noelle-Neumann has developed an origina.~ and 
effective visual system for studying poll results for sigrLi.ficant correlations 
The edge of a long, narrow card is divided into segments, ea.ch segment repre- . 
senting one question. The different responses to each question are coded with 
crayon marks in various colors on the edge of the card. All the cards of the 
sample are then arranged in a tray according to any columnar alignment desired 
perrn:i.tt:i ng .a visual observ2.tion of correlations in other columns. The system 
is said to turn up correlations which might never be observed by .ma.chine 
methods. The colorint: is done by t iro women in the village, who can prepare 
the cards of a 2,000 sample overnight. 

Demoskopie is also · beginning to cooperate with academic agencies. 'l'he 
11 litt1e Kinsey11 returns, for example, have been made available to Dr. Hobert 
Heiss, professor of philology and psychology at Freiburg University, for a 
study oi· neurot,icism. One of Heiss' s students was working with the material 
at Demoskopie. this summer. 

The Institute 1;1as ma.de arrangement a with several academic inst'i tutions 
to accept students for training periods of eight weeks, usually dur:i.ng uni-
versity vacation periods. The plan is already in operation with Walter 
1-iagetnann, professor of jol'.irnalism at f'\uenster University, and Wenke, professor 
of psychology at Tuebingen University; it is hoped to extend the plan shortly 
to include students of Professor Dovi.i'at 1 s Institut fuer Publizistik in Berlin 
and from Heidelberg UniversHy. 

Lastly, Dernoskopie has undoubt.edly been a potent force in promoting 
interest in public opinion resoa.rcb in Germany. Heference has already 'b$en 
made to its publicity and promotion, which are skillful.. 1'.\lso, it appears 
that the Institute is much · visited, especially .by Gernian business men and. 
academicians. It is a favorable sign that Demo'skopie welcomes and encourages 
such visits, and explains its operations with apparently complete candor. 

Some insight into Noelle-!fouman 1 s scientific interests and competence 
may be gained from an address delivered at a conference on public opinion 
research at the Frankfurt Instit.ute for the Adva.ncemei1t of Public Affairs 
in Harch, 1950 (reproduc·ed in rnimeoeraphed form by the Institute). The 
address dealt with such problems as the effect upon respondents' answers of 
preceding qi+estions in a questionnaire (with specific comparisons drawn from 
studies of Dernoskopie a.nd other polling agencies), influence upon answers of 
the place or situation in ·v.Jhich the interview takes. place, and a critical 
examination of the .problem of quota versus random sampling in Germany, with 
special . emphasis on the additional cost factor with the random system .• 

~ political question-This is not a security report, and it is 
certainly 1.mfair to comment on the politics of the leaders of Demoskopie 
without doing the same for the other· public opinion res~archers of Germany, 
many of whom- are just as controversial. However, t.he storm of suspicion and 
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invective which rages around the Neurnanns is impossible to ignore in 
a. report such as this, in part because Demoskopie is at present perhaps 
the leading German polling organization, and in part because this contro-
versy Vf?ry directly concerns the whole problem of the development of public 
opinion r~search in Germany. 

The Ne~manns are probably criticized more violently than any oth~r 
German pollers, and the cb.arges are in confusing variety, including Naziism, , 
Co:rmrrunism, and even spying. I have spoken earlier in this report of the 
notable lack of charity of pollers in Germany toward each other, and un-
doubtedly much of the criticism of the Neumanns stems from the fact that 
t;. hey have pushed th~msel ves forward in a llighly competitive field at a time 
when denunciation and back-bitj ng are comnionplace in German life. On the 
other hand, some of the American critics of the Neumanns are sincere 
individuals whose judgment I respect. These persons a:re honestly disturbed 
by ideolo ,'~ical c ')nsidera.tions. Shortcomings in Noelle-Neumann's methodolq:y 
and 1)hilosophy of polline; are also mentioned, but I have always felt such 
criticisms were secondary to pol.i.tical objections and to antagonisms of a 
personal nature. In regard . to the latter,, it is undoubtedly true that 
Noelle-Neumann is, to most p.eople, an attractive and plausible young woman; 
but it is my impres0sion that these qualities have created envy and suspicion, 
especially arnorrg Americans, about as much as they have influenced people in 
her favor. Tho.t she is a good salesman_, especially a.mont; Germans, there can 
be little doubt. 

VJhat are tfie facts? It is especially difficult: in this case to 
distinguish fact from rumor, and I arn not certain, as I shall point out 
later, that it is part.icular ly relevant to try tq do so. However, in order 
to explain the nature of the controversy, a brief summary of the main facts 
and speculations may be useful. 

Elizabeth Margarete Noelle was born in Berlin on December f9, 1916. 
According to the questionnaire. which she .fi11ed out for the French military 
government in 1947, she had. no affiliation with any Nazi organization until 
1935, when she served briefly in the Arbeitadienst. She joined the NSD 
Studentenbund in the spring of 1936, but she says she did so on the advice 
of her professor of Zeitungs~S§~ns~haft, Dr. Emil Dovii'at (See Free University 
of Berlin), as the only means of obtal-ning a scholarship abroad. In 1937 , , 
she became an exchange student at the School of Journalism at the Uni varsity 
of Missouri, where she became interested in the new science of public opinion 
polling. 

She had travelled previously, to Finland and Yugoslavia iri 19)6~ and · 
to Italy and F':cance in 1937, and had written travel articles for newspapers 
in Koenigsburg and Cologne. She returned from the. United States in 1938 by 
way of the Orient, and subsequently made trips to Egypt (1938), Switzerland 
(1939),and France (1941). Her journalistic career continued meanwhile with 
contributions to the Berliner Tageblatt, Deutsche Allgerneine Zeitung, and 
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Frankfurter Zeitung. In Octobe)r of 1940 she finally became a "Schriftleiterin''> 
on the editorial staff of 11Das Heich, 11 a Goebbels organ in Berli.n. 

According to Mrs. Neumann, she was in continuous difficulties 11dth 
the Propaganda Hi.nisterium because of her writing, and finally +ost her job 

(in November of 1942) because a pi-ece she wrote on Franklin b. Hoosevelt was 
not considered sufficiently dero gatory. Four months +.at&J:' she went to work. 
for the Frankfurter ::.;eitung, whi.ch was ab<Jlished within five rronths. There, 
is no record of any occupation, journalistic or ot.he:t'wise, after that date. 

Her doctoral dissertation on the Gallup polling metl;lods, 11Meimmgs-
und Hassenerforschung in USA-Umfragen ueber Politik und Presse, 11 {iioritz 

• Diesterweg, FrQ.nkfurt .am l•ID.n), was published in 1940. 

Followint: the war, Firs. Neuraann first applied for wc,.rk with the p0ll ... 
ing organization of American military government. She was not h1.red, chiefly) 
it would seem, because oL her background, although there was also some · 
dissatisfaction with her attitude toward polling. In 1947, ho\(ever, she 
was hired by Bernard Lahy in Constance for his Institut fu.er P4-chologische 
und Soziometrische f orschungen, which nra.de att.itut;le-,.fturveys under contra.ct · 
for the Deuxieme Bureau of the French ·oecupation army (See "Unsere Meinung"). 
This connection lasted for a year. I don't know the details of the circui;u-.o 
stances which led to the break, but it is obvious that Lahy bears an e.!dreme 
animosity toward Hrs. Neumann as the result of their association. ShortJ.y 
thereafter, Noelle-Neumann and het' ·husband established their independent 
Institut fuer Demoskopie. 

'l'he interpretation given her career by her critics is that she must 
have been a Nazi or she could not have become a. "Goebbels exchange . student" 
in the United States, or travelled as widely as she did, or worked a.s a. · 
Journalist in Germany, especially for the Goebbels newspaper,"Das Reich .. "; 
According to one rwoor, she attended a 11 spy" conference in Washington 'under 
Party auspices during her American __ sojourn. Passages have been pointed out 
in her published writing which are anti-American or which ·have anti-Semitic 
implications. l,ahy especially cri ti'cizes her scientific l!IOl'k for' him, stating .·. · 
that, her sa mples were poorly selected and inadequate in number, etc. · 

I have neither competence nor authority to p~ss out a judement on this 
cas e, especially as the whole problem of relative guilt or innocence i:n 
the r!lore minor echelons of German life are baffling in the e..'<treme. J:.fy 

, personal opinion is that the passages complained of in her wrj_tings were 
mild and few in number when compared with the u.sual publications of the 
Nazi era. That there is evidence of. opportunism is obVious.. How much 
opprobrium is attached to t!ds opportunism depends obviously upon one's 
sense of values, emotional attitudes .toward Germans, and the temper of 
the times. 

The case oft he husband is chiefly a matter of rumor. He is said 
to have, or to have had, associations with Conmrunists, and to have spied 

.' 1 
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for various of the Allies. I was unable to uncover any evidence to support 
any of these charges, which seem, on the surface, to be somewhat mutually 
contradictory, unless thi'B innocent appearing man has e},.'traor~inary depths 
of duplicity. Neumann is also a. journalist by profession. 

Botb of the_ Neumanns are well aware of the talk .about them and 
obviously worried a.nd angered by it. 'fheir talk and writ,ing now, · ~ .tar &s 
I have been able ,. t9 discover, is irreproachably 11democra.tic •11 In f'a.ct, 1.· 
would say that they a re unusually eloquent on the .S\1.bject. Wh.ether this l:~ 
also opportunism 1 have no way of knowing. Actually, of course, pra.ctica;lly 
everyone is uopportunistic;" the test is one of degree and for what goals. 

I think it is Significant, however, that practically all of the 
hostility toward thern stems from foreigners (American and French), a.nd not 
from Germans. Lahy' s hatred, is so g;reat that he refused to attend a recent 
conference of public opinion pollers because he didn't want to be in the 
same room with Noelle-Neumann. Oi" equal sigitlficn.nee is the fa.ct that 
Noelle-Neumann is well.;;ilmowrt and respected in GermB.lly, and that h!ar agency 
is leading :th~ field. This .suggests the 9bvious cpnn.n~t t~at however 
shady her pol:l.tical past m.ay seem to Americans or to r•renohinen, she .is 
certainly not persona non grata to her own countrymen. In .fact, 1 suspect 
that part of her success may be due to the fact that she is considered a. 
11 good German, 11 whether we like it or not • 

r 

Practically, then, AmeI'.ican opinion -seems somewhat irrelevant, a.s 
she is making her O\fil way and there appears to be no likelihood of any 
change in occupation policy which would lead to interference with her 
work. American policy, realistically speaking, has made the whole issue 
somewhat obsolete, a.s th~ present program is no longer interested in 
punishing .Nazis but in en1ist·ing Germans in the cold war against the 
Soviet Union. From the point of view of th~ a.r?hitects of the present 
policy, Noelle-Neumann sbould be worth culti. vating. .·· 

The doubts regarding Noelle-Neumann's political, past ha.ye ha.d this 
practical result: She was not1 cleared for an exchange fell<>wship sponsore,i 
by Reactions Analysis (HICOG) to ·study American polling techniques. ··· The .:.· · 
situation is somewhat ironical, that one of the lea.ding German pollers, who 
has a good chance of dominating the field, is given no Ameri.ca.n assista.nc~ 
and p:['.actically no American attention. She is, in a fairly complete .senee, 
solf-.made, having developed whatever skill she possesses by trial and error 
and from books. This may be healthy for German public opinion research; 
in the long vlew, but it does not seem :particularly f avorable .for $.11 . 

enlargement of American influence or ~le in the field; of German polling. 

,; 

··-·----- ·· -- -· - · ~ ·- - -·- - -- ~ ·, . - ·- ·~ - · ~ :- : 
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Deutsche Hochschule fuer Politik 
(German Jii[;}i School .for Polities) 

Derlin 

Address-Albrecht-Achilles-Strasse 65, Berlin-Ha.lemsee,, Telephone· 
97 66 11. ' . 

' . ~ · 

The Derlin Hiy)1 School for PolitJcs was established in 1948 with t,h'e 
objectives of furthering political education, providing prospective •rorkers 
in r::oli t:ical vocations with useful tools i'or their work, and conducting 
research in the· field of political science. hltlle relations are close with 
the F'ree Universit:,r of Berlin, especially through professors who tea.eh in 
botl1 instituti~ns, the high school has more of ·the character of an instituti9n, 
of adult education. 11 High schooln is, of course, a. literal translation of a. 
word which in Germany does not connotate secondary education, a.s it does in 
the United States. Other Jnstitutions in Germany which are patterned along 
the Berlin Eochschi+le and have similar objectives are the. High Sehool for 
Politics, Economics, · and Public Administration at Wilhelmsha ven, and the · 
Eigh, Scho.ol for r-olitics in Hunich. 

As the Berlin dgh ~choo.L is now o:t'ganized, students are eligible 
for a diploma. after successful completion of six semesters of ·1'/0rk. At 
present. the l!igh ::ichool. ho.s about 500 young students, and about 300 older 
students who are already lfJOrking in government, journalism, and other 
occupations, and who attend night courses. A good many of .the students are 
refugees from the bast zone. · 

Director of the High School is Dr. Otto Suhr, Deputy 1-iayor of ';fost 
Berlin. The board of governors includes representative leaders in Berlin. 
academic and public life. · Financial support comes from the Office of the 
United States High Commissio11er for Germa.ny. 

Departments of instruction, each of which offers lecture courses 

a.nd seminars, a.re history and geography, philosophy and sociology, law 
(especially constitutional and adm:Lnistrative), economics, social organiza-
tion and r;olitics, domestic polit.ics and comrnunicat:i.ons, and foreign affairs. 

'fhis report is concerned only with the actiVities of tl!e Hochschule 
which concern more or less directly public opinion research. Such activity 
has appeared in the following c011flections: 

1. Discussion of polling techniques by Dr. Otto Heinr:i.ch von der 
Gablentz, leader of the department of socia.1 organization and social politics. 

2. The program of public opinion studies, including reader interest 
a.nd list en er preference surveys, be:i. ne; developed by Dr. ~;r;"d.l Do vi fat in the 
department of dot:.e:3tic politics and comrmmications. , (S.:;e Institut Luer 
Fublizistik). 
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.3. St.uderit activities. 

'l'he various activities and plans in the field of public opil'lion 
research are now to be brought toget,her in -the new-lnstitut fuer PQlltieche 
Wissenseha.ft (Political Science Institute), which was fonnded on July 2$, 
1950, under the joint sponsorship of the Hoch$chule fuerP9litik and the 
Free University of Berlin, with a special allocation of 2001 000 DH from 
the Office of the lJtdted S,ta.tes High Corilmi.ssioner for Germany to assist ·()he 
project in its initial stages. 

Director of the new Institute is Dr. von der Gablentz, and the advisory 
coilL:."il.ttee consists of Dr. Alfred Weber, of th.e Univi:irsity of Heidelberg; 
Dr. Franz lfotunann, professor of political science at Columbia Un.i..versity, 
New York; Professor T. H. ¥;arsha11, of London, present ·head of the .eduea.t,..ion 
division of the Office o.f the British High Commissioner for Garro.any; and 
Dr. Hobert Redslbb, of ,Straesburg. Dr. NeW'llan.q., by the ~·' has just· 
(!ompleted _.a semester as guest lecturer at t.he Free Univer~ty. He ;i.s $cdd. 
to be trying·. to interest the Rockefeller Fouridat.io:Q. in ,aiP.ing a. pr6&r•., 
in public opinion research. · ·· · · · 

No specific research activities have been started! by the new Institute 
at this writing. It is planned to house vr. Dovifa:t' s cormm.u.1.icati:ons 
institute in the same building with the Political Scienc~ InstH,ute, a,q<l 
presumably there 1dll be collaboration between the two agencies (See 
Institut _fuer Publizist.ik). 

Studep.t Act:i.vitz--An unusual phenomenon at t;he Hi:gh School for 
Politics is a student asaociation f0-r experi.tnetms iti public opinion " 
polline:,. Apparently: the initia:t,ive .!'or this o?;ganiz~tion was vol.u.r.tlf,a.11'.t 
reflectintc~ a high degr<;;;e of interest. of students in modern pblling met.bode, 
although there has doubtless been oome f'aeulty e~otit'agement; and .ad\lioe. · 
·rri.e a.ssociat4.on has taken the ingenious naitie of :.Af>.MJ., after the first ~nf' 
the letters in the name stand for the first letters of the words of the· ; 
tit:J_e o;t; the .. association, Arbeitsgemeinscha.f.'t die allgemeine Me:L~ung 
(Soci~ty for the Studj· of General, Qt" Ftiblie, Opinion}, or, in a. lig})ier 
vein, Alles durch a.llgemei.ne I1einung (l09sely~. Eveqrt.bintt. Through Public 
Opinion). Members o:f this asS()cia:U(.»1 ·have been chiefly pelliI!g other .. 
students; a recent survey undertook to investigate at.titiide:s ()'t. students 
from. the Ea.st Zone. · ' 

S\ttaienr:ru2p~ Gewerkschaftspr@'~ls~ (Trade Union Press StudY1 !}roup)-
Student.s from the Ho¢hschule i'u.er Politik i~/il.V'e a.loo ""rked on a· study o:f 
the labor press, · 

'rhis project was apparently inspired by Wrs. John Hol.t.1 wife of a.n 
officer of HI COG, Berlin element, a.nd was pa.id for by a special ap1i.ir9priat.ion, 

. from the Office of Labor Affairs. Specifically_, one part of the pJ."ojeet 



surveyed attitudes of members o.f the Gewerkscha.ft der kaufrn.a.ennischen, Buero;,. 
und Verwaltungsancestellt~n (Labor Union of Sales, Office, and Government 
Workers) and of the Gewerkscha.ft der Techpi.ker und Werkrneister (Trade Union 
of Technical Workers and Foremen) toward their newspaper, "Freiheit. n 

A cominittee from the trade unions planned the questionnaire i,dth the 
t(ichn:Lcal advice of '-:.wo members of the Reactions Analysis (HICOG) staff in 
Berlin, l~rnst,-0. Iuemsclmeider and Heinz A. Koenig, who also advised on 
sarn,_Dline and' interviewing procedures. 'i'he random sampling system 
lichkeits, o~ 0pr·obability, method was used, o with 500 names, lJlus a 30% 
reserve, drawn from the member~3bip cards of the two unions. The, survey was 
made bebfe~n July. 6 and 21, 1950, b;I volunteers from the Hochschule and 
labor.. unions. Actually 353 respondents were interviewed. The survey h~ . s 

been reported in mimeographed form. 

An earlier survey in the sr-ime project was made of the membership of 
the metal workers wU.on in :,-Jest Berlin to determine their attitudes toward 
their union publication, "Eisen und 1-ietal, 11 as well as toward union iead.ers 
and policies. 'fhree groups were surveyed, metal workers in the union, metal 
workers not in the union, and white-coJJ.nr- workers in the metal industry. 

Flans have been made for a conference of labor editors in Berlin this 
fall to discuss the results of the surveys and consider wa~rs of improving 
the labor press, union radio pro s rams~ and similar topics. 'i'he project is 
especially interestinc as an indication of the interest of unions in finding 
out what types of articles or information are of greatest interest Qr value 
to union members and how labor editors can best serve their clientele. 
Western zone and foreign labor editors were expected to attend the conferenc.e. 

Personal appraisa.1-Tr,ere is undoubtedly a. gr,~at deal of ferment and 
planning in the public opinion research field :in Berlin, centered in the 
Hochschule fuer Politik and its associated institutes. There is indication 
of the sarne initiative, alertness, progressiveness and drive which appear to 
be characteristic of other phases of Berlin lif'e. All of this is admirablej 
but other factors are not so propitious, such as the scarcity, so far, of 
an/ really trained experts in the field of public opinion research; the · 
habitual bankruptcy of the cit~/, with dependence upon American financial 
support; the limitation of the i'esearch area to the west sec:tors of Berlin; 
and. a possible lack of confidence of ~ ' lest Germans in the future of Berlin, 
which makes it unlikely that there would be much .. desire to proceed witp a 
large investment in facili t ies anc. p~rsonnel in that place. 
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Institut fuer Publ:izistik 
(Institute for Communic~tions l·ledia) 

Free University of ~erlin 

Reference has been rnade .to the work of Dr. Emil Dovifa.t in the 
description of the program Q;f tl:l~ .. Berlin High School for Politics (See 
Hochschule fuer Politik., Berlin)• ·· Dr. Dov:ifat was formerly director of 
the Deutsches lnstitut i'uer Zeitungskunde of the Uni vers5.ty of Berlin, 
which was probably the le;;;.ding institution in. the '\tJOrld for ~he 
scientifio study of t.he press until it ca.me under the control of the 
Nazis. Dovifat, a man of the Center party, was out of fav9r with the 
Hitler regime, although he was allowed to reta..1..n a professorship at the. 
University of Berlin. 

He continued as pro f essor 8.t the University of Berlin after the wa.r 
until Russian interference with his courses forced him to retire. In the 
process, most of hi,s library, probably the most complete in Germany for 
journalistic docmnentation, was confiscated from his university quarters 
in the East sector of Berlin. Subsequently Do vi.fat joined the faculty of 
the Free Uni verf;ity of West Berlin. 

His major activity since then ha.s cei1tered around his Institut fuer 
Fublizistik at the Free University. "}'ublizistik, II by the vmy, is the word 

he has adopted to .cover the whole field of mass medi.S etudy and problems and 
techniques of communication, a ·field roughly equivalent to ·that of pro-

gressive schools of journalism in the United States. No English equi.valent · 
of the word exists, although one is badly needed. 

At t.l:1e Free University lecture courses a.re offered as weD. as seminars· 

on such subjects as pictorial journa.li.sm, filtn journa.li.sm, political use 
of radio, and media research. Aqout 120 students, from aJ.l faculties, take 
worl<:: in the department. He now has two assistants, one specializing on 
the press and t he other on radio; he -hopes to add another assistant for 
film. 

Public opinion ::;tudies so far have. ma:inly concerned preferences o:t 
radio listeners and i'ilm patrons. During November and December, 1949, fifty 
of his seminar students made a stud~ 1 of radio listener habits and preferences 
in respect to the Berlin st. utions, RIAS (American), Nordwestdeutscher 
Rundfunk (British Zone German), and Radi0Berlir1 (Communist), with a. sani.ple 
of 4,000 listeners. A combinatiox1 random-quota sample waa used, wltb 
names drawn frcirn lists of ration card holders. An extensive survey is 
now in progress (to· be completed by Janua!"''J, 195.1) to gather data on such 
subjects as the popularity of I".JOtion pictures in various age groups, public 
attitudes toward newsreel9, and tastes in .feature filL.'ls. A quota sami::le is 

·being used. Student intervie\vers are recci. ving money fox• their work from 
the film industry, through the organization of' film eYJ1ibitore in Berlin. 
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Another special. interest of' 1Jovifat is the systematic analysis and 
debunking of propaganda devices in mass media. He is trying to encourage . 
the introduction of this kind of analysis into .the curriculum of the 
secondary schOols, but has made little progress so far. 

As explained el:-seYhere, the lnsti tut fuer Publizistik, beginning .this 
fall, will be housed with the new lnstitut fuer politische Wissensehart, . 
where apparently more funds and personnel will be available for research. 
Dovifat hopes to extend his research program, \-i:ith special attent:i.on to 
the effects of m~ss media and public attitudes toward t.her:i. 

During -the 1950 SUll:llller Sernester, Dovifat offered two courses at the 
Hochschule, a lecture course in general Publizistik (psy-ch0:1ogy a.nd . te~h

nique. s df poli ti?al ~pinion f?rma. ti~n and their, . lna.t.er~~s), and a lal>o::at;tiX'Y' 
Course on co1mnumcat1on techm.ques -in the prese and radio. ·.·· ' 

Personal a.ppraisa.1--Dovifa.t is a IIJB.n of unusual personality and .Jiger~ · 
proi:;ressive in his thinking,, with an exceptional backgro\llld in research 
and general experience. His personal ini'luenee is considerable. He is, 
by the way , chairman of the governing board oi' Nordwestdeutscner Rundi".unk. 
He is no longer young, but he has already set the pattern, at least, for 
the kind of research program which can be of enormous value to Germany 
through a continuing. study of the all-important mass media:, their political 
behavior, and their effects upon the public. 'fhe lll1favorable .factors for 
the Institute are the $a.me as tho.se mentioned in connection :with the 
Hochschule f'uer Politik. It v.ould be well to encou.rageDovtfat in every 
possible way, or be certain that a realistic progrartl of similar s:cqpe, 
ehara.cter, and stature is developed in the western zones. ·· 
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Appendix B 

A(;encies fo'r .Market H.esearch 

No special effort was made to survey agencies Whose chief activity 
is the gathering of statistical market data. Or' data on consumer preieren:a-es 
an(i trends in respect to commodities. Such ·agencies are of peripheral 
interest to this survey, however, particularly from the point of view of 
saLYJ.pling methodology and interviewing techniques. Below are iisted. a 
representative sample of marketinc re0earch institutes, one of which is 
c:eseribed under a separ"<."l.te hea.d~nz elsewhere in this report. J'he list 
makes no claim t.o completeness. No survey has been tnad~ of a.ca,derrd.e · 
agencies conducting market research. Nor does -the li$t: include public. 
opinion research ae;encies which do general att,itu(le pel) .. .ing; S~tcL1 a.gende's 
a.re listed under separate headings elsewhere. There a,re doubtless rrib.ny 
other private. marketing research agencies that .cu1ild b~ added to the list 
below, as the aggressiveness and co1"1petitiveness of GetJua.h busine'ss men 
encourage the pro,liferation of this type of research agenc5r. 

1. Deutsches Inst:i.tut fuer ;1irtschafts.forschung.- President, 
Burgome.ster Dr. F. Eriedensburg. Address, Berlin-Dahlem, Pacelli Allee 6. 

2. For-schunr ~ sstelle i'uer allgemein€ und textile i>'iB.rktwirtiilchaft . ~ 

Head, Professor Hueller-Armaek. Address,: Muenster .. 

J. Gesellschaft fuer Harktforseh:un.g. Head, Dr. J. E. Schwenzner. 
Address, Alter Harkt 12, Ha.raburg. 

h. Gesellschaft fuer Konsurnforechung, Nuernberg... (See Ine.tituf. 
fuer Absatz- W1d Verbra:uchsfe>rschung). 

·5. Geseilschaft fuer Wirtschaf'tsanalyae und M~ktte;rktmdung ' ~ Head, 
Dr. Chlodewig Kap.f'erer. Address, Gertrudenk:trcnhof 10, Ha.mburg. 

6. · Institut fuer l!!n<i'Wirtschaftliche Ma:rkt.forschtm.g. Head, ·Dr. 
Arthur Hanau. Address, Braunschweig-Voelkenrode. 

7. Institut ftter Wirtschaftsforschung. Hell.cl, Dr. Wagner, of. the 
Bayerisches St,atistisches Lindesa.mt. Address, ROseQ.heirderatrasse 138~ 
I'"1'unich. 

8. Rheinisch-Westfaelisches Instit.ut fUer pz-aktisc~~ Wirtsc1ia..t'tsforseh.urt)t;: 
Dr. Da.ebritz. :Address, Bismarckstrasse 6;;2, Bssen,. ·· 

9. Li.ntas. 
company (soaps}. 

House-owned market research .agency for the Unil1$ver 
Leader, Steinberg. Address, 'fhoe_rl Haus, Harborg. 
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Agencies for the Si'>udy t>J>Mass Hedia, Including 
Schools 01· Journali Blll 

The interest of th~se agencies in publle opinion resaareh r~nges frolll 1 

very much tb none at all, Those which ha~ und~rla.ken, J>t'.' p~, a s±gnil:fteant·<; ;''· 
amount of work in the field are described .. under f$eparat~rhea.ding~ ·, iz { tr1!a · .· i . :~< 
report • . A complete llsti With a few crit1cal'notes, is includecL ' *re~e 'fof · ' · 
re:t'er·ence :;:m.rposes, · as 'all of these a.:g:encies have at least a potem±i;U :: .. 
importance to public opinion research .. 

1. Free University of Berlin. ·rnstitut 'fuer Publizistik • . \Separ:tt.tely . . 
listed).· 

(s~~ar~t~ll 
.. 

·J ... · 

.3. University of Hamburg. Instftut fuer Rundft~.i,k: und Fernsehen 
(Institute for Ra.dio and Television). This institute',, ·' the first of its 
kind in Get'many since the war, was established this $Ummer with Egmont 
Zecblin, a professor of history at tb,13 Univer:?ity of Hanibtlrg, in charge. . 
I undet'stand th~t the Nordwestdeutseher- Rundf'Unk will support the institute 
financially. The institute will prepare students for careers in ra.dio,, and 
the study program will include radio psychology, use of radio fOr education, 
and engineering.. 

4. Uni versit,y of Heidelberg. Inet.itut fu-er P'tlblizistik. Ad.dre<ss;t 
Hauptstra$se l.26, 'l'elephoae 2251. .· Director, Ur. Hans von ~ekhardt.; as$i'5\anti 
Dr .. Christine (Schmidt-Rohr) rrotteij, T:his school of jouril~$U i.s hand!""'- ' ·· 
capped by opposition of conservative departments ~f . the university and <Jt 

; the conservative state government, lack of money and personnel, and the t'a.ct 
that its director is a theoretical sociologist who is not much interested, . 
apparently, in the practical problems of training 5tudents for careers in . 
the eonnnunications professions. However, Dr. Totten, who has just retur.ned 
from a year of study at the University of Chicago and flarvard University, 
is writing a study of public opinion in . the .Uni.tad States, and plans to 
introduce a c9l,lrse this year on ;:mblic opinion research techniques .. , 

I . . ... . 
5. University of Huenste.r. Institut fuer Zeitungswissensehaft. 

Address, Gorresstrasse 23. Direetc1r, ·walter Hagemann• w~o was editor o,f: .the 
Catholic periodieal, 11 Gerrnania, 11 before the wa.r.. · Zeitungswissenscha.ft i.~ 
.a full examination subject, Eind more doctorfil candidates are reportect tnaz1 ·. 
for any other course in the philosophical faculty~ The emphasis appears 
to be upo11 practical train.i.ng for newspaper careers. 

6. Uhiversity of liasllburg. Lectur~ · s on Zeitungswissenscha.ft, in the 
plU,losophical i aculty. 'l'he lecturer is Dr. Frankenfeld, formerly of the 

· Frankfurter Zeitung. 
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7. Nuernberf; , Hochschule fuer Wirtscha..t'ts- und Sozialwissenschaften. 
Instltut fuer Zeitun g swissen~chaft. Address, Findelgasse 7. Leader, Dr. 
Ernst r<eier; assistant, Wilhelm Bierfelder. This institute, which resumed 
activity during the winter semester 1949-50, offers work in social, pro-
fessional, and business problems for student~ seeking careers in journalism • . 

.. ·. ·' ·'' 
··i:-·· 
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